
ALL CATALOGUE PRICES ARE MAXIMUM PRICES VALID UNTIL  

31 JULY 2019 (PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ANY ALTERATION IN VAT)

GLADOM  

tray table £20  

see page 27

£15
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Love what’s on the cover?  
Read all about GRÖNLID sofa  
on p27, VEDBO armchair on p42,  
and BRÖNDEN rug on p144.

01 SONGESAND standard double bed 
frame £145 Mattress and bedlinen 
sold separately. Foil finish. 147×196, 
H95cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 
292.413.15

02 SKÄGGÖRT cushion £3.50  
Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: recycled 
polyester. 30×60cm. 403.895.55

03 VENDLA cushion £3.50  
Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: recycled  
polyester. 30×60cm. 803.895.63

04 NEDJA cushion £3.50 Cover:  
100% cotton. Filling: recycled  
polyester. 30×60cm. 103.895.66

IKEA
®

 
2019

 Discover more at 
your IKEA store or 
online at IKEA.co.uk
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03

01

3

This year, we are shining a light on difference.  

Different lives, different homes, different stories.  

In these pages, we have imagined seven homes, each 

one created to work with the fabulous variety of life  

at home today. From a 16 square metre ‘everything 

must fit’ flat, to a home focused on its eco-friendly 

choices. Because we celebrate difference, and want 

to offer inspiration and solutions that can help anyone 

and everyone to have a better everyday life at home. 

You’ll find lots of fresh ideas here, and new products 

designed to be affordable, practical and desirable,  

for you to love and enjoy, wherever you call home. 

04 NEDJA cushion

£3.50
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Homes ProductsStep inside seven homes, imagined using 

IKEA products, with inspiration and ideas 

for a better everyday life at home.

Featuring selected furniture from IKEA, 

including accessories, textiles, storage, 

and lighting for every room of the home.

HOME 1

Holistic haven  

in the city

Page .........................................  8

HOME 2

Limited space, 

unlimited you

Page ........................................ 56

HOME 3

Blow your  

own trumpet

Page ........................................ 96

HOME 4

Turning over  

a new leaf

Page ......................................  116

HOME 5

Full house

Page ......................................  172

HOME 6

Keeping an  

open mind

Page ......................................  204

HOME 7

What’s the  

big idea?

Page ......................................  264

Information about IKEA

Shop at IKEA & Services ...................................................................  280

Guarantees  ....................................................................................  283

Living room & workspace

Living room seating ...........................................................................  26

Living room storage ..........................................................................  70

Workspace ........................................................................................ 90 

Dining & kitchen

Dining  ........................................................................................... 136 

Kitchen .......................................................................................... 150

Secondary storage  .......................................................................... 164

Indoor/outdoor  ............................................................................... 168

Bedroom & bathroom

Bedroom ........................................................................................ 218

Clothes & shoe storage ..................................................................... 236

Bathroom ....................................................................................... 254

Children’s IKEA

Baby  ............................................................................................. 194

Children  ........................................................................................ 196
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The newest  
pick of the bunch
Everyone has their IKEA favourites. 
With so many great products, it would 
be hard to pick just one. Here are a 
few of the latest ideas we think you’ll 
love. More arrive all year round,  
so come back to the IKEA store again 
to see what’s new, or visit us online  
at IKEA.co.uk

 NEW SANDARED range. Cover: 85% cotton yarn and 15% polyester yarn.  
Small pouffe £50 Ø45, H33cm. 303.639.71  Medium pouffe £70 Ø56, H41cm. 
303.853.17  Large pouffe £95 Ø71, H44cm. 403.853.12

 NEW GRADVIS vase £8 Stoneware. H21cm. 603.347.03

 NEW STRANDMON children’s armchair £110 Cover: 73% polyester,  
20% modacrylic, 7% cotton. 56×62, H71cm. Vissle grey. 303.925.44

 NEW NYMÅNE wired-in wall lamp with swing arm £25 Powder-coated  
steel and aluminium. Ø7cm. IKEA. Model V1708 NYMÅNE. This luminaire is  
compatible with bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 103.569.62

 NEW LANDSKRONA 2-seat sofa £395 Cover: 74.5% polyester,  
20% modacrylic, 5.5% cotton. 164×89, H78cm. Gunnared light  
green/metal. 992.702.86

 NEW VATTENMYNTA double duvet cover and 2 pillowcases £15  
100% cotton. Duvet cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 203.953.50

 NEW BJÖRKSNÄS 5-drawer chest 
£235 Solid birch. 90×47, H90cm. 
704.072.99

 NEW MORGONTE crockery set £8 
Glazed feldspar porcelain. Comprises: 
1 bowl (10cm), 1 bowl (13.5cm) and  
1 plate (16cm). 503.982.67

 NEW ELDTÖREL cushion cover 
£4.50 100% cotton. 50×50cm.  
Pink/multicoloured. 904.025.83

 NEW SKÄGGÖRT cushion cover 
£4.50 100% cotton. 50×50cm.  
White/gold colour. 404.155.40  

 NEW LANGUR range.  
Junior chair/high chair with tray 
£74 Safety belt included. Powder-
coated steel, aluminium and plastic. 
56×61, H87cm. 492.525.53   
Padded seat cover for high chair 
£8 Cover: 44% polyester, 16% cotton, 
40% modacrylic. 003.526.48

GRADVIS vase

£8
SANDARED  
small pouffe

£50
VATTENMYNTA double duvet  
cover and 2 pillowcases

£15

NYMÅNE wired-in wall  
lamp with swing arm

£25



901 AINA curtains £45/pair 100% linen. 

145×250cm. 102.842.01

02 NEW GRÖNLID chaise longue £310  

Cover: 100% cotton. 117×164, H104cm. 

Inseros white. 792.548.19

03 LISABO coffee table £70  

Clear-lacquered ash veneer and solid birch. 

70×70, H50cm. 902.976.57

04 NEW SANDARED pouffe £50  

Cover: 85% cotton yarn and 15% polyester 

yarn. Ø45, H33cm. 303.639.71

05 VINDUM rug £130 High pile: 100%  

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic latex. 

170×230cm. 503.449.86

06 NEW GRÖNLID 3-seat corner sofa  
with open end £745 Cover: 100% cotton.  

235/182×98, H104cm. Inseros white. 

892.546.68

Home 1

Holistic haven 
in the city
However hectic, crazy and chaotic city living 

may get, it’s possible to create a home that 

soothes and smooths, revives and relaxes. 

All it takes is a little know-how. 

 

Pale wood and soft shades. Tactile textiles 

and super-comfy sofas set the tone for  

total revitalisation. A sense of wellbeing. 

Closed storage keeps those positive vibes 

flowing freely. So park the busy bustle at  

the door, and step inside the healing home.

01 AINA curtains

£45/pair

04

03

02 GRÖNLID 
chaise longue

£310

05

06 GRÖNLID 3-seat corner  
sofa with open end

£745



14 VARDAGEN teapot £7 Stoneware.  
1.2L. 402.893.44 

15 KLACK tray £4.50 Solid rubberwood  
and painted finish. 38×58cm. 064.104.06

12 SANELA cushion cover £6 100% cotton  
velvet. 50×50cm. 803.701.63  To be  
completed with INNER cushion pad £2 
Fabric: 100% polypropylene. Filling: 100% 
polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

13 SJÖPENNA floor lamp £25 Plastic and  
birch. H1m. IKEA. Model G1611 SJÖPENNA. 
This luminaire is compatible with bulbs of  
energy classes A++ to D. 603.237.14 
 

10 Home 1

08 SNIDAD basket £25 Clear-lacquered  
rattan. Ø54, H39cm. 303.949.44

09 PUDDA basket £8 100% polyester.  
28×28, H23cm. 203.439.12

10 BERGHALLA handles £8/2pk  
Hole spacing 32mm. 803.228.55 

11 PLATSA wardrobe combination  
£356 Foil finish. 260×42, H221cm.  
White/FONNES RIDABU. 692.483.29

01 ARÖD work lamp £40 Powder-coated steel 
and aluminium. H53cm. IKEA. Model B1712 
ARÖD. This luminaire is compatible with bulbs  
of energy classes A++ to D. 203.891.32

02 TRÅDFRI dimming kit £15 ABS plastic. 
Ø4.5, H1.2cm. 803.498.88

03 NORDMÄRKE wireless charger £15 
Polycarbonate plastic, synthetic rubber  
and birch. Ø8.5, H2cm. 803.819.82

04 LOHALS rug £20 Flatwoven. 100% jute. 
80×150cm. 203.074.81

05 STÄLL shoe cabinets with 4  
compartments £100/ea Painted  
finish. 96×17, H90cm. 701.781.70

06 SKÄGGÖRT cushion cover £4.50  
100% cotton. 50×50cm. 404.155.40   
To be completed with INNER cushion  
pad £2 Fabric: 100% polypropylene.  
Filling: 100% polyester. 50×50cm. 
902.621.96

07 NEW JOFRID throw £35 80% cotton  
and 20% linen. 150×200cm. 603.957.44

The first rule of a clutter-free home: 
keep your things behind closed doors.

07 JOFRID throw

£35
08

11 PLATSA  
wardrobe combination

£356

06

13

Change your home, 
change your life 

What happens when we actually 

pursue our dreams for our home?  

If rather than thinking we can’t, 

we believe that we can? It’s a 

question we considered in our 

recent Life at Home research.  

And here’s what we found.  

 

When we change the way our 

home works, we can change other 

things in our life. And that even 

small changes, like a new wall 

colour or a different cover for a 

chair, can make all the difference. 

 

Many of us avoid making updates 

at home because we fear it will be 

too expensive, time consuming,  

or that we simply won’t finish.  

But living spaces need to evolve.

When we don’t make changes to 

suit new circumstances, life can 

feel harder. Allowing your home  

to be “deliberately unfinished” is  

a step toward a happier, better life 

at home. It allows you to design 

for how you really live right now, 

as well as for the life you imagine 

for the future. For example, if a 

goal is to do more yoga, creating 

a space for daily practice will have 

you feeling far more flexible (in 

more ways than one). Confidence 

is contagious, so you may just find 

that as you embrace change at 

home, it’ll get easier to manage 

other challenges in your life, too.  

 

Read more from our annual  

Life at Home report:  

 lifeathome.IKEA.com

14

12 SANELA  
cushion cover

£6

15 KLACK tray

£4.50

05 STÄLL shoe cabinets  
with 4 compartments

£100/ea

Home 1 11

03

09

With floor to ceiling curtains, you decide 
when to let the world in.

02

01 ARÖD  
work lamp

£40

04

10



12 Home 1

01 BESTÅ 2-door wall cabinets £100/ea  

Foil finish. 60×20, H128cm. Lappviken white. 

190.574.83

02 BESTÅ TV benches £165/ea Foil finish and 

ash veneer. 180×40, H38cm. White/Inviken. 

092.009.95

 BRIMNES TV bench £70 Foil finish.  

120×41, H53cm. 403.376.94

A nice home for your colour tv

BRIMNES 
TV bench

£70

01 BESTÅ 2-door wall cabinets

£100/ea

02 BESTÅ TV benches

£165/ea

 Just let us know what product you'd  
like and we can pick and deliver it.  
For more info, see p281



01 EKET cabinet £15 Foil finish and  

plastic. 35×25, H35cm. 103.321.22

  

02 NEW GRADVIS vase £8 Stoneware. 

H21cm. 603.347.03

  

03 NEW KAPASTER throw £18 72%  

cotton, 23% viscose/rayon and 5%  

polyester. 130×170cm. 104.025.82

  

04 NEW SAMMANHANG glass boxes 
with lids £4/ea Glass. Ø13cm. H8cm. 

704.157.51

  

05 IKEA 365+ bowl with rounded  
sides £1 Feldspar porcelain. Ø13cm. 

502.589.50

  

06 IKEA 365+ plate £2.50 Feldspar  

porcelain. Ø27cm. 702.589.49

  

07 NEW HANNALILL curtains £18/pair  
100% cotton. 145×250cm. 704.108.81

  

08 HOVSTA frame £7 Foiled finish  

and plastic. Picture 30×40cm. 

603.657.61

  

09 TJENA magazine file £4/2pk  

Paper. 10×25, H30cm. 503.982.10

  

10 NEW SAXBORGA set of 5 jars  
with lids and tray £12 Glass and 

cork. Sizes: 2 jars (Ø8cm, H5.5cm), 

2 jars (Ø8cm, H11cm) and 1 tray 

(26×10cm, H3cm). 403.918.79

  

11 NEW MEDFÖRA trays £6/4pk  

High-pressure melamine laminate. 

24×14cm. 103.901.50

The calming 
pastel palette

Pale pinks, creams and beige, 
blonde woods and soft, organic 
shapes. So soothing. With our 
mood board to inspire you, we 
say DO try it yourself at home.

04

01 EKET cabinet

£15
02 GRADVIS vase

£8

10 SAXBORGA set of 5 jars  
with lids and tray

£12

08

09

 We’ve got plenty 
more ideas for you. 
Discover them all at 
your IKEA store, or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

11

1105

06

07 HANNALILL curtains

£18/pair

03 KAPASTER throw

£18

1514



 Don’t want to tackle installation? 

You can simply leave it to us.  

For more info, see p281

Home 1 171716

Harmony and simplicity. A kitchen where healthy 

cooking is cherished, not a chore.

02 METOD kitchen with ASKERSUND 

light ash effect doors, VEDDINGE 

white doors, drawer fronts, 

MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers  

and TUTEMO open cabinets This 

is a display kitchen for illustrative 

purposes only. For details on pricing 

and more, ask a co-worker at your 

IKEA store.   

  

03 ENTYDIG bowls £6/ea  

Stoneware. Ø30cm. 303.752.81  

  

04 NEW MELHOLT rug £50  

Flatwoven. Jute and wool. 

133×195cm. 404.080.21   

  

05 APTITLIG butcher’s block 

£16 Bamboo. 45×36, H3.3cm. 

002.334.29

  

06 SLUTEN place mat £1.75  

Clear-lacquered palm leaves.  

Ø37cm. 303.428.70

01 METOD/ASKERSUND/VEDDINGE 

kitchen Free 25-year guarantee 

included. This is an 8-cabinet 

example kitchen. Price includes 

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, 

worktop, sink and tap. This is not 

inclusive of appliances, lighting or 

handles. For full product details,  

see p285 

£550
For more information, additional 

services and guarantees, see p281

  

05 APTITLIG  

butcher’s block

£16

02

03

04 MELHOLT rug

£50
03

01

06 SLUTEN  

place mat

£1.75



1918 Home 1

A++ to D. 503.607.64
08 LISABO table £120 Tinted clear-lacquered 

ash veneer and solid birch. 140×78, H74cm. 
 803.824.39
09 FJÄLLBERGET conference chairs  

£150/ea Fixed cover: 74.5% polyester,  
20% modacrylic, 5.5% cotton. Seat 42×40, 
H43–56cm. White-stained oak veneer/
Gunnared light beige. 003.964.21

01 VARDAGEN cook’s knife £11 Stainless  
molybdenum/vanadium-steel and plastic. 
Length of knife blade 16cm. 802.947.20

02 HOVSTA frame £5 Foil finish and plastic. 
Picture: 23×23cm. 803.657.55

03 IVAR cabinets £45/ea Shown painted.  
Solid pine. 80×30, H83cm. 400.337.63   
Any alterations made to products means  
that you may be unable to rely on the  
guarantee in future. For more details,  
see p283 or IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

04 SMAKRIK rapeseed oils £2.50/ea  
500ml. Butter flavoured. 504.055.31  
Organic. 204.055.42

05 IKEA 365+ glasses £3/6pk  
Tempered glass. 300ml. 702.783.58

06 IKEA 365+ carafe with stopper £4  
Glass and cork. 1L. 902.797.19

07 VÄXJÖ pendant lamp £25 Powder- 
coated aluminium and plastic. Ø38cm.  
IKEA. Model T1701 VÄXJÖ. This luminaire  
is compatible with bulbs of energy classes 

02 HOVSTA frame

£5

01

06

09 FJÄLLBERGET  
conference chairs

£150/ea

05

03 IVAR cabinets

£45/ea

08 LISABO table

£120

07

The nice way to back 
yourself into a corner

04 SMAKRIK 
rapeseed oils

£2.50
/ea

Create your own version of IVAR 
and paint it just the way you like.
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01 GODMORGON mirror £20 £13  

Glass. 60×96cm. 301.491.32

02 EKOLN soap dispenser £4.50  

Stoneware. 300ml. H18cm. 602.915.10

03 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK 2-drawer  

washstand £150 Bathroom mixer  

tap sold separately. Foil finish and  

ceramic. 63×49, H64cm. 890.234.99

04 BROGRUND shower set with  

thermostatic mixer £165 Stainless steel, 

chrome-plated brass, steel, zinc and plastic. 

H117cm. 203.425.35

05 VILTO shelving unit £55 Stained clear- 

lacquered solid birch. 46×26, H150cm. 

903.444.56

06 FRYKEN set of 3 boxes with lids £7   

Seagrass. Sizes: small (Ø10, H6cm),  

medium (Ø15, H8cm) and large (Ø20, 

H10cm). 803.281.45

07 IKORNNES table mirror £20 Ash veneer 

and glass. 27×40cm. 003.069.20 

08 NEW FLODALEN bath towels £10/ea 

100% cotton. 70×140cm. 403.808.71

09 VILTO storage stool £25 Stained 

         clear-lacquered solid birch and polyester. 

48×30, H45cm. 403.444.49

21Home 1

04 BROGRUND shower set  

with thermostatic mixer

£165

02

03 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK  

2-drawer washstand

£150

05 VILTO shelving unit

£55

06

07

09 VILTO  

storage stool

£25

08 FLODALEN  

bath towels

£10/ea

 Just let us know what product you’d  

like and we can pick and deliver it.  

For more info, see p281

Give your bathroom the  

spa treatment, with plush 

towels, soothing scents  

and natural materials.

01 GODMORGON  

mirror £20

£13



22 Home 1

01  NISSEDAL mirror £45 Glass and  

foil finish. 65×150cm. 103.203.17

02 NEW BJÖRKSNÄS standard king-size  
bed frame £350 Clear-lacquered solid  

birch. 170×214, H109cm. Mattress size: 

150×200cm. 192.475.77

03 JOFRID throw £35 80% cotton and  

20% linen. 150×200cm. 603.957.44

04  BEKVÄM step stool £13 Solid birch.  

43×39, H50cm. 301.788.79 

05 PAX/HASVIK wardrobe £595 Free  

10-year guarantee included. Minimum  

ceiling height 209cm. Foil finish. 200×66, 

H201.2cm. White/Hasvik white. 292.650.47  

KOMPLEMENT boxes sold separately.

06 SKOGSALM double duvet cover and  
2 pillowcases £30 100% cotton.  

Duvet cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 

50×80cm. 403.737.95

2322 

06 SKOGSALM double duvet cover  
and 2 pillowcases

£30

02 BJÖRKSNÄS  
standard king-size bed frame

£350
05 PAX/HASVIK wardrobe

£595

 Getting a new mattress?  
We'll take your old one off your hands. 
For more info, see p281

Soft fabrics and muted colours make 

this bedroom a relaxing retreat.

01

04 BEKVÄM step stool 

£13

03



24 Home 1

01 MAJGULL block-out curtains £25/pair  
100% polyester. 145×250cm. 303.467.50

02 JANSJÖ LED work lamp £10 Painted  
aluminium and steel. H60cm. IKEA. Model 
B1422 JANSJÖ. This luminaire contains  
built-in LED lamps of energy classes A++  
to A which cannot be changed in the luminaire. 
603.859.38 
 
 

03 KUBBIS racks with 7 hooks £10/ea  
Solid birch. 105×10, H9cm. 102.895.76

04 MATHEA throw £9 98.7% cotton, 1.2%  
polyester, 0.1% elastane/spandex. 
120×180cm. 103.746.02

05 KOMPLEMENT boxes £10/2pk 100%  
polyester. 15×26.5, H12cm. 104.040.53

Take the soft option

 VÅRKRAGE throw £4 100%  
polyester. 110×170cm. 803.522.96

VÅRKRAGE
throw

£4
04 MATHEA throw

£9

01 MAJGULL  
block-out curtains 

£25/pair
03

02

 Discover more designs 
for your bedroom at 
your IKEA store or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

05



27Living room seating26

Living room  
seating 

01 NEW BRYTÄRT plant pots  
£2.50/ea Earthenware. Max.  
diameter flowerpot 12cm. 
603.855.61

 
02 LOHALS rug £55 Flatwoven.  

100% jute. 160×230cm. 502.773.93 
 
03 JENNYANN throw £25 100%  

cotton. 130×170cm. 503.537.73
 
04 URSULA cushion cover £12 100% 

ramie. 65×65cm. 603.958.38  To be 
completed with INNER cushion  
pad £5.50 Fabric: 100% cotton. 
Filling: 100% polyester. 65×65cm. 
102.671.26

 
05 GLADOM tray table £20 £15 

Powder-coated steel. Ø44.5, 
H52.5cm. 703.378.19

 
06 GRÖNLID 3-seat corner sofa 

£745 Cover: 100% cotton. 
182/235×98, H104cm. Inseros light 
brown. 092.553.94

 Need some help getting your 
GRÖNLID sofa home? Ask us.  
We’ll even remove your old sofa. 
For more info, see p281 

For just catching up with the kids, 
cuddling up to watch your favourite 
show together, or having an online 
meeting in your jim-jams, there’s 
no place like the sofa. That’s why 
we offer such a wide range. So that 
everyone can find the sofa that’s the 
right size, right style, and of course, 
the right price, to suit them. 

Discover our full seating range  
at the IKEA store or online at  
IKEA.co.uk

01 BRYTÄRT plant pots

£2.50
/ea

06 GRÖNLID 3-seat corner sofa

£745

02

04

03 JENNYANN throw

£25

Give comfy GRÖNLID pole position in your  
home. You can also add to it later if your 
household grows.

05 GLADOM  
tray table £20

£15



Francis Cayouette, 
Designer

“When I designed FÄRLÖV,  

I wanted it to be inviting and 

embracing. A sofa that attracts 

attention while being spacious, 

soft, and comfortable for the 

whole family. Everything about 

it puts you at ease. It has a 

presence that will always make 

you feel at home.”

28 Living room seating

01 AINA curtains £45/pair 100%  
linen. 145×250cm. 902.809.11

  
02 FÄRLÖV armchair £350 Cover: 

78% cotton and 22% polyester. 
93×101, H88cm. Tallmyra dark grey. 
291.923.91

  
03 FÄRLÖV footstool with storage 

£175 Cover: 78% cotton and 22% 
polyester. 64×84, H51cm. Tallmyra 
dark grey. 091.926.79

  
04 LIATORP console table £140 

Painted finish and tempered glass. 
133×37, H75cm. 001.050.64

05 TIDVATTEN vase £6 Glass. H30cm. 
403.359.92

  
06 TIDVATTEN bowl £6 Glass. Ø26cm. 

103.359.98
  
07 NEW JOFRID cushion covers  

£10/ea 80% cotton, 20% linen.  
65×65cm. Dark blue-grey. 
403.957.78  Natural. 603.957.77  
To be completed with INNER  
cushion pad £5.50 Fabric: 100% 
cotton. Filling: 100% polyester. 
65×65cm. 102.671.26

  
08 RANARP floor/reading lamp £50 

Powder-coated steel. H153cm. IKEA. 
Model G1209 RANARP. This luminaire 
is compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 003.313.78

  
09 FÄRLÖV 3-seat sofa £595  

Cover: 59.5% cotton, 24% polyester,  
16.5% linen. 218×106, H88cm. 
Flodafors white. 091.926.41

With generous proportions and deep seat design, FÄRLÖV 
offers total comfort, to share or keep all to yourself.

2929

 Discover lots more 
comfy seating and 
cosy cushions in 
store, or online at 
IKEA.co.uk

JOFRID gets its natural colours from agricultural 
waste products, like orange peels and nut shells.

04 LIATORP  
console table

£140

09 FÄRLÖV  
3-seat sofa

£595

08

06

02 FÄRLÖV armchair

£350 05 TIDVATTEN vase

£6

03

01

07 JOFRID  
cushion covers

£10/ea

Living room seating



30 Living room seating

01 SANELA cushion cover £6 100% 
cotton velvet. 50×50cm. 603.701.64  
To be completed with INNER  
cushion pad £2 Fabric: 100%  
polypropylene. Filling: 100%  
polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

  
02 ARÖD floor/reading lamp £50 

Powder-coated steel and aluminium. 
H170cm. IKEA. Model G1705 ARÖD. 
This luminaire is compatible with 
bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 
503.891.02

  
03 EKTORP armchair £230 Cover: 

75% polyester, 19% modacrylic 
and 6% cotton. 104×88, H88cm. 
Nordvalla dark grey. 491.292.28

  
04 KRAGSTA coffee table £75 Painted 

finish. Ø90, H48cm. 802.622.53
  
05 LAGRAD indoor/outdoor  

lantern for block candle £16  
Powder-coated steel and glass. 
H43cm. 903.726.37

  
06 NEW STOCKSUND 3-seat sofa 

£530 Cover: 78% cotton and 
22% polyester. 199×97, H84cm. 
Segersta multicoloured/black wood. 
592.747.62

  
07 SKATTEBY frame £30 Wood- 

plastic composite and plastic.  
Picture 61×91cm. 403.098.08

05 LAGRAD indoor/outdoor  
lantern for block candle

£16

01 SANELA 
cushion cover 

£6

03

02 ARÖD floor/
reading lamp

£50
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Great comfort, thanks to thick, soft, 
pocket-sprung cushions. Smart, with its 
well-tailored covers. That’s STOCKSUND.

07

04 KRAGSTA  
coffee table

£75

06 STOCKSUND 3-seat sofa

£530
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01 EKTORP 2-seat sofa £250 Cover: 100% 

cotton. 179×88, H88cm. Blekinge white. 

598.758.05

02 EKTORP 2-seat sofa £275 Cover: 100%  

cotton. 179×88, H88cm. Lingbo multi- 

coloured. 492.575.17

03 EKTORP armchair £230 Cover: 100% 

cotton. 104×88, H88cm. Skaftarp yellow. 

991.834.92

EKTORP always comes packed flat. 

Our famous space-saving method 

lowers our carbon footprint and saves 

on transport costs. Great for both the 

environment and your bank balance.

All of the cotton we 

use for EKTORP is 

sustainably sourced.

When it comes to sofas, a change 

is (almost) as good as a rest. 

Removable and washable covers 

mean you can keep your comfy 

sofa spotless, and alternate them  

a new look whenever you like.

Reversible cushions mean 

your sofa wears more evenly 

and lasts even longer.

02 EKTORP 2-seat sofa

£275
04 EKTORP 3-seat sofa  

with chaise longue

£45001

03

05

EKTORP 04 EKTORP 3-seat sofa with chaise longue 

£450 Cover: 100% cotton. 252×88/163, 

H88cm. Lofallet beige. 791.291.56

05 EKTORP footstool £95 Cover: 100% cotton. 

82×62, H44cm. Lofallet beige. 391.291.20

 Out with the old, in with the new.  

For a small fee, you can leave your  

sofa delivery and removal to us.  

For more info, see p281

Soft, but tough as the proverbial. Versatile and reliable. 

Classic, yet bang up to date. That’s EKTORP. For the past  

20 years, we’ve been constantly tweaking and improving our 

collection of seating, so it keeps getting better, and better.
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01 RIBBA frames £7/ea Foil finish  

and plastic. Picture 40×50cm. 

203.784.59

  

02 RIBBA frames £3.95/ea  

Foil finish and plastic. D4.5cm. 

Picture 23×23cm. 003.784.03

  

03 EKERÖ armchair £135 Cover: 

70.5% polyester, 22% modacrylic, 

7.5% cotton. 71×73, H73cm. 

Idekulla dark grey. 904.025.64

  

04 FOULUM rug £130 Flatwoven. User 

surface: 100% wool. Weft: 100% 

cotton. 170×240cm. 403.820.78

  

05 VÄGMÅLLA throw £13 80%  

polyester, 20% acrylic. 120×160cm. 

503.730.97

  

06 LANDSKRONA 3-seat sofa £495 

Cover: 74.5% polyester, 20%  

modacrylic, 5.5% cotton. 204×89, 

H78cm. Gunnared light green/metal. 

092.703.23

  

07 VIMLE 3-seat sofa with chaise 
longue £725 Cover: 78% cotton 

and 22% polyester. 252×98/164, 

H80/100cm. Tallmyra black/grey. 

192.536.05

  

08 NYBODA side table with  
reversible table top £25  

Foil finish and powder-coated steel. 

40×40, H60cm. 203.426.44

  

09 NYBODA coffee table with  
reversible table top £50  

Foil finish and powder-coated steel. 

120×40, H40cm. 303.426.48

Every one of our handmade 

wool rugs is unique, woven by 

skilled craftspeople.

01 RIBBA frames 

£7/ea

03 EKERÖ armchair

£135

06 LANDSKRONA  
3-seat sofa

£495

04 FOULUM rug

£130

05 VÄGMÅLLA throw

£13

02

 VIMLE is flat-packed and 
designed to be easy for you  
to take home. But if you like,  
we’re happy to help with 
delivery (and removal of  
your old sofa for a small fee). 
For more info, see p281
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We believe in versatile sofas, like cosy and flexible 

VIMLE. Perfect when you’re on the lookout for a 

2-seater, a 6-seater, or an anything-in-between 

seater, and you want lots of great design options.

07 VIMLE 3-seat  
sofa with chaise longue

£725

08

09
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01 KIVIK 3-seat sofa £425 Cover: 

76% cotton, 24% polyester. 228×95, 

H83cm. Ramna red. 592.529.77

  

02 NYBODA coffee table with  
reversible table top £35 Foil  

finish and powder-coated steel. 

75×60, H50cm. 403.426.38

  

03 KIVIK chaise longue £315  

55% cotton, 25% polyester, 12%  

viscose/rayon and 8% linen. 90×163, 

H83cm. Hillared beige. 791.943.64

  

04 GULLKLOCKA cushion covers 
£5/ea 90% polyester, 10% nylon. 

50×50cm. 602.917.51  To be  

completed with INNER cushion 
pads £2/ea Fabric: 100%  

polypropylene. Filling: 100%  

polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

  

05 ÅDUM rug £40 High pile: 100% 

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic  

latex. 133×195cm. 703.540.26

  

06 YPPERLIG nest of 3 tables £55 
Clear-lacquered solid beech. Sizes: 

55×40×60.1cm, 40×40×42cm and 

40×25×24.2cm. 803.453.76

Now you see it, now you don’t

 VIMLE 3-seat sofa with open end £540 Cover: 74.5%  

polyester, 20% modacrylic, 5.5% cotton. 227×98, H80cm. 

Gunnared beige. 692.113.40

Give your sofa a new lease of life, with a 

new cover. It can change the whole room.

Come one, come all. With YPPERLIG nest of tables in 

solid beech, no coffee cup need ever go homeless.

06 YPPERLIG  
nest of 3 tables

£5503 KIVIK chaise longue

£315

04

05

02

01 KIVIK 3-seat sofa

£425

VIMLE
3-seat sofa with open end

£540
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01 BJÖRKSTA picture with frame 
£50 Treetops. Image created by 
Ulf Härstedt. 100% polypropylene. 
140×100cm. 192.474.93

  
02 NJUTNING scented candle in 

glass £6 Glass, steel and scented  
paraffin/vegetable wax. H10cm. 
Burning time 40 hours. Blossoming  
bergamot/grey. 603.505.28

  
03 FJÄDERKLINT curtains £50/pair 

55% linen, 45% cotton. 145×250cm. 
503.690.95

  
04 ÅRSTID floor lamp £40  

Nickel-plated steel. 100% polyester.  
H155cm. IKEA. Model G0104 
ÅRSTID. This luminaire is compatible 
with bulbs of energy classes A++ to 
D. 403.213.20

  
05 STOCKHOLM 2017 3-seat sofa 

£1095 Cover: 77% cotton, 23%  
polyester. 5 large (58.5×58.5cm) 
and 5 small (46.5×46.5cm) back  
cushions included. 228×112, H72cm. 
Sandbacka dark blue. 503.445.90

  
06 SANELA cushion cover £6 100% 

cotton velvet. 50×50cm. 603.701.64 
To be completed with INNER  
cushion pad £2 Fabric: 100%  
polypropylene. Filling: 100%  
polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

  
07 VINDUM rug £130 High pile: 100% 

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic  
latex. 170×230cm. 203.449.83

  
08 LÖVBACKEN side table £45  

Tinted clear-lacquered poplar veneer. 
77×39, H51cm. 802.701.25

Dressed to thrill. Sumptuous STOCKHOLM 
in soft velvet is deep, dark and definitely  
a good reason for date nights at home.  

Get the big picture. The canvas comes 
rolled up, and the frame is flat-packed,  
for home assembly. So not only will it fit 
your room, it will also fit nicely in your car.

02 NJUTNING scented  
candle in glass

£6

08

07

06

04

03 FJÄDERKLINT curtains

£50/pair

01 BJÖRKSTA  
picture with frame

£50

05 STOCKHOLM 2017 3-seat sofa

£1095
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01 RUNDLIG serving bowl £8 

Clear-lacquered bamboo. Ø30cm. 

102.348.62

  

02 STORUMAN table lamp £7 Paper 

and steel. Ø18, H30cm. IKEA. Model 

B1611 STORUMAN. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 503.586.24

 

03 SVARTHÖ cushion covers  
£13/ea 100% cotton. 50×50cm. 

703.365.94  To be completed with 

INNER cushion pads £2/ea Fabric: 

100% polypropylene. Filling: 100% 

polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

 

04 VÄNDEROT cushions £15/ea 

Cover: cotton/polyester. Filling: 

100% duck feathers. 40×65cm. 

403.789.29

 

05 VALLENTUNA 4-seat modular 
sofa with 3 beds £1745 Cover: 
55% cotton, 25% polyester, 12% 

viscose/rayon, 8% linen. 346×213, 

H80cm. Hillared dark grey/Murum 

black. 092.768.86

  

06 LINDELSE rugs £90/ea  

High pile: 100% polypropylene.  

Backing: synthetic latex. 

170×240cm. 103.908.57

  

07 VALLENTUNA 2-seat modular 
sofa £505 Cover: 76% cotton, 24% 

polyester. 173×113, H80cm. Ramna 

light grey. 492.770.30

  

08 STENLILLE rugs £60/ea  

Low pile: 100% polypropylene.  

Backing: synthetic latex. 

170×240cm. 203.458.74

Add to your options 
with a modular sofa

03 SVARTHÖ  
cushion covers

£13/ea

05 VALLENTUNA 4-seat  
modular sofa with 3 beds

£1745

01 RUNDLIG serving bowl

£8

02 STORUMAN  
table lamp  

£7

04

One sofa, three beds, and built-in storage 

for multiple guest bedding on demand.

41

07 VALLENTUNA  
2-seat modular sofa

£505

08

06
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01 JOHANNE cushion covers £10/ea 
100% ramie. 65×65cm. 703.929.38 
To be completed with INNER  
cushion pads £5.50/ea 
Fabric: 100% cotton. Filling: 100% 
polyester. 65×65cm. 102.671.26

  
02 NEW JOHANNE throw £25 100% 

cotton. 130×170cm. 703.858.48
  
03 SJÖPENNA pendant lamp £20 

Plastic. Ø35cm. IKEA. Model T1704 
SJÖPENNA. This luminaire is  
compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 003.424.71

  
04 STRIMLÖNN throw £45 100% 

wool. 150×200cm. 703.203.81
  
05 VEDBO armchair £150 74.5%  

polyester, 20% modacrylic, 5.5% 
cotton. 73×65, H75cm. Gunnared 
dark grey. 203.424.89

  
06 VITTSJÖ set of 2 nesting tables 

£45 Powder-coated steel, tempered 
glass and foil finish. Smaller table 
(50×50cm, H50cm) and larger table 
(90×45cm, H45.5cm). 802.153.32

Snuggle up under a herringbone 
throw made of pure wool.

03 SJÖPENNA  
pendant lamp

£20

06 VITTSJÖ set of  
2 nesting tables

£45
05 VEDBO armchair

£150

01

04 STRIMLÖNN throw

£45

02 JOHANNE throw

£25

07 STOCKHOLM rug £300 Flatwoven. 
Surface: 100% pure new wool. 
Warp: 100% cotton. 250×350cm. 
602.290.33

  
08 SVALSTA set of 2 nesting tables 

£55 Birch veneer. Sizes: smaller  
table (55×45x40cm) and larger table  
(73×63×45cm). 802.806.76

  
09 LANDSKRONA armchair £395 

Grain leather and polyurethane-
covered cotton/polyester. 89×89, 
H78cm. Grann/Bomstad black/wood. 
990.317.81

  
10 POÄNG armchair £60 Cover: 65% 

polyester, 26% modacrylic, 9%     
cotton. Lacquered wood veneer. 
68×82, H100cm. Birch veneer/ 
Knisa black. 192.408.25

  
11 POÄNG armchair £75  

Cover: 100% cotton. Lacquered 
wood veneer. 68×82, H100cm. 
Birch veneer/Stenli black/white. 
191.813.12 
 

12 POÄNG footstool £40  
Cover: 100% cotton. Lacquered 
wood veneer. 68×54, H39cm. 
Birch veneer/Stenli black/white. 
991.813.32 
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Your POÄNG chair is likely to be a long-lasting 
favourite. But you can ring the changes, with  
a footstool, a new seat cushion, or maybe both.

09 LANDSKRONA armchair

£395

07

08

10 POÄNG armchair

£60

11

12



01 HEKTAR floor lamp £45 Powder-

coated steel. H181cm. IKEA. Model 

G1014 HEKTAR. This luminaire is 

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 602.165.49

  

02 NOLMYRA easy chair £30  

Stained clear-lacquered birch  

veneer and polyester. 64×75, 

H75cm. 402.335.35

  

03 LACK set of 2 nesting tables 

£25 Painted finish. Sizes: 1 table 

(120×40cm, H45cm) and 1 table 

(60×40cm, H35cm). Black/white. 

403.492.63

  

04 KLIPPAN 2-seat sofa £210 Cover: 

100% cotton. 180×88, H66cm. 

Sangis multicoloured. 192.517.86

Show your individuality, with a cover that  

stands out from the crowd. Made of cotton 

from more sustainable sources, it also 

shows you care about the environment.

02 NOLMYRA 

easy chair

£30

01

03

04 KLIPPAN  

2-seat sofa

£210

44 Living room seating

 KVISTBRO storage table £25 Painted finish  

and powder-coated steel. Ø44, H42cm. 303.494.52

We have a nose for good ideas

KVISTBRO
storage table

£25
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01 VINTERGATA pendant lamps 
£25/ea Polyester, plastic and 

steel. Ø42cm. IKEA. Model T1629 

VINTERGATA. This luminaire is  

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 203.424.70 

  

02 EKTORP 3-seat sofa £350  

Cover: 75% polyester, 19%  

modacrylic, 6% cotton. 218×88, 

H88cm. Nordvalla dark grey. 

691.292.32

  

03 HEMNES coffee table £95 Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. 90×90, 

H46cm. 101.762.92

  

04 DORTHE cushions £13/ea  

Fabric: acrylic and cotton. Filling: 

100% duck feather. 50×50cm. 

403.838.41

  

05 NEW ODDRUN throw £10 100% 

cotton. 130×170cm. 303.957.93

  

06 LERSTA floor/reading lamp £12 

Aluminium. H131cm. IKEA. Model 

G0523-1 LERSTA. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 601.109.01

  

07 STRANDMON wing chair £180 

Cover: 75% polyester, 19%  

modacrylic, 6% cotton. 82×96, 

H101cm. Nordvalla dark grey. 

703.598.30

  

08 STRANDMON footstool £55 Cover: 

75% polyester, 19% modacrylic,  

6% cotton. 60×40, H44cm.  

Nordvalla dark grey. 103.004.18

  

09 GUALÖV storage table £40 

Powder-coated steel. Ø60, H47cm. 

703.403.79

  

10 TULLSTA armchair £110  

Cover: 100% cotton. 80×70, H77cm. 

Blekinge white. 092.894.31

There are many reasons to love EKTORP. 

Like the timeless design, and the thick 

cushions filled with high-resilience foam.

Inspired by a 1950s IKEA wing chair  

but designed for today, STRANDMON  

combines the best of both worlds.

 Just let us know what product 
you'd like and we can pick and 
deliver it for you. For more info, 
see p281

05 ODDRUN throw

£10

07 STRANDMON 
wing chair

£180
04

03

01

02 EKTORP 3-seat sofa

£350

06

10 TULLSTA armchair

£110

09 GUALÖV storage table

£40

08
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01 KOARP armchairs £175/ea Cover: 
74.5% polyester, 20% modacrylic, 
5.5% cotton. 83×78, H75cm. 
Gunnared beige/white. 792.217.20

  
02 GURLI cushion covers £1.75/ea 

100% cotton. 50×50cm. Light pink. 
203.436.29  Blue. 402.811.40   
To be completed with INNER  
cushion pads £2/ea Fabric:  
100% polypropylene. Filling: 100%  
polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

  
03 NÖDEBO rug £250 Low pile.  

User surface: 100% wool.  
Weft: 100% cotton. 170×240cm. 
903.723.31

  
04 SÖDERHAMN 4-seat sofa  

with chaise longue £745 Cover: 
40% polyester, 16% cotton, 40% 
modacrylic, 4% nylon. 291×99/151, 
H83cm. Samsta light pink. 
091.513.20

  
05 TVÄRS table lamps £2.75/ea 

Polypropylene plastic. H17cm. IKEA. 
Model B1604 TVÄRS. This luminaire 
is compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 403.561.40

  
06 BURVIK side table £27 Powder-

coated steel and layer-glued birch 
veneer. Ø38, H45cm. Height  
including handle 78cm. 803.403.88

  
07 FLOTTEBO sofa bed £525 Cover: 

66% polyester, 24% modacrylic, 
10% cotton. 200×120, H79cm. 
Bed size 120×200cm. Lysed green. 
392.222.36

NÖDEBO. Hand made in 100% pure new wool. 

03 NÖDEBO rug

£250

01 KOARP armchairs

£175/ea

02 GURLI cushion covers

£1.75
/ea

04 SÖDERHAMN 4-seat  
sofa with chaise longue

£745

05 TVÄRS  
table lamps

£2.75/ea
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Comfy, versatile, with storage underneath and loose cushions that  
won’t slide off. Say hello to FLOTTEBO. The sofa bed redefined.

06 BURVIK side table

£27
07 FLOTTEBO sofa bed

£525

TILLTALANDE  
It means a lot to us

One of many words in Swedish  

for ‘nice’, we chose the name 

TILLTALANDE for a very special 

collection which we really care 

about at IKEA. Here’s why.   

 

The Syrian refugee crisis has  

more than 5 million people 

fleeing their homes, many to 

neighbouring Jordan. As a quick 

response, we partnered with 

the not-for-profit Jordan River 

Foundation, to collaborate with 

women artisans, locals working 

alongside refugees, to produce 

TILLTALANDE.  

 

Based on traditional arts which 

have been passed down through 

generations, these are beautiful 

products, designed to enhance 

modern homes.  

 

We’re as proud to share these 

women’s work with the world as 

they are to support their families, 

empowered by the opportunity 

of employment. And that’s more 

than nice, in any language. 

It’s just one of many Social 

Entrepreneurship programmes  

we are working on at IKEA.  

To find out more, visit us at  

IKEA.co.uk
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A sofa so comfy, 
you could stay all 
day. And all night.

01 AINA curtains £45/pair 100%  

linen. 145×250cm. 302.842.00

  

02 HARÖRT cushion £18 Cover:  

100% ramie. Filling: 100% duck 

feather. 40×65cm. 204.094.89

  

03 LINDVED side table £15  

Powder-coated steel. Ø50, H68cm. 

301.256.97

  

04 SANDBACKEN corner sofa bed 
£375 Cover: 100% cotton. 

212×78/149, H69cm. Bed size 

140×200cm. Ransta natural. 

492.179.08

  

05 VIGDIS cushion covers £6.50/ea 

100% ramie. 50×50cm. Dark blue. 

603.958.24  Dark grey. 303.201.37  

To be completed with INNER  
cushion pads £2/ea Fabric: 100%  

polypropylene. Filling: 100%  

polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

  

06 VILJESTARK vases 50p/ea  

Glass. H17cm. 003.385.77

  

07 VILJESTARK vases 50p/ea  

Glass. H8cm. 003.397.94

  

08 KRISTALLER 3-armed chandelier 
£45 Steel and glass. Ø32cm. IKEA. 

Model T0501 KRISTALLER. This  

luminaire is compatible with bulbs of 

energy classes A++ to D. 800.894.61

  

09 REMSTA armchair £130  

Cover: 78% cotton, 22% polyester. 

60×66, H88cm. Tallmyra dark grey. 

703.446.69

06 VILJESTARK vases

50p/ea

07

08 KRISTALLER  
3-armed chandelier 

£45

09 REMSTA armchair

£130
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The metal frame makes SANDBACKEN sofa 

bed stable, sturdy and lightweight. Easy to 

take home, and take with you if you move. 

01 AINA curtains

£45/pair

02

03

05

04 SANDBACKEN 
corner sofa bed

£375
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01 REGOLIT pendant lampshade  
£1.75 Rice paper. Ø45cm. 

701.034.10  Cord set sold separately.

  

02 HILJA curtains £12/pair 100% 

polyester. 145×250cm. 403.907.33

  

03 SKOGSALM double duvet cover  
and 2 pillowcases £30 100%  

cotton. Duvet cover 200×200cm. 

Pillowcases 50×80cm. 403.737.95

  

04 BRÅTHULT corner sofa bed £385 

Cover: 65.5% polyester, 25%  

modacrylic, 6% cotton, 3.5%  

nylon. 212×78, H69cm. Bed size 

140×200cm. Borred grey-green. 

292.178.53

  

05 FRIHETEN corner sofa bed with 
storage £450 Cover: 55%  

polyester, 34% modacrylic, 11% 

cotton. 230×151, H66cm. Bed size 

140×204cm. Skiftebo dark grey. 

091.335.43

  

06 TINGBY side table on castors  
£30 Painted and foil finish.  

64×64, H45cm. 202.959.25

  

07 NYHAMN 3-seat sofa bed with 
foam mattress £210 Cover:  

65.5% polyester, 25% modacrylic, 

6% cotton, 3.5% nylon. 200×97, 

H90cm. Bed size 140×200cm.  

Borred light beige. 391.976.42

  

08 SANELA cushion covers £6/ea  

100% cotton velvet. 50×50cm. 

903.210.30  To be completed with 

INNER cushion pads £2/ea  

Fabric: 100% polypropylene. 

Filling: 100% polyester. 50×50cm. 

902.621.96

  

09 VINDUM rug £130 High pile: 100% 

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic  

latex. 170×230cm. 503.449.86

  

10 RÅDVIKEN armchair £125 

Rattan and steel. 79×73, H82cm. 

502.954.72

Let the light through – or block it out – with a 

layered curtain solution.

01 REGOLIT  
pendant lampshade

£1.75

03 SKOGSALM double duvet  
cover and 2 pillowcases

£30

02 HILJA curtains

£12/pair

04 BRÅTHULT  
corner sofa bed

£385
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06

09

08

10

07 NYHAMN  
3-seat sofa bed  
with foam mattress

£210

With FRIHETEN you can switch from sofa  

to bed and back again in no time.

05 FRIHETEN corner  
sofa bed with storage

£450
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01 LUNNARP side table £30  

Foil finish. 55×45, H55cm. 

703.990.20

  

02 HOLMSUND 3-seat sofa bed  
£495 Cover: 100% cotton.  

230×99, H96cm. Bed size 

140×200cm. Gräsbo light blue. 

792.407.52

  

03 NEW DAGGRUTA cushion  
covers £4.50/ea 100% cotton.  

50×50cm. 503.957.87  To be  

completed with INNER cushion  
pads £2/ea 100% polyester. 

50×50cm. 902.621.96

  

04 BLÅRIPS double duvet cover and  
2 pillowcases £35 55% lyocell satin 

and 45% cotton satin. Duvet cover 

200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 

703.375.60

  

05 BEGÄRLIG vase £15 Glass. H29cm. 

303.097.81

  

06 NEW PEPPARKORN vase £12 

Lacquered glass. H28cm. 203.926.53

Time for bed? Just pull the underframe 

upwards, fold down the backrest, and 

you're ready to hit the sack.

06 PEPPARKORN  
vase

£1205

 MAJORNA floor lamp £25 Paper and steel.  

H140cm. IKEA. Model G1605 MAJORNA.  

This luminaire is compatible with bulbs of  

energy classes A++ to D. 403.236.73

Turns heads, large and small

 Find lots more 
sofas, tables and 
chairs at your IKEA 
store or online at 
IKEA.co.uk

04 BLÅRIPS double duvet cover  
and 2 pillowcases

£35

02 HOLMSUND  
3-seat sofa bed

£495

03

01

MAJORNA  
floor lamp

£25



01 BRÅTHULT corner sofa bed £365  

Cover: 73% polyester, 20% modacrylic, 

7% cotton. 212×78/149, H69cm. Bed size 

140×200cm. Vissle red/orange. 592.178.56

02 TUVALIE throw £10 100% cotton. 

120×180cm. 103.522.90

03 NEW GLADOM tray table £15  

Powder-coated steel. Ø44.5, H52.5cm. 

304.119.91

04 NEW VIDEBÄK rugs £120/ea Flatwoven.  

Surface: 100% wool. Warp: 100% cotton.  

133×195cm. 103.908.62

Home 2

Limited space, 
unlimited you
Like our fingerprints, our homes are unique 

to us. And big or small, every home has 

room to be a clear reflection of personality, 

of likes, loves and individual lifestyle.

This small flat is alive with colour, pattern 

and distinctive DIY creations. Centre stage 

goes to inviting seating, that can double as 

an incredibly comfy bed. The perfect set-up 

for shared space, shared time, and perhaps 

most importantly, shared family fun.

57

All human life is here, with a sofa by day 

and a bed by night. Handy bedlinen storage 

in the footstool makes the switch seamless.

03

02

01 BRÅTHULT corner sofa bed

£365

04 VIDEBÄK rugs

£120/ea
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and steel. Ø44, H29cm. 003.283.66

05 NEW DITTE fabric £3/m 100% cotton. 

W140cm. 803.958.04

06 INGATORP drop-leaf table £125 Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. 65/123×78, 

H73cm. 404.231.06

07 INGOLF junior chair £40 Recommended 

from age 3 years. Painted finish. 41×45, 

H77cm. 901.464.56

08 KAUSTBY chair £40 Stained clear-lacquered 

solid pine. 44×48, H103cm. 401.822.44

01 NEW FÖRESLÅ set of 2 bowls £5 
Stoneware. Comprises: 1 bowl (Ø15cm, 

H7cm) and 1 bowl (Ø21cm, H8cm). 

103.752.82

02 NEW BILLY bookcase with glass doors 
£125 Foil finish and glass. 80×30, H202cm. 

Lighting sold separately. 803.856.16

03 PYSSLA beads £6 Recommended from age 4 

years. Polyethylene plastic. 600g. 501.285.72

04 JÄRA lampshade £8 Cord set sold  

separately. Viscose/rayon, linen, plastic  

Gather round! An extendable dining table  

is your four-legged friend. Little or large  

for mealtimes, it also makes the perfect 

place for a creative project. Or two.

Showcase your creativity, in glass door 

cabinets, secured safely to the wall for 

stability. Positioned close to the table, 

everything’s right there, ready for action.

05

08

06

07 INGOLF  
junior chair

£40

03 PYSSLA  
beads

£6

04 JÄRA lampshade

£8

 Spend more time doing what you love. 
Why not let us pick up your products  
at the store and deliver them for you?

01 FÖRESLÅ  
set of 2 bowls

£5

02 BILLY  bookcase  
with glass doors

£125



01 OLLSTA lampshade £5 Lamp base 

sold separately. Textile and steel.  

Ø27, H18cm. 303.262.00

  

02 DUKTIG 4-piece cupcake set £5 

Comprises: 3 cupcakes with removable  

parts and 1 slice of cake. Recommended  

from age 3 years. 100% polyester. 

703.807.75

  

03 STARTTID key ring £1.50 H11cm. 

204.106.33

  

04 NEW MORGONTE crockery set £8 

Comprises: 1 bowl (10cm), 1 bowl  

(13.5cm) and 1 plate (16cm).  

Feldspar porcelain. 503.982.67

  

05 NEW GRADVIS plant pot £6  

Max. diameter flowerpot 15cm.  

H15cm. Earthware. 703.915.33

  

06 MOPPE mini chest of drawers £18 

Shown painted. Birch plywood. 42×18, 

H32cm. 402.163.57  Any alterations 

made to products means that you may 

be unable to rely on the guarantee in 

future. For more details, see page 283 

or IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

  

07 MÅLA paper £5 Comprises:  

15 sheets A4/120gr - white, 45 sheets 

A4/120gr – assorted bright colours, 

45 sheets A4/100gr – white, 24 sheets 

A4/100gr – assorted pastel colours and 

25 sheets A3/100gr – white. Bleached 

chlorine-free paper. 301.933.23

  

08 MÅLA chalks £1/9pk Comprises:  

1 plastic box with lid, 3 white and 6 

coloured chalks. Recommended from 

age 3 years. L8.5cm. 701.933.21

  

09 FÄRGRIK bowls £1.25/ea 

Earthenware. Ø16cm. 603.920.00

  

10 NEW VATTENMYNTA fabric £5/m 

100% cotton. W150cm. 703.958.33

 Create a style you 
love. Discover all of 
our products at the 
IKEA store or online 
at IKEA.co.uk

The art of  
home-making

Creative, colourful and perhaps 
a little bit playful. Natural wood, 
painted how you like it, and little 
artistic touches all of your own.  
It’s IKEA, your way.

09 FÄRGRIK bowls

£1.25
/ea

01 OLLSTA  
lampshade

£5

06 MOPPE  
mini chest  
of drawers

£18

07 08

02

05

03

04 MORGONTE  
crockery set

£8
10 VATTENMYNTA  

fabric 

£5/m

6160
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06 BUSUNGE wardrobe £100 Foil and  

painted finish. 80×52, H139cm. 802.290.08

07 LATTJO duvet cover and pillowcase £16 

100% cotton. Duvet cover 150×200cm. 

Pillowcase 50×80cm. 503.509.20

08 BUSUNGE extendable bed £130 Mattress 

and bedlinen sold separately. Painted and foil 

finish. 90×138–208, H100cm. Mattress size 

80×200cm. 902.290.17

01 MÅLA paper £5 Comprises: 15 sheets 

A4/120gr. white, 45 sheets A4/120gr.  

assorted bright colours, 45 sheets A4/100gr. 

white, 24 sheets A4/100gr. assorted pastel 

colours, 25 sheets A3/100gr. white.  

Bleached chlorine-free paper. 301.933.23

02 MÅLA coloured pencils £3.50/10pk 

Recommended from age 4 years. Comprises: 

10 pencils in different colours and a pencil 

sharpener. Solid pine. L12cm. 301.933.18 

03 NEW DAGGRUTA cushion cover £4.50 

100% cotton. 50×50cm. 503.957.87  To be 

completed with INNER cushion pad £2  

100% polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

04 JÄTTESTOR soft toy £15 Recommended 

from age 12 months. Fabric: 100% polyester. 

Filling: polyester fibres. L60cm. 703.735.91

05 EKEDALEN bench £75 Stained clear- 

lacquered ash veneer. 105×36, H45cm. 

403.407.62 

Waste not, want not. A multi-use bench can be a seat, 

or a side table when needed. Using the space beneath 

for handy storage will make tidy-up time child’s play.

Big or small, children love 

to have their own territory. 

Pretty and pink, or totally 

trains potty, a personalised 

space ticks all their boxes.

08 BUSUNGE extendable bed

£130

05 EKEDALEN bench

£75

01 MÅLA paper 

£5

07

03 DAGGRUTA  
cushion cover

£4.50

04

02

06 BUSUNGE wardrobe

£100

One day, you’ll miss checking for monsters.  

Until then, soft toy friends and a lamp by the  

bed can help soothe fears of sleeping alone.



06 NYPONROS double duvet cover and 
2 pillowcases £30 100% cotton. Duvet 
cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 
903.737.74

01 PINNIG racks with 3 hooks £15/ea 
Powder-coated steel and zinc. 79×17,  
H16cm. 003.297.90 

02 NEW MALM 3-drawer chests £60/ea  
Painted finish. 80×48, H78cm. 604.018.96

03 ALGOT storage combination £122 
Powder-coated steel and foil finish.  
132×41, H197cm. 892.794.90 
 
 

04 NEW ARÖD floor/reading lamp £50 
Powder-coated steel and aluminium. H170cm. 
IKEA. Model G1705 ARÖD. This luminaire  
is compatible with bulbs of energy classes 
A++ to D. 503.891.02

05 FJÄLLA storage box with lid £6 Paper  
and steel. 31×30, H30cm. 204.040.19 
 
 
 

Less clutter, far more joy. See only what you 
want to see, and keep everything else neatly 
tidied away till it’s needed.  

 Need some help getting your new sofa 
home? We can do that for you. We’ll even 
remove your old one while we’re there 
(for a small fee). For more info, see p281

06

64

01

Small children are inquisitive. Keep them safe 
by securing any furniture taller than 75cm to 
the wall, using the restraint kit included.

65

05

Wake up feeling well-rested, even when your 
bedroom is also your living room. Curtains (like 
these DIY ones) improve sleep quality, as well 
as adding privacy and character to the room.

03 ALGOT storage  
combination

£122

04 ARÖD floor/ 
reading lamp

£50

02 MALM 3-drawer chests

£60/ea



08 FÖRSIKTIG children’s stool £3.50 

£2 Plastic and rubber. 37×24, H13cm. 

602.484.18

01 LÅDDAN hook with suction cup £2  

Plastic and synthetic rubber. 603.608.48 

02 ALGOT storage combination £70  

Powder-coated steel. 66×41, H197cm. 

899.326.87

03 VÅGSJÖN hand towels £2/ea  

100% cotton. 50×100cm. Pale pink. 

703.536.49  Dark blue. 803.535.97

04 SILVERÅN mirror cabinet £55 Foil finish 

and glass. 60×14, H68cm. 102.679.99 

05 SILVERÅN 2-door high cabinet £95  

Foil finish. 40×25, H172.2cm. 602.640.12

06 SILVERÅN/HAMNVIKEN 2-door  
washbasin cabinet £140 Bathroom  

mixer tap sold separately. Foil finish and  

ceramic. 63×45, H90.5cm. 590.203.84 

07 JÄLL laundry bag with stand £2.50  
Plastic and steel. 41×43, H64cm.  

Volume: 70L. 701.189.68 

 

 Save yourself a job. Why not let us  
pick and deliver your bathroom for you? 
For more info, see p281
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01 LÅDDAN hook 
with suction cup

£2

03 VÅGSJÖN  
hand towels

£2/ea

02 ALGOT storage combination

£70

05 SILVERÅN  
2-door high cabinet

£95
04

07

06

Maximise a small bathroom with storage top to 

toe. Pop your laundry in an easy-to-carry bag 

that folds neatly away, should it ever be empty. 

(We all live in hope.)

08 FÖRSIKTIG  
children’s  
stool £3.50

£2
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05 SKUBBARE baskets £8/ea 100%  

polyester. 36×25, H38cm. 903.170.85

01 TRENSUM mirror £4 Glass and stainless 

steel. Ø17, H33cm. 245.244.85 

02 NEW NJUTNING vase and 6 scented  
sticks £6 Stoneware and plastic. Comprises: 

6 scented sticks (L24cm) and 1 vase 

(H8.5cm). Lavender bliss/lilac. 903.555.67

03 FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet £140 
Powder-coated steel and tempered glass. 

81×42, H113cm. 003.631.71

04 ANNAKAJSA block-out curtains £50/pair 
100% polyester. 145×250cm. 703.952.58

 If you’ve brought it home but  
don’t feel entirely sure about it after all, 
our 365-day returns policy has got you 
covered. For more info, see p282

05

04

01

A few of your favourite things? Put them on 

display but out of harm’s way, in a stylish 

(and lockable) glass-door cabinet.

02 NJUTNING vase and 
6 scented sticks

£6

03 FABRIKÖR  
glass-door cabinet

£140

 ÄNGSLILJA double duvet cover and 2 pillowcases £24 
£19/ea 100% cotton. Duvet cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 

50×80cm. Grey. 503.739.12  White. 503.739.26  Light blue. 

703.739.25

Go on, give us a cuddle

ÄNGSLILJA
double duvet cover and 2 pillowcases £24

£19/ea
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01 SVALNÄS wall-mounted storage  
combination £290 Bamboo and 

powder-coated steel. 130×35,  

H176cm. 391.844.37

 

02 PANORERA wall clock £17 Plastic 

and glass. Ø24cm. 103.741.50

 

03 EKET wall-mounted cabinet  
combination £75 Foil finish  

and particle board. 105×25,  

H70cm. 891.890.60

 

04 TJENA storage boxes with lids 
£1.50/ea Paper. 25×18, H15cm. 

703.982.14 

 

05 SVALNÄS wall-mounted storage  
combination £240 Powder-coated 

steel and bamboo. 150×35, H176cm. 

691.844.50

 

06 HOVSTA frame £8 Foil finish  

and plastic. Picture 40×50cm. 

203.657.44 

 

07 EKBY ALEX/EKBY VALTER shelf  
with drawers £41 Solid birch 

and particle board. 119×28cm. 

091.007.93 

70

Hard-wearing bamboo is a cut-and-come-again grass that 

grows by up to a metre a day, and doesn’t need replanting, 

making it a natural, sustainable choice.

01 SVALNÄS  
wall-mounted 
storage combination

£290

03 EKET wall-mounted 
cabinet combination

£75

05 SVALNÄS wall-mounted 
storage combination

£240

07 EKBY ALEX/EKBY VALTER 
shelf with drawers

£41

02

06

04 TJENA storage boxes with lids

£1.50
/ea

Living room 
storage

Work, rest or play, today’s living 
room sees it all. So all clutter needs 
a home, work and messy paperwork 
included, while nice things should  
be seen and enjoyed. The solution  
is storage that looks good, and 
keeps your living room looking at  
its best: a comfy, practical space, 
with built-in versatility to match  
any moment.  

Here’s a small selection of ideas  
to inspire you. See our full range  
at your IKEA store, or online at  
IKEA.co.uk
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08 BILLY/OXBERG bookcase with 

glass doors £125 80×30, H202cm. 

Lighting sold separately. 292.499.72

72 Living room storage

Turn the lights down, way down low... A built-in 

dimmer switch gives you instant ambiance.

01 STOCKHOLM 2017 

table lamp

£40
03 BILLY bookcase  

combination

£180

02

05

01 STOCKHOLM 2017 table lamp £40 

Chrome-plated steel and tempered 

glass. H32cm. IKEA. Model B1524F 

STOCKHOLM 2017. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 303.455.95 

 

02 URSHULT LED cabinet lighting  

£25/ea Nickel-plated steel.  

L29cm. IKEA. Model L1305  

URSHULT. This luminaire contains 

built in LED lamps of energy classes 

A++ to A which cannot be changed  

in the luminaire. 302.604.02   

To be completed with ANSLUTA  

LED driver with cord, sold separately.

 

03 BILLY bookcase combination  

£180 Stained clear-lacquered 

ash veneer. 120×28, H237cm. 

890.204.72

  

04 BATTING set of 3 boxes £15 

Paper. Sizes: 2pcs (16×25, H15cm)  

and 1pc (27×35, H18cm). 

603.272.36 

 

05 CYLINDER set of 3 vases and 

bowl £17 Comprises: 1 vase 

(H20cm, Ø18 cm), 1 vase (H15cm, 

Ø14cm) and 1 bowl (H9cm, Ø22cm). 

Glass. 801.750.91 

 

06 TJENA storage boxes with lids 

£1.50/ea Paper. 25×18, H15cm. 

103.954.21 

 

07 BILLY bookcases £25/ea Foil  

finish. 80×28, H106cm. 302.638.44

06

04

Adjust the shelves to suit object sizes. Glass doors protect 

and display, with integrated lighting for style and emphasis.

08 BILLY/OXBERG  

bookcase with glass doors

£125

 To stabilise safely, secure all 

storage designs over 75cm tall 

to the wall.

A legend in his own 
lunchtime

In 1979, IKEA launched the first 

ever BILLY bookcase, designed  

by Gillis Lundgren (1929-2016).  

Just the fourth original IKEA 

employee, Gillis was the man 

behind so many great IKEA 

products and truly innovative 

ideas. Including the flat-pack.

With nothing but a napkin to  

draw on, he drew his initial sketch 

of BILLY. Since then, the legendary 

bookcase system has been subject 

to almost 40 years of product 

development. New versions 

con tinuously add to the series, 

but at its heart, BILLY is still the 

same as when Gillis put pen to 

paper napkin: functional, flexible, 

affordable. And timeless.

 

07 BILLY bookcases

£25/ea
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Nike Karlsson, 
Designer

"When I designed FABRIKÖR I was 

inspired by industrial furniture 

from the early 20th century, 

especially the medical cabinets. 

It's sturdy and breathes quality, 

and it’s perfect for displaying your 

favourite things.” 

74 Living room storage

 Like what you see? 
Discover our whole 
range at your IKEA 
store or online at  
IKEA.co.uk

Made of enamelled steel, CITRONSYRA works just 
as perfectly outdoors as indoors.

All things bright and beautiful look gorgeous in a glass-door 
cabinet, keeping them spotless as well as safe and sound.

01 KVARNVIK set of 3 storage boxes  
£13 Sizes: small box (Ø15cm, 
H9cm), medium box (Ø22cm, 
H12cm) and large box (Ø29cm, 
H15cm). Paper. 303.970.75 

 
02 NEW CITRONSYRA plant pot 

£5.50 Max. diameter flowerpot 
15cm. H14cm. 403.873.87

 
03 BOLLEBYGD display box £25  

Powder-coated steel and plastic. 
25×36cm. 603.866.26

 
04 FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet 

£140 Steel and tempered glass. 
81×42, H113cm. 204.005.73

 
05 FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet  

£140 Powder-coated steel and 
tempered glass. 57×47, H150cm. 
004.090.32 

 
06 MALSJÖ glass-door cabinet £250 

Stained clear-lacquered ash veneer  
and tempered glass. 60×40, 
H186cm. Lighting sold separately. 
303.034.87

 
07 EKBY HEMNES/EKBY HÅLL  

wall shelf £20 Stained clear- 
lacquered solid pine and  
powder-coated steel. 79×19,  
H25cm. 990.477.15 

01 KVARNVIK set of  
3 storage boxes

£13

02 CITRONSYRA 
plant pot

£5.50

03 BOLLEBYGD 
display box

£25

04 FABRIKÖR  
glass-door 
cabinet

£140

05 FABRIKÖR  
glass-door 
cabinet

£140

06 MALSJÖ  
glass-door 
cabinet

£250

07 EKBY HEMNES/EKBY HÅLL 
wall shelf

£20
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01 LACK wall shelves £5/ea  
Painted finish. 30×26cm. 701.036.22 

 
02 IDEBO cable management bag 

£4 Polypropylene plastic and brass. 
19×39, H29cm. 903.364.04 

 
03 SJÖPENNA table lamp £15 H30cm. 

IKEA. Model B1618 SJÖPENNA. This 
luminaire is compatible with bulbs of 
energy classes A++ to D. 903.238.78 

 
04 LACK TV bench £9 Painted finish. 

90×26, H45cm. 502.432.99 
 
05 KNALLBÅGE hanging organiser  

for accessories £6 Polyester. 
91×30cm. 603.439.10 

 
06 BESTÅ TV bench £175 Lappviken/

Sindvik black-brown clear glass. 
180×40, H48cm. 091.889.79 

 
07 BATTING basket £9 Paper.  

27×35, H18cm. 403.272.37 
 
08 BYÅS TV bench £95 Painted finish. 

160×42, H45cm. 802.277.97 

76 Living room storage

No more lost remotes (or glasses, 
or your favourite crossword pen).

Conceal cables, sockets and 
extension wires inside the bag.

05 KNALLBÅGE hanging 
organiser for accessories

£6

01 LACK wall shelves

£5/ea

02 IDEBO cable 
management bag

£4

04 LACK TV bench

£9

06 BESTÅ TV bench 

£175

08 BYÅS TV bench

£95

03 SJÖPENNA table lamp

£15

07
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01 ENEBY bluetooth speaker £80 
Speaker pairable with up to 8  
devices. Plastic, rubber and  
polyester. 30×11, H30cm. 
204.014.69

  
02 IDEBO cable management bag £4 

4 hook and loop fasteners included.  
Polypropylene plastic and brass. 
19×39, H29cm. 103.364.03

  
03 LÖRBY USB charger with clamp 

£10 Attach to furniture using the  
included magnet, self-adhesive  
tape or clamp. Clamp fits surfaces  
1-2.5cm thick. Plastic and steel. 
9×2.5, H2cm. 103.886.99

  
04 TRÅDFRI gateway £25 The 

TRÅDFRI gateway is required to use 
the TRÅDFRI app. Download our app 
for free via the App Store or Google 
Play, optional third party voice  
steering also available. Can only  
be used with IKEA smart lighting  
products. Plastic. Ø11, H4.5cm. 
203.378.07

  
05 ENEBY bluetooth speaker £45  

Go portable with the optional ENEBY 
battery pack, sold separately. Plastic, 
rubber, polyester and aluminium. 
20×8, H20cm. 903.576.32

  
06 TRÅDFRI dimming kit £15  

Can only be used with IKEA smart 
lighting products. Plastic. Ø45mm, 
H12mm. 803.569.11

  
07 NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 

£15 Compatible with all Qi certified 
smartphones and devices. Plastic, 
rubber and birch. Ø8.5, H2cm. 
803.819.82

The portable ENEBY speaker has everything you need for 
a clear, powerful sound experience, and connects with all 
Bluetooth®-enabled devices.

79Living room storage

With the TRÅDFRI gateway, the free app, and our 
smart LED bulbs, it’s easy to set timers, dim and 
brighten lights, and create pre-set lighting moods. 

Boost your mood

There's more to a home  
than furniture, even though  
it's a good place to start.  
Less tangible components,  
like light and sound, are first- 
rate mood enhancers that can 
make the difference between  
a grey day and a great one. 

To help you personalise your 
lighting, we've created an 
expandable range, made up  
of smart LED bulbs and panels.  
At the heart of the system is  
the TRÅDFRI gateway that  
allows you to control your light 
using a free app. The latest 
function, developed thanks  
to third-party integration,  
enables managing the lights 
via external voice steering 
devices. So just speak up and  
you can change the mood of  
the room.      

And this is just the beginning. 
We plan to add even more new 
functions and features to our 
smart home solutions, which 
means that the gateway you 
already own has the potential  
to get even smarter. 

02

05 ENEBY  
bluetooth speaker

£45
03 LÖRBY  

USB charger  
with clamp

£10

04 TRÅDFRI  
gateway

£25

07 NORDMÄRKE  
wireless charger

£15

01 ENEBY bluetooth  
speaker

£80

06 TRÅDFRI  
dimming kit

£15
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01 BESTÅ TV bench with drawers £245 
180×40, H74cm. Max. screen size 70”.  
Black-brown/Lappviken black-brown/ 
Sindvik black-brown clear glass. 492.762.57

02 BESTÅ storage combination with glass 
doors £470 120×40, H192cm. White/ 
Selsviken high-gloss light grey-green/Glassvik 
light grey-green clear glass. 392.077.64

03 BESTÅ storage combination with doors 
£170 120×40, H74cm. White/Vassviken 
white. 892.669.49

BESTÅ We believe in the power of versatility. So it’s no wonder that our 
popular media storage, BESTÅ, has evolved to meet more than 
your basic media requirements. This modular all-star is so simple 
to customise, that it’s also perfect for other types of organising 
and displaying in the home. It even makes a perfect buffet table. 

Doors in a wide range of 
finishes mean BESTÅ looks  
perfectly at home anywhere.

Choose legs that suit 
your sense of style. 
Or go floor level.

No knobs, no handles.  
Just clever design with 
smart, clean lines.

01 BESTÅ TV bench with drawers

£245

05 BESTÅ TV storage  
combination  
with glass doors

£265

02

03

04

04 BESTÅ storage combination with doors 
and drawers £300 180×40/42, H128cm. 
White/Kallviken dark grey concrete effect/ 
Inviken ash veneer/Lappviken white. 
892.777.40

05 BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass 
doors £265 240×20/40, H166cm. Max. 
screen size 50”. White/Lappviken light grey/
Sindvik light-grey clear glass. 192.016.83

 Got a lot going on? You can ask us  
to pick and deliver your products,  
so you can just relax. For more info,  
see p281
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Debunking the myth 
of minimalism 
 
Is having too much stuff  
stressing you out? You’re not 
alone. Our Life at Home Report 
shows that it’s the single biggest 
cause of stress at home.  
 
But paring down possessions too 
radically might actually cause  
people more anxiety than relief. 
Belongings represent memories 
and dreams. Hang on to that 
guitar, and you hold on to the 
hope of making it to rock-star 
status. (Some day.) 
 
Things that are emotionally 
meaningful to us, even if  
they’re not entirely useful or 
practical, bring us happiness.  
So rather than just going  
minimal and throwing things  
out, first it’s helpful to try 
prioritising, along with storage 
solutions.  
 
Professor Russell Belk, a leading 
expert in the meaning of 
possessions, tells us that this  
is a healthier behaviour than 
letting things go too hastily.  
First, we can try temporarily 
living without them. It helps  
us reconsider, and only move  
on when we feel ready. Maybe in 
a year or two. (Or in the case of 
that guitar, maybe never.) 
 
To read more from our annual 
Life at Home Report, just go to  
lifeathome.IKEA.com

82 Living room storage

Personalise your KALLAX with organisers that add 
function and form.

Different shapes, sizes, and colours, with or without legs.  
With LIXHULT it's easy to create a storage solution like no other.

01 KALLAX shelving unit £40  
Painted finish. 77×39, H147cm. 
Storage boxes sold separately. 
802.758.87

 
02 KALLAX shelf divider £12  

Foil and painted finish. 33×33cm. 
603.460.70

  
03 KALLAX hanging organisers  

for accessories £10/ea 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton. 56×36cm. 
603.450.75 

 
04 FORSÅ work lamp £16 H35cm. 

IKEA. Model A0501 FORSÅ. This  
luminaire is compatible with bulbs of 
energy classes A++ to D. 503.580.30 

 
05 IKEA PS cabinet £70 Powder-

coated steel. 119×40, H63cm. 
502.923.17

 
06 LACK wall shelf unit £50 Painted  

finish. 30×28, H190cm. 602.821.86
 
07 LANKMOJ set of 3 box files £6 

Comprises: 2 box files (21×15×5cm) 
and 1 box file (32×23×6.5cm). 
Paper. 004.022.62 

 
08 LIXHULT storage combination 

£75 Powder-coated steel. 95×35, 
H82cm. 792.763.88 

01 KALLAX  
shelving unit

£40

02 03

05 IKEA PS cabinet

£70

06 LACK wall 
shelf unit

£50

08 LIXHULT storage 
combination

£75

04

07
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01 ARV BRÖLLOP serving stands 
with lids £10/ea Glass. Ø29cm. 

401.255.50 

 

02 OTTAVA pendant lamp £35 Glass 

and aluminium. Ø30cm. IKEA. Model 

T9711-1 OTTAVA. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 503.943.68 

 

03 LIATORP sideboard £225 Painted  

finish and tempered glass. 145×48, 

H87cm. 404.180.20

 

04 GABBIG basket £5 Stained clear-

lacquered rattan. 25×29, H15cm. 

703.220.64

 

05 NEW FJÄLLA storage box with lid 
£3 Paper and steel. 26×18, H15cm. 

103.991.98 

 

06 BRUSALI high cabinet with doors 
£115 Foil finish and particle board. 

80×48, H190cm. 803.022.87

 

07 VARDAGEN serving bowls  
£4.50/ea Stoneware. Ø24cm. 

802.892.19 

 

08 LIATORP bookcase £170  

Painted finish. 96×37, H214cm. 

Lighting sold separately. 004.180.22

04 GABBIG basket

£5

07 VARDAGEN 
serving bowls

£4.50
/ea

03 LIATORP  
sideboard

£225

01

02

06 BRUSALI high  
cabinet with doors

£115

Everyone feels better for a breath of country fresh air.  

LIATORP, with its traditional details and rustic character, 

will fill your home with it. Inhale deeply and enjoy.

08 LIATORP bookcase

£170

 Peace of mind is an essential 
part of our designs. That’s why 
we’ve included a safety restraint 
kit for you to secure any storage 
over 75cm high to the wall.

05 FJÄLLA storage 
box with lid

£3
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01 FJÄLLBO TV bench £125  
Stained clear-lacquered solid pine 
and powder-coated steel. 150×36, 
H54cm. 903.392.90 

 
02 BRUSALI TV bench £50 Foil finish 

and particle board. 120×36, H62cm. 
Basket sold separately. 703.022.97

 
03 FJÄLLBO shelving unit £60  

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine 
and powder-coated steel. 50×36, 
H136cm. 703.421.99

 
04 PLEJA wire basket with handle 

£13 Powder-coated steel and cork. 
36×27, H15cm. 203.480.47 

 
05 BRANÄS baskets £12/ea  

Clear-lacquered rattan and solid 
wood. 32×34, H32cm. 001.384.32 

 
06 FLÅDIS basket £12 Seagrass.  

Ø25, H32cm. 603.221.73 
 
07 ÅRSTID table lamp £16 Nickel-

plated steel. 100% polyester.  
H55cm. IKEA. Model B9819-1 
ÅRSTID. This luminaire is compatible 
with bulbs of energy classes A++  
to D. 603.213.76 

 
08 NEW HEMNES TV bench £165 

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 
148×47, H57cm. 504.135.26 

86

 Let us know which products 
you’d like, and you can have  
us pick and deliver them to you. 
For more info, see p281

02 BRUSALI  
TV bench

£50

07
08 HEMNES TV bench

£165

86

A TV bench with an open back makes it easy  
to keep cables tidy and to access power sockets.

01 FJÄLLBO TV bench

£125

03 FJÄLLBO shelving unit

£60

05

04

06 FLÅDIS basket

£12



01 HEMNES daybed with 3 drawers and  

2 mattresses £370 Bedlinen sold separately.  

Painted finish and polyurethane foam. 

89×209, H83cm. 2 MOSHULT 80×200cm  

mattresses included. 491.861.05

02 HEMNES bookcase £115 Stained clear-

lacquered solid pine. 90×37, H197cm. 

604.135.02

03 HEMNES 5-drawer chest £125 Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. 58×40, H131cm. 

202.471.90

When notes of traditional Scandinavian design meet modern 

sensibilities, a classic is born. So over the past 20 years, 

we’ve been refining timeless pieces for the entire home. 

Designs built to last, and be loved, for years to come.

It’s a double bed with  

storage. A multitasking 

masterpiece.

Sturdy and tough, 

this solid wood ages 

beautifully over time.
01 HEMNES daybed with  

3 drawers and 2 mattresses

£370
05 HEMNES TV bench

£165

02

03

04

HEMNES 04 HEMNES glass-door cabinet with  

3 drawers £275 Stained clear-lacquered  

solid pine and tempered glass. 90×37, 

H197cm. 504.135.07

05 HEMNES TV bench £165 Stained  

clear-lacquered solid pine. 148×47,  

H57cm. 504.135.26

 Spend your time snoozing in your bed, 

not assembling it. You can ask us to do 

that for you. For more info, see p281

8988
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01 HÄLLAN storage combination 
with doors £95 Powder-coated 
steel. 45×47, H142cm. 592.494.09

 
02 SKARSTA sit/stand desk £179 

Painted finish and powder-coated  
steel. 120×70, H70–120cm. 
490.849.65 

 
03 LÅNGFJÄLL swivel chair £90  

Seat 53×41, H43–53cm. Gunnared 
beige/white. 092.522.96 

 
04 NILSERIK standing support £45 

Height adjustable. Cover: 73%  
polyester, 20% modacrylic,  
7% cotton. Seat H51–71cm.  
White/Vissle grey. 503.097.23 

 
05 HATTEFJÄLL swivel chair with  

armrests £190 Seat 50×40,  
H41–52cm. Gunnared light  
brown-pink/white. 592.521.28 

 
06 ALEX drawer unit on castors 

£100 Painted finish. 67×48,  
H66cm. 401.962.41

 
07 YPPERLIG LED table lamp £35 

Dim the lamp with a light touch. 
H44cm. IKEA. Model B1612F 
YPPERLIG. This luminaire contains 
built in LED lamps of energy  
classes A++ to A which cannot be 
changed in the luminaire. 403.499.08 

 
08 TJENA desk organiser £4  

Paper. 17.5×25, H17cm. 303.982.25 

The cranking handle makes it easy to adjust the 
height of SKARSTA desk.

HATTEFJÄLL work chair is designed and built 
to handle years of tilting, swivelling, adjusting 
and general fidgeting.

01

02 SKARSTA sit/stand desk

£179

03 LÅNGFJÄLL 
swivel chair

£90

04 NILSERIK 
standing support

£45

05 HATTEFJÄLL swivel  
chair with armrests

£190

06 ALEX drawer  
unit on castors

£100

07 YPPERLIG 
LED table lamp

£35

08
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01 ARKELSTORP desk £150  

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine.  

140×70, H74cm. 602.610.37

 

02 KULLABERG swivel chair £50 

Adjustable feet keep the chair  

stable on uneven floors. Moulded  

eucalyptus and powder-coated steel. 

Seat 42×39, H44–55cm. 903.255.18 

 

03 PLEJA desk organiser £8  

Powder-coated steel and cork. 

26×34, H8cm. 003.480.48

  

04 MÅLARNA blackboard planner  
£30 Painted finish. 90×60cm. 

503.803.47

 

05 FJÄLLBO laptop table £55  
Stained clear-lacquered solid pine 

and powder-coated steel. 100×36, 

H75cm. 303.397.35

 

06 FULLFÖLJA rolls of tape 
£3.50/4pk Paper and plastic.  

5m. 403.373.02 

 

07 FULLFÖLJA notebooks £4/3pk 

Paper. 18×26cm. 004.022.81

 

08 NEW JOFRID throw £35  

80% cotton, 20% linen.  

150×200cm. 603.957.44

92 Workspace

01 ARKELSTORP desk

£150

02

05 FJÄLLBO laptop table

£55

08 JOFRID throw

£35

06

04 MÅLARNA  
blackboard planner

£30

03 PLEJA desk organiser

£8

07 FULLFÖLJA  
notebooks

£4/3pk
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01 LINNMON table top £25 Painted 
finish. 120×60cm. 703.537.34 

 
02 ADILS legs £2.50/ea Powder-

coated steel. H70cm. Beige. 
803.537.43  Black. 702.179.73 

 
03 MOLTE desk chair £12 Plastic and 

powder-coated steel. Seat 39×36, 
H38–51cm. 503.085.87

 
04 JANSJÖ LED USB lamp £2 IKEA. 

Model JANSJÖ B1206. This luminaire  
contains built in LED lamps of energy  
classes A++ to A which cannot be 
changed in the luminaire. 702.912.32 

 
05 BYLLAN laptop support £10 100% 

cotton and plastic. 51×38, H8cm. 
Ebbarp black/white. 904.035.11 

 
06 SKÅDIS pegboard £8 Painted  

fibreboard. 36×56cm. 503.208.05 
 
07 SKÅDIS containers £2/ea Powder-

coated steel. 7.5×8cm. 203.207.98 

04

06 SKÅDIS  
pegboard

£8

07

05 BYLLAN  
laptop support

£10
 KULLABERG swivel chair £50 Moulded eucalyptus and  

powder-coated steel. Seat 42×39, H44–55cm. 903.255.18 

Retro style  
with a modern twist

 Want to see more 
design solutions for 
your home office? 
Discover our full 
range at your  
IKEA store or online 
at IKEA.co.uk

02

03 MOLTE 
desk chair

£12

There’s no design rule that says your table legs all have to be 
the same colour. Set your own style parameters.

01 LINNMON table top

£25

KULLABERG
swivel chair

£50



9701 FADO table lamps £12/ea Glass and  

polypropylene plastic. H24cm. IKEA.  

Model B0327 FADO. This luminaire is  

compatible with bulbs of energy  

classes A++ to D. 903.563.07

02 MALSJÖ glass-door cabinets £295/ea 

Stained clear-lacquered ash veneer  

and tempered glass. 103×47, H141cm. 

603.034.81

Home  3

Blow your  
own trumpet
Welcome to a home that’s just jam-packed 

with personality. One that showcases many 

a carefully chosen treasure, which combine 

to say, “We’re proud of who we are.” A tall 

stack of shiny top hats, or the slightly faded 

glory of an old jazz trumpet. A vintage metal 

typewriter that still works, box cameras that 

sadly don’t, but they’re lovely, all the same.   

To say that there’s plenty to discover here 

is an understatement. But every inch of this 

vibrant flat is well thought-out, filled with 

meaning and memories. All it takes is clever 

organising and displaying. It’s your story. 

Tell it like it is.

02 MALSJÖ glass-door cabinets

£295/ea

01 FADO table lamps

£12/ea
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01 STOCKHOLM pouffe £195 Cover: cow  
hide. 60×51, H41cm. Delikat white/black. 
501.031.90

02 FÄRLÖV 3-seat sofa £650 Cover:  
78% cotton and 22% polyester. 218×106,  
H88cm. Tallmyra dark grey. 391.926.54

03 JANSJÖ LED floor/reading lamp £27  
Chrome-plated aluminium and steel.  
H166cm. IKEA. Model G1415 JANSJÖ.  
This luminaire contains built-in LED  
lamps A++ to A. 603.735.39

04 MURBINKA cushion cover £4.50  
50% ramie, 50% cotton. 50×50cm. 
203.957.98  To be completed with  
INNER cushion pad £2 Fabric:  
100% polypropylene. Filling: 100%  
polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

05 STOCKHOLM coffee table £195  
Clear-lacquered walnut veneer.  
180×59, H40cm. 702.397.10

06 VÄGMÅLLA throw £13 80% polyester,  
20% acrylic. 120×160cm. 203.522.80

Home  3Home  3

Comfy seating that’s versatile is ideal for 
when a friend drops round, or a big crowd. 
Then again, you could just enjoy having it 
all to yourself.

08 STRANDMON  
wing chair

£225
01

03

05

07

02 FÄRLÖV 3-seat sofa

£650

06 VÄGMÅLLA 
throw 

£13

04

07 STRANDMON footstool £65 Cover:  
78% cotton, 22% polyester. 60×40,  
H44cm. Tallmyra dark green. 103.600.11

08 STRANDMON wing chair £225  
Cover: 78% cotton, 22% polyester. 82×96, 
H101cm. Tallmyra dark green. 303.598.46 

 We’ve got you covered when it comes  
to sofa delivery. We’ll even take your  
old sofa off your hands while we’re at it 
for a small fee. For more info, see p281
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01 HEKTAR work lamp with wireless  
charging £50 Powder-coated steel and  

aluminium. Ø18cm. IKEA. Model A1502 

HEKTAR. This luminaire is compatible with 

bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 203.234.38

02 ALEX desk £125 Foil finish and powder- 

coated steel. 131×60, H76cm. 902.607.10 

 

 

 

03 FJÄLLBERGET conference chair £150  

Fixed cover: 74.5% polyester, 20%  

modacrylic, 5.5% cotton. Seat 42×40,  

H43–56cm. Black-stained ash veneer/

Gunnared dark grey. 804.062.75

04 STOCKHOLM bowl £8 Stainless steel. 

Ø20cm. H10cm. 603.113.39

05 TOBIAS chair £55 Chrome-plated steel  

and plastic. 55×56, H82cm. 803.496.71

A flexible workspace with all the essentials 

(and a few favourite non-essentials).    

Open storage is great for things that you 

use often and want to keep close at hand.

01

07

02 ALEX desk

£125

06 HEMNES bookcases

£115/ea

05 TOBIAS chair

£55

04 STOCKHOLM bowl 

£8

03

06 HEMNES bookcases £115/ea  
Stained clear-lacquered solid pine.  

90×37, H197cm. Lighting sold separately. 

203.717.64

07 AGEN chair £30 Clear-lacquered bamboo  

and rattan. 58×56, H79cm. 500.583.76
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01 FADO table lamp £12 Glass and  

polypropylene plastic. H24cm. IKEA. 

Model B0327 FADO. This luminaire  

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 903.563.07

  

02 BEGÅVNING glass dome with  
base £7.50 Stainless steel and glass. 

H19cm. 703.439.38

  

03 KRUSTAD mug £2.25 Feldspar  

porcelain. 400ml. 803.395.11

  

04 KRUSTAD side plate £3 Feldspar  

porcelain. Ø16cm. 803.395.06

  

05 KRUSTAD plate £4 Feldspar  

porcelain. Ø25cm. 903.395.01

  

06 KRUSTAD bowl £3 Feldspar  

porcelain. Ø14cm. 403.395.08

  

07 NEW DAGDRÖM set of  
3 decoration spheres £12  

Lacquered glass. 604.002.22

  

08 SANELA cushion cover £6 100%  

cotton velvet. 50×50cm. 603.701.64  

To be completed with INNER cushion 
£2 Fabric: 100% polypropylene. Filling: 

100% polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

  

09 NJUTNING scented candle in glass 
£6 Glass, steel and scented paraffin/ 

vegetable wax. H10cm. Burning time 

40 hours. Blossoming bergamot/grey. 

603.505.28

  

10 NEW PANORERA clock £12  

Plastic and glass. Ø15cm. 503.946.79

Eclectic taste, 
distinctive style

Gleaming brass, smoked glass, and 
lush velvet. Round shapes and deep, 
rich colours. So individual, and oh so 
fabulous. Here’s a quick guide to help 
you bring home this characterful look.

10 PANORERA clock

£12

02 BEGÅVNING glass dome 
with base

£7.50

03 KRUSTAD mug

£2.25

05

06

09

04

07 DAGDRÖM set of 3 
decoration spheres

£12

08

 We have so much for 
you to choose from. 
Discover lots more at 
your IKEA store on 
online at IKEA.co.uk

01 FADO table lamp

£12
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01 EKEDALEN extendable tables  
£170/ea Stained clear-lacquered  

ash veneer. 120/180×80, H75cm.  

403.408.04

02 EKEDALEN chairs £50/ea Stained  

clear-lacquered birch. Cover: 76%  

cotton and 24% polyester. 43×51,  

H95cm. Dark brown/Ramna light grey. 

703.411.14 

 

03 GAMMAN 24-piece cutlery set  
£20 Stainless steel. 503.849.58

04 FLIMRA wine glasses £2.50/ea  

Glass. 230ml. 002.865.02

05 EIDSÅ mirrors £10/ea Glass.  

48×60cm. 603.251.00

06 LIATORP bookcases with glass  
doors £240/ea Glass, painted  

and foil finish. 96×38, H214cm.  

992.757.12

07 FOTO pendant lamps £22/ea  

Lacquered aluminium. Ø38cm. IKEA.  

Model T1643 FOTO. This luminaire  

is compatible with bulbs of energy  

classes A++ to D. 303.906.77

 Some pieces of furniture can be  
pretty heavy. Let us take care of  
delivery so you don’t have to  
lift a finger. For more info, see p281

02 EKEDALEN chairs

£50/ea

04 FLIMRA 
wine glasses

£2.50
/ea01

02

07

03 GAMMAN  
24-piece 
cutlery set

£20

05 EIDSÅ mirrors

£10/ea
06 LIATORP bookcases 

with glass doors

£240/ea

‘Mix-and-don’t-match chairs’ make things 

interesting. Let everyone choose their own 

favourite. It’s a great conversation starter.

105

A large dining table is great. But sometimes two smaller ones, turned into  

a rectangular table or a square one, may work better. Let the occasion decide.
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01 BEGÄRLIG vase £15 Glass. Ø19.  

H29cm. 303.097.81

02 FJANTIG hooks £3/3pk Reinforced  

polypropylene plastic. H12cm.  

603.471.02

03 SONGE mirror £100 £85 Glass and  

plastic. 91×130cm. 103.369.50

04 EKBY JÄRPEN/EKBY VALTER wall  
shelves £12/ea Stained clear-lacquered  

ash veneer and painted solid birch.  

79×19, H26cm. 390.075.00

05 PINNIG coat rack with shoe  
storage bench £75 Powder-coated  

steel and painted finish. 90×37,  

H193cm. 203.297.89

06 FJÄLLA storage boxes with lids  
£5/ea Paper and steel. 25×36, H20cm. 

003.956.76

07 HEMNES storage unit £150 Stained  

clear-lacquered solid pine. 99×37,  

H130cm. 303.822.10

Home  3Home  3

If the kitchen is the heart of the home, the 

hallway is its pulse point. All the ins and outs 

of life are here. So it’s home to things you 

need, and things you love to come home to.    

07 HEMNES  
storage unit

£150

05 PINNIG coat rack with 
shoe storage bench 

£75

04 EKBY JÄRPEN/ 
EKBY VALTER 
wall shelves

£12/ea

 Like what you see?  
Discover even more  
at your IKEA store or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

01

06

02 FJANTIG hooks

£3/3pk

03 SONGE mirror £100

£85
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02 METOD kitchen with LERHYTTAN 
black-stained doors, drawer  
fronts, glass doors and 
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers  
This is a display kitchen for  

illustrative purposes only. For details 

on pricing and more, ask a co-worker 

at your IKEA store.   

  

03 HEKTAR pendant lamps £20/ea 

Powder-coated steel. Ø22cm. IKEA. 

Model T1639 HEKTAR. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 803.903.59 

  

04 NEW VADHOLMA kitchen island 
with rack £410 Worktop: particle  

board with a top layer of oak. 

126×79, H225cm. 592.762.28 

  

05 RÅSKOG bar stools £20/ea 

Powder-coated steel. 44×44,  

H63cm. 303.522.46 

  

06 VADHOLMA wine shelves  
£60/ea Stained clear-lacquered  

ash veneer. 40×37, H40cm. 

903.743.30

01 METOD/LERHYTTAN kitchen 

Free 25-year guarantee included. 

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. 

Price includes kitchen cabinets, 

drawers, doors, worktop, sink 

and tap. This is not inclusive of 

appliances, lighting or handles.  

For full product details, see p285 

£900
For more information, additional 

services and guarantees, see p281

 Need some help getting started? 
We can plan and measure up  
to get your dream kitchen going. 
For more info, see p281

Home  3

It’s a poor workman who blames his tools. 

No need, with well-planned kitchen storage 

and the full kit and kaboodle at the ready.

All systems go for a chopping and chatting 

session around the kitchen island.

03 HEKTAR pendant lamps

£20/ea

04 VADHOLMA kitchen island with rack

£410

02

05

108

06 VADHOLMA  
wine shelves

£60/ea

01



04 HEMNES standard double bed frame  
£175 Mattress and bedlinen sold separately. 

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 149×201,  

H120cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 

290.069.64

05 TORRILD rug £35 Low pile. 100%  

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic latex. 

133×195cm. 303.908.61

01 FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet £140 

Powder-coated steel and tempered glass. 

57×47, H150cm. 202.422.77

02 JÄRA lampshade £3 Cord set sold  

separately. Polyester, plastic and steel.  

Ø25, H19cm. 703.283.58

03 NEW SPRÄNGÖRT double duvet cover  
and 2 pillowcases £40 100% cotton  

percale. Duvet cover 200×200cm.  

Pillowcases 50×80cm. 103.953.55 

If a stylish handbag is your idea of a work of 

art, put it where it can be seen and enjoyed. 

The cornucopia bedroom. Where there’s  

no such thing as too much of a good thing.

05

04 HEMNES standard double bed frame

£175

03 SPRÄNGÖRT double duvet cover 
and 2 pillowcases

£40

 Ready for a new mattress?  
We will take your old one off your hands 
for a small fee. For more info, see p281

111110

02

01 FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet

£140
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05 HEMNES 3-drawer chest £115  

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine.  

108×50, H96cm. 703.113.05

06 HEMNES open wardrobes £150/ea  

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine.  

120×50, H197cm. 603.814.07

07 HEMNES mirror £80 Glass and  

stained clear-lacquered solid pine.  

74×165cm. 101.212.52

01 KARAFF carafe £1 Glass. 1L. 003.429.75

02 DYRGRIP glass £2 Crystalline. 360ml. 

403.093.04

03 HEMNES bedside table £50 Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. 46×35, H70cm. 

901.212.34

04 HEMNES mirror £50 Glass and stained  

clear-lacquered solid pine. 60×90cm. 

001.228.22 

If you’ve got it, flaunt it. Let each day begin  

with temptation, as a clear vision of fashion 

loveliness meets your eyes. How to choose?

Snappy dresser. All it takes is a chest of 

drawers, a mirror and some good lighting.

01 KARAFF carafe

£1

03 HEMNES bedside 

table

£50

07

04

06 HEMNES open wardrobes

£150/ea

05 HEMNES 3-drawer chest

£115

02
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01 KARMSUND table mirror £10 Powder-
coated steel and glass. 27×43cm. 002.949.79

02 FULLTALIG set of 3 candlesticks £9 
Heights 10, 15 and 20cm. Powder-coated  
aluminium. 403.421.34

03 ALEX drawer units on castors £100/ea 
Painted finish. 67×48, H66cm. 502.649.27

04 AINA curtains £45/pair 100% linen. 
145×250cm. 902.809.11

 

05 SJÖPENNA pendant lamp £22 Plastic. 
Ø44cm. IKEA. Model T1704 SJÖPENNA.  
This luminaire is compatible with bulbs  
of energy classes A++ to D. 603.424.73

06 INGATORP extendable table £250  
Stained clear-lacquered ash veneer.  
Ø110/max. L155, H74cm. 802.170.72 

Home  3

Let the sunshine in, or block out light and 
sound. Layered curtains give you choices.

01

02

06 INGATORP extendable table

£250

03 ALEX drawer units  
on castors

£100/ea

05

04

 VIGGJA tray stands £25/ea Powder-coated steel and plastic. 37×50, H74cm. 703.514.81

The perfect  
fetch and carry

 Looking for the perfect 
bedroom accessories? 
Discover a host of ideas 
at your IKEA store or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

VIGGJA
tray stands

£25/ea



11701 KRAMIG soft toy £3.50 Recommended  

from newborn. Fabric: 100% polyester.  

Filling: polyester fibre. L30cm. 302.213.16

02 VEBERÖD room divider £95 80% cotton, 

20% linen. Clear-lacquered steel. 85×45, 

H180cm. 703.433.25

03 ALSEDA stool £25 Powder-coated steel,     

         banana fibre. Ø60, H18cm. 200.339.19

02 VEBERÖD room divider

£95

01 KRAMIG  
soft toy

£3.50

03

Home 4  

Turning over  
a new leaf
In today’s world, many of us want to live in  

a way that’s best for body and planet, in sync 

with nature and mindful of its finite resources. 

Here’s a creative city home that’s all about 

making conscious choices for a healthier and 

more sustainable way of living. Home-grown 

vegetables, resources used/re-used wisely, 

thrifty DIY solutions for co-living, co-working. 

It helps keep down the cost of living, and also 

the cost of everyday life to the environment. 

What a great way to start making a difference 

through more sustainable living.
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01 PLEJA wire basket with handle £13 

Powder-coated steel and cork. 36×27,  

H15cm. 203.480.47

02 KNODD bin with lid £15 Powder-coated 

steel. Ø41, H51cm. 40L. 903.153.12

03 HELMER drawer units on castors £30/ea  

Powder-coated steel. 28×43, H69cm. 

203.419.70

04 KULLABERG swivel chairs £50/ea Moulded 

eucalyptus plywood and powder-coated steel. 

Seat 42×39, H44–55cm. 103.203.41

05 FOTO pendant lamps £19/ea Painted  

aluminium. Ø38cm. IKEA. Model T1643  

FOTO. This luminaire is compatible with  

bulbs of energy classes A++ to D.  

403.613.92

06 ODDVALD trestles £10/ea Painted  

solid pine. 42×70, H70cm. 101.189.71

07 NEW BROR trolley £90 Pine plywood  

and powder-coated steel. 85×55, H88cm. 

603.338.50

Put the fun in functional  

with trendy trestles and trolleys

02

01 PLEJA wire  

basket with handle

£13

04 KULLABERG  

swivel chairs

£50/ea

07 BROR trolley

£90

03

05

06

 Trolleys are easy to roll around at home, 

but if you need help getting them there,  

we can deliver. For more info, see p281
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04 NEW BRYTÄRT plant pot £1.50 
Earthenware. Max. diameter flowerpot  
9cm. H11cm. 403.855.62

05 TARVA daybed with 2 mattresses £265 
Bedlinen sold separately. Solid pine and  
polyurethane foam. 88×214, H71cm.  
2 MOSHULT 80×200cm mattresses  
included. 491.853.61 
 
 

01 YPPERLIG nest of 3 tables £55  
Sizes: small (40×25, H24.2cm),  
medium (40×40, H42cm) and large  
(55×40, H60.1cm). Clear-lacquered  
solid beech. 803.453.76

02 TIBAST curtains £35/pair 100%  
cotton. 145×250cm. 503.967.58

03 NEW VATTENMYNTA double duvet  
cover and 2 pillowcases £15 100%  
cotton. Duvet cover 200×200cm.  
Pillowcases 50×80cm. 203.953.50

06 NEW FRANSINE cushion cover £10  
54% wool, 28% acrylic, 18% cotton. 
50×50cm. 503.957.73  To be completed  
with INNER cushion pad £2 Fabric:  
100% polypropylene, 100% polyester.  
50×50cm. 902.621.96 

07 TÅNUM rug £6.50 Flatwoven.  
100% cotton. 60×90cm. 302.126.75

Home 4

Inspired by traditional Swedish handicraft, each TÅNUM 
rag rug is handwoven with spare fabric pieces from 
our bedlinen production. What a beautiful way to use 
resources, by making sure that nothing goes to waste.

05 TARVA daybed  
with 2 mattresses

£265

01 YPPERLIG  
nest of 3 tables

£55

02

07 TÅNUM rug

£6.50

06 FRANSINE  
cushion cover

£10

04 BRYTÄRT  
plant pot

£1.50 03 VATTENMYNTA double duvet 
cover and 2 pillowcases

£15
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01 IVAR storage combination £105  

Solid pine and powder-coated steel. 

892.806.72

02 KUGGIS boxes with lids £5/ea Recycled 

PET plastic. 26×35, H8cm. 502.823.04

03 SORTERA waste sorting bins with  
lids £6/ea Polypropylene plastic.  

39×55, H28cm. 37L. 102.558.97

04 IVAR hooks for side unit £2/3pk  

Powder-coated steel and polyester.  

2×3, H7cm. 803.815.95

05 INGEFÄRA outdoor plant pot with  
saucer £3.50 Red clay. Max. diameter  

flowerpot 15cm. H20cm. 302.580.41

06 SOCKER indoor/outdoor plant pot £6.50 
Galvanized steel. Max. diameter flowerpot 

24cm. H24cm. 301.556.70

07 SOCKER indoor/outdoor watering 
can £5 Galvanized steel. 2.6L. 701.556.73

08 TOREBY door mat £13 Surface: 100%  

polyester. Backing: Synthetic rubber. 

60×90cm. 003.827.73

Feel the green house effect (in a good way)

Hate plastic waste? Stamp on it, with a 

doormat made from recycled PET bottles.

08 TOREBY door mat

£13

03 SORTERA  
waste sorting  
bins with lids

£6/ea

04 IVAR hooks  
for side unit

£2/3pk

01 IVAR storage combination 

£105

02

Get everyone involved with the family’s waste 

sorting. Secure tall units like this to the wall  

so they’re safe, including for youngsters.

 Discover our fantastic 
selection of plants,  
pots and accessories  
at your IKEA store,  
or online at IKEA.co.uk

07 SOCKER  
indoor/outdoor  
watering can

£5

05 INGEFÄRA  
outdoor plant  
pot with saucer

£3.50

06



 Whether it's a full kitchen or  
a setof cookware, we offer 
financing options to suit you.  
For more info, see p282

02 METOD kitchen with 
KUNGSBACKA anthracite  
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA 
soft-closing drawers This is a  

display kitchen for illustrative  

purposes only. For details on pricing 

and more, ask a co-worker at your 

IKEA store.  

  

03 BEKVÄM stepladder with  
3 steps £35 Solid beech.  

H63cm. 901.904.11 

  

04 FASCINERA chopping board £10 

Solid mango wood. 52×22, H1.8cm. 

603.934.86

  

05 IKEA 365+ cook’s knife £14 

Stainless molybdenum/vanadium-

steel. Length of knife blade 16cm. 

702.835.24

  

06 VARDAGEN bowl £4.50
          Glass. Ø26cm. 702.892.48

  

07 HÖGMODIG coffee maker for  
drip coffee £10 0.6L. 903.589.62

  

08 PÅTÅR filter coffee £4.25  

Dark roast. 500g. 103.242.40

  

09 VARDAGEN apron £6 80%  

cotton, 20% linen. L92cm. 

502.926.28

125124 Home 4

It's the inside that counts. These earth-friendly 

kitchen fronts are made from recycled wood and 

recycled PET bottles.

09 VARDAGEN  
apron

£6

06

Coffee grounds make an excellent fertiliser to 

sprinkle on your plants, and a reusable filter 

avoids waste. So for the environment, as well  

as for you, that cup of coffee really hits the spot. 

07 HÖGMODIG  
coffee maker

£10

01 METOD/KUNGSBACKA kitchen 

Free 25-year guarantee included. 

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. 

Price includes kitchen cabinets, 

drawers, doors, worktop, sink 

and tap. This is not inclusive of 

appliances, lighting or handles.  

For full product details, see p285 

£700
For more information, additional 

services and guarantees, see p281

KUNGSBACKA  

Our recyling message in a bottle

02

03 BEKVÄM stepladder  
with 3 steps

£35

04 FASCINERA  
chopping board

£10
05

08

01
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01 NEW SNIDAD basket £25 Clear-

lacquered rattan. Ø54, H39cm. 

303.949.44

  

02 NEW EGENDOM mug £2.50 

Enamelled steel. 360ml. 603.909.06

  

03 NEW ISPIGG cushion cover £4.50 

100% cotton. 50×50cm. 504.024.53  

To be completed with INNER cushion 
£2 Fabric: 100% polypropylene. Filling: 

100% polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96 
  

04 NEW EGENDOM plate £2.50 

Enamelled steel. Ø23cm. 803.910.14

  

05 NEW EGENDOM bowl £2 Enamelled 

steel. Ø17cm. 103.910.17

  

06 NEW KALASMAT serving bowl £3 

Glazed stoneware. Ø17cm. 103.909.04

  

07 NEW KALASMAT serving plate 
£5.50 Glazed stoneware. 32×15cm. 

803.909.05

  

08 RYET LED globe bulb B22 400  
lumen 90p 403.874.72

  

09 NEW KANELSTÅNG plant stand  
£12 Powder-coated rattan. Ø28, 

H29cm. 503.873.82

  

10 NEW IKEA 365+ round jar with 
lid £3.75 Bamboo and glass. Ø14cm, 

H13cm. 1L. 992.767.97

Follow your 
natural instincts

Warm, earthy tones. The simplicity 
of rattan meets the honesty of wood. 
Rustic textiles and crafted pottery, 
a glimmer of glass and enamelled 
metalware. Now you’ve nailed it.

02 EGENDOM mug

£2.50

04

03

06

07

08

05

01 SNIDAD basket

£25

09 KANELSTÅNG plant stand

£12

 Love what you see?  
Discover more ideas 
to create this look at 
your IKEA store, or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

10 IKEA 365+  
round jar with lid

£3.75
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01 KUNGSFORS suspension rail with shelf 

and wall grid £71 Stainless steel. 64×32cm, 

H80cm. 192.543.32

02 VARDAGEN tea towel £2 100% linen. 

50×70cm. 802.926.36

03 BRANKIS basket £12 Solid wood and steel. 

36×27, H23cm. 503.221.02

04 RAJTAN spice jars £2/4pk Glass and  

plastic. H8cm. 150ml. 400.647.02

05 BITTERGURKA hanging planters £8/ea 

Fits 4 potted plants with a maximum diameter 

of 10.5cm. Powder-coated steel and bamboo. 

Ø29, H37cm. 902.857.82

06 KORKEN jars with lids £1.75/ea Recycled 

glass, natural rubber and stainless steel.  

Ø12, H16.5cm. 1L. 502.135.46

07 KORKEN jars with lids £2.50/ea Recycled 

glass, natural rubber and stainless steel. 

Ø12.5, H21.5cm. 1.8L. 702.135.50

08 OMAR storage combination £70  

Galvanized steel. 92×36, H181cm. 

698.290.83

Home 4Home 4

03 BRANKIS basket

£12

05 BITTERGURKA  

hanging planters

£8/ea

01 KUNGSFORS  

suspension  

rail with shelf  

and wall grid

£71

04 RAJTAN spice jars

£2/4pk

02

07

08 OMAR storage  

combination

£70

06 KORKEN  

jars with lids

£1.75
/ea

With jars and containers, you can buy pulses, grains or 

nuts in bulk and avoid wasteful supermarket packaging. 

Seeing what you’ve got ensures you use it all up, too.

 Discover all our thrifty 

food storage solutions 

at your IKEA store or 

online at IKEA.co.uk
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07 LILLABO toy figures £4/5pk  

Recommended from age 18 months.  

ABS plastic. 602.426.14

08 HINDÖ indoor/outdoor shelving  
units £40/ea Powder-coated steel and  

galvanized steel. 78×37, H82cm. 502.902.81

01 NEW OTTAVA pendant lamp £35  

Glass and aluminium. Ø30cm. IKEA.  

Model T9711-1 OTTAVA. This luminaire  

is compatible with bulbs of energy  

classes A++ to D. 003.613.08

02 GAMLARED table £70 Stained clear- 

lacquered solid pine. Ø85, H75cm. 303.712.40

03 KULLABERG stool £40 Clear-lacquered 

wood. Seat Ø34, H47–69cm. 503.636.49 

 

04 AGAM junior chair £35 Painted finish. 

41×43, H79cm. Recommended from age  

3 years. 702.535.41

05 SENAP plant pot with saucer £2.50 

Earthenware. Max. diameter flowerpot 12cm. 

903.588.15

06 SOCKER greenhouse £12 Powder-coated 

steel and plastic. 45×22, H35cm. 701.866.03 

 

 

Home 4

Nurture nature indoors.  

Why should bees have all the fun?

06

03
04 AGAM junior chair

£35

08 HINDÖ indoor/outdoor shelving units

£40/ea

07 LILLABO toy figures

£4/5pk

05

02

Kick-start your herb and vegetable garden at a safe 

distance from the prying eyes of slugs and snails, till 

you’re ready to pot things on outdoors. Indoor-garden 

with your kids, and they’ll grow up green-fingered, too. 

01 OTTAVA 
pendant lamp

£35
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01 MULIG clothes rack £7 Powder-coated  
steel. 99×46, H151cm. 601.794.34

02 SKURAR indoor/outdoor hanging  
planter £4 Powder-coated steel. Max.  
diameter flowerpot 12cm. H20cm. 901.860.94

03 FLISAT wall storage £13 Tinted, clear-
acrylic lacquered solid pine. 70×9, H16cm. 
002.907.78

04 NEW GULVED bedspread £50 Fabric:  
linen. Lining: polyester. 160×250cm. 
303.928.98

05 UTÅKER stackable bed with 2 mattresses  
£280 Bedlinen sold separately. Solid pine. 
83×205, H23cm. Two MOSHULT 80×200cm 
mattresses included. 192.278.38

06 KOLLUND rug £250 Flatwoven. User  
surface: 100% pure new wool. 170×240cm. 
203.745.69

Home 4Home 4

An open rack to air clothes that don’t need washing 
yet, cuts laundry costs and saves your time, too.

02 SKURAR  
indoor/outdoor  
hanging planter

£4

01 MULIG clothes rack

£7

 This bed may not be heavy, but we can 
still deliver it for you. For more info,  
see p281

03 FLISAT  
wall storage

£13

05 UTÅKER stackable  
bed with 2 mattresses

£280
06

04 GULVED bedspread

£50

With a stackable bed like UTÅKER, you can switch from double 
bed to daytime sofa in a jiffy. Made in durable natural wood, 
it’s light to lift, plus quick and easy to rearrange.
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03 DJUNGELSKOG duvet cover  

and pillowcase £16 100% cotton.  

Duvet cover 150×200cm. Pillowcase 

50×80cm. 503.937.12

04 FLISAT toy storage with wheels £22 

Recommended from age 3 years. 

Solid pine and plastic. 44×39, H31cm. 

102.984.20

01 LJUSA LED hand-driven torch £4 Built-in 

LED light source. Recommended from age  

3 years. ABS plastic. L17cm. 301.908.57

02 SUNDVIK extendable bed frame with  

slatted bed base £145 Mattress and  

bedding sold separately. Stained clear- 

lacquered solid pine. 91×137–207, H80cm. 

Mattress size 80×200cm. 490.460.68 

 

 

Home 4

With a wind-up flashlight, learning about 

renewable energy is child’s play.

04 FLISAT toy storage  

with wheels

£22

01 LJUSA LED  

hand-driven  

torch

£4

 IKEA 365+ food container with lid £1.65  

Polypropylene plastic. 15×15, H7cm. 750ml. 492.691.05

Zero tolerant storage

 Discover all our  

planet-friendly toys  

and children’s furniture 

at your IKEA store or 

online at IKEA.co.uk

03 DJUNGELSKOG  

duvet cover 

and pillowcase

£16

02

IKEA 365+
food container with lid

£1.65
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01 DYRGRIP white wine glasses  

£2.50/ea Crystalline. 420ml. 

803.093.02

  

02 MOPSIG 16-piece cutlery  

set £3.75 Stainless steel. 

003.430.03

  

03 NORRARYD chairs £50/ea 

Stained clear-lacquered solid beech 

and beech veneer. 47×51, H83cm. 

402.808.43

  

04 AINA fabric £8/m 100% linen. 

W150cm. 403.958.01

  

05 GOTHEM cord sets £14/ea Light 

bulbs sold separately. Nickel-plated 

steel. Cord L1.6m. IKEA. Model 

T1604 GOTHEM. This luminaire is 

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 403.266.43

  

06 LERHAMN table £80 Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. 118×74, 

H73cm. 602.594.21

  

07 LERHAMN chairs £30/ea Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. 42×49, 

H85cm. Black-brown/Ramna beige. 

002.686.40

136

Sometimes it’s the cheerful clinking  
of wine glasses, a grown-ups-only 
dinner. Then it’s family time, and 
open season for elbows on the table 
and the odd argument over eating 
mushrooms. (They grow out of it.)  
Eat, talk, laugh or argue, work or 
play. Basically, the dining table is 
where it all happens. 
 
We’ve got all kinds of tables, chairs 
and dinnerware, made to give your 
household many years of service, 
and quality time together. Come 
along and discover the whole range 
in store or visit IKEA.co.uk

Dining

03 NORRARYD chairs

£50/ea

04 AINA fabric

£8/m

01

07 LERHAMN chairs

£30/ea

06

05 GOTHEM  

cord sets 

£14/ea02 MOPSIG  

16-piece cutlery set

£3.75
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01 SÖNDRUM wall clock £12  
Powder-coated steel and glass. 

Ø35cm. 503.919.11

  

02 RANARP pendant lamp £25 
Ø38cm. IKEA. Model T1641 RANARP. 

This luminaire is compatible with 

bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 

203.909.70

  

03 INGATORP extendable table 
£260 Painted finish. 155/215×87, 

H74cm. 702.214.23

  

04 HENRIKSDAL chairs with  
long covers £70/ea Solid wood,  

100% cotton. 51×58, H97cm.  

White/Blekinge white. 598.501.07

  

05 INGATORP chairs with armrests  
£90/ea Frame: painted solid birch. 

Seat cover: 75% polyester, 19%  

modacrylic, 6% cotton. 57×63, 

H99cm. White/Nordvalla beige. 

902.941.02

  

06 FANTASTISK paper napkins 
£2/100pk 40×40cm. 500.357.52

  

07 ARV bowl £2 Earthenware. Ø15cm. 

001.878.56

  

08 ARV plate £3 Earthenware. Ø28cm. 

201.878.60

  

09 ARV side plates £2/ea  

Earthenware. Ø22cm. 401.878.64

  

10 NEW TILLBRINGARE jugs  
£2.50/ea Glass. 1.7L. 903.624.07

138

04 HENRIKSDAL chairs  
with long covers

£70/ea

02 RANARP pendant lamp

£25

01

03 INGATORP extendable table

£260

06 FANTASTISK paper napkins

£2/100pk

08 ARV plate

£3

07

10 TILLBRINGARE jugs

£2.50
/ea

09

05

With chairs this comfortable, (extra-thick, 

soft cushions, high backs and supportive 

armrests), you might think you’re in the 

living room. Now no meal lasts too long.

 If you carry the paper napkins, 
we can deliver the heavy table. 
For more info, see p281

Plenty of famous artists have drawn on paper napkins. 

With 100 per pack, it’s your chance to try your hand.
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01 MELODI pendant lamp £5 

Polycarbonate plastic/polystyrene 

plastic/PVC plastic. Ø28cm. IKEA. 

Model T1632 MELODI. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 603.865.27

  

02 TÄRENDÖ/ADDE table and  
4 chairs £70 Powder-coated steel 

and melamine foil. 110×67, H74cm. 

790.106.90

  

03 TINGBY table £150 Painted  

fibreboard. 180×90, H74cm. 

403.489.23

  

04 TERJE folding chairs £13/ea 

Stained clear-lacquered solid beech. 

44×51, H77cm. 402.256.77

  

05 AVSIKTLIG rug £35 Low pile: 

100% polypropylene. Backing: latex. 

133×195cm. 503.480.60

  

06 VARDAGEN carafe with lid 
£3 Glass and silicone rubber. 1L. 

502.919.21

  

07 LIXHULT cabinet £30 Powder-

coated steel. 35×35, H82cm. 

503.286.70

  

08 SVALKA white wine glasses 
£3/6pk Glass. 250ml. 000.151.34

  

09 TEKLA tea towels 45p/ea 100% 

cotton. 50×65cm. 101.009.09

Some good ideas  
worth entertaining

02 TÄRENDÖ/ADDE  
table and 4 chairs

£70

03 TINGBY table

£150

01

05 AVSIKTLIG rug

£35

06 VARDAGEN 
carafe with lid

£3

09 TEKLA tea towels

45p/ea

08 SVALKA  
white wine glasses

£3/6pk

07 LIXHULT cabinet

£30

04
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01 BACKIG bowl £1.50 Tempered 

glass. 14×14cm. 103.394.30

  

02 BACKIG side plate £1.50  

Tempered glass. 18×18cm. 

903.394.26

  

03 BACKIG plate £4 £2 Tempered 

glass. 25×25cm. 603.394.23

  

04 NEW FRANKLIN foldable bar 

stool with backrest £25 Stained 

lacquered oak veneer and powder- 

coated steel. 50×44, H95cm. 

504.064.65

  

05 NISSE folding chair £12 Powder-

coated steel and polypropylene  

plastic. 45×47, H76cm. 301.150.66

  

06 SVENBERTIL chair with armrests 

£50 Stained clear-lacquered oak  

veneer/chrome-plated steel.  

53×50, H84cm. Black/Dietmar 

chrome-plated. 191.976.95

  

07 INGOLF stool £25 Stained clear-

lacquered solid pine. 39×30, H45cm. 

402.485.27

 From monochrome 

to multicoloured. 

Discover our entire 

colour palette in 

store and online at 

IKEA.co.uk

01

02

07

05 NISSE folding chair

£12

 VANGSTA/TEODORES extendable table and 2 chairs £110 80/120×70, H73cm. 192.212.09

Because two’s company

06 SVENBERTIL chair  

with armrests

£50

03 BACKIG  

plate £4

£2

VANGSTA/TEODORES
extendable table and 2 chairs

£110

04 FRANKLIN foldable  

bar stool with backrest

£25
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Knut Hagberg & 
Marianne Hagberg, 
Designers

“The idea behind LISABO was to 

create a table with the distinct 

feeling of wood, a floating 

expression and durable, easy to 

assemble construction. The matte 

lacquer and slanted edges give it  

a natural, handcrafted look.”
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01 INTAGANDE glasses £1.25/ea 

Glass. 260ml. 903.319.63

  

02 BRÖNDEN rug £250 Low pile. 

User surface: 100% pure new wool. 

170×240cm. 303.745.64

  

03 LEIFARNE chairs £35/ea 52×50, 

H87cm. Pink/Broringe chrome- 

plated. 992.194.72  Light blue/

Broringe black. 291.977.08   

White/Broringe white. 691.977.11

  

04 HEKTAR pendant lamp £20 

Powder-coated steel. Ø22cm. IKEA. 

Model T1639 HEKTAR. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 803.903.59

  

05 VOLFGANG chairs £70/ea  

Cover: 25% cotton, 75% polyeter. 

Coating: polyurethane. 50×45, 

H90cm. Chrome-plated/Bomstad 

black. 704.023.53

  

06 MÖRBYLÅNGA table £400  

Stained waxed oak. 140×85,  

H74cm. 503.862.45

  

07 ODGER chairs £70/ea  

Wood-plastic composite.  

45×51, H81cm. 003.600.02

  

08 LISABO table £120 Clear-lacquered 

ash veneer and solid birch. 140×78, 

H74cm. 702.943.39

  

09 ÅDUM rug £80 High pile: 100% 

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic  

latex. 170×240cm. 103.540.29

Here’s a choice you can feel comfortable with.

ODGER chair is 30% wood, a renewable source, 

and at least 55% of the remaining material used 

in it is recycled plastic. Great news for the planet.

01 INTAGANDE glasses

£1.25
/ea

03 LEIFARNE chairs

£35/ea

05 VOLFGANG chairs

£70/ea

02 BRÖNDEN rug

£250

06 MÖRBYLÅNGA table

£400

07 ODGER chairs

£70/ea

04

09 ÅDUM rug

£80

08
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Positive thinking  
 
We love wood. It’s beautiful, 

durable, tactile, renewable  

and recyclable. We use lots  

of it, so our forestry practices  

simply have to be spot on.  

And due to our volume of 

production, we’re in a position  

to make a real difference. 

Here’s how we’re making it 

happen. We have a key objective 

of being “forest positive” by 

2020, meaning that we’re 

committed to the growth of more 

wood than we use to make our 

products. This allows us to help 

make more sustainably sourced 

wood available to others,  

and create sustainability in the 

industry beyond just our own 

production needs. Working with 

WWF since 2002, we have  

helped increase FSC-certified 

forests by around 35 million 

hectares. That’s an area about 

the size of Germany. And we’re 

more than three quarters of 

the way to the use of only 

FSC-certified or recycled wood, 

working quickly towards our goal 

of 100%. You can read more 

about it at IKEA.co.uk
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01 ÖVERSIKT glasses £4/6pk  

Glass and paint. 320ml. 903.625.01

  

02 NEW DJUNGELSKOG soft toys 
£2/ea 100% polyester. L14cm. 

Assorted designs. Recommended 

from 12 months. 604.028.10

  

03 IKEA 365+ tea towels £5/2pk 

100% cotton. 50×70cm. 802.578.12

  

04 ÖVERSIKT mug £2 Stoneware. 

490ml. Striped. 903.538.70

  

05 ÖVERSIKT mugs £2/ea 

Stoneware. 490ml. Dotted. 

903.538.65

  

06 FLITIGHET plate £1.50  
Stoneware. Ø26cm. 103.466.52

  

07 FLITIGHET side plate £1 

Stoneware. Ø20cm. 703.466.54

  

08 FLITIGHET bowls £1/ea  

Stoneware. Ø14cm. 903.466.48

  

09 EKEDALEN chairs £50/ea  

Painted solid rubberwood. Cover: 

76% cotton, 24% polyester. 43×51, 

H95cm. White/Ramna light grey. 

303.411.11

  

10 BLÅMES highchair with tray £45  
Safety belt included. Painted solid 

rubberwood and polypropylene  

plastic. 52×53, H93cm. 501.650.79

  

11 EKEDALEN extendable table £170 

Painted ash veneer. 120/180×80, 

H75cm. 703.408.07

  

12 BERTIL chair pads £5/ea  

Surface: acrylic/polyester. Filling: 

polyurethane foam. Ø33cm. 

202.651.41

05 ÖVERSIKT mugs

£2/ea

03 IKEA 365+  
tea towels

£5/2pk

04

08

07

06 FLITIGHET plate

£1.50

02 DJUNGELSKOG  
soft toys

£2/ea

11 EKEDALEN extendable table

£170

10

09 EKEDALEN chairs

£50/ea

01 ÖVERSIKT  
glasses

£4/6pk

An extendable table suits a growing family (plus guests). 

EKEDALEN also has a durable, scratch-resistant surface, 

ready for everything family life throws at it. 

12
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01 GLATTIS tray £8 Stainless steel. 

Ø38cm. 703.501.13

  

02 EGENTLIG double-walled coffee/
tea maker £19 Glass, stainless steel 

and plastic. 0.9L. 903.589.76

  

03 STELNA mug 40p Tempered glass. 

230ml. 702.589.11

  

04 RIKLIG teapot £9 Glass, stainless 

steel and plastic. 1.5L. 901.500.71

  

05 ÖVERST 3-piece metal filter  
coffee set £7 Stainless steel. 

903.602.34

  

06 FASCINERA chopping board £5 

Solid mango wood. 28×19, H1.8cm. 

403.934.87

  

07 IKEA 365+ mug £1.75 Tempered 

glass. 360ml. 902.797.24

Is sustainability your cup of tea (or coffee)? Ours are UTZ certified for 

sustainable farming and good working conditions. Track your package's 

exact origin at utz.org/IKEA

02

01 GLATTIS tray

£8

03 STELNA mugs

40p

04 RIKLIG teapot

£9

06

05 ÖVERST  
3-piece metal  
filter coffee set

£7

07

 RISATORP basket £10 Powder-coated steel and  

clear-lacquered birch veneer. 25×26, H18cm. 902.816.18

Put all your (eggs) in one basket

RISATORP
basket

£10
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02 OFANTLIGT mug £2.75 310ml. 

Feldspar porcelain. 003.190.22

  

03 OMLOPP LED spotlight £10 Plastic 

and steel. Ø6.8, H1cm. IKEA. Model 

L1516 OMLOPP. This luminaire  

contains built-in LED lamps of the  

energy classes A++ to A which  

cannot be changed in the luminaire. 

To be completed with LED driver and 

power supply cord, sold separately. 

702.451.79

  

04 INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap £95 

Chrome-plated brass. H40cm. 

603.701.21

  

05 NEW HAVSEN sink bowl with  
visible front £155 Ceramic,  

coloured glaze. 62×48, H19cm.  

Price includes LILLVIKEN water  

trap/strainer (packed and displayed 

separately). 192.537.14

  

06 METOD kitchen with BODBYN 
off-white doors, drawer fronts, 
glass-doors and MAXIMERA  
soft-closing drawers This is a  

display kitchen for illustrative  

purposes only. For details on pricing 

and more, ask a co-worker at your 

IKEA store.  

01 METOD/BODBYN kitchen 

Free 25-year guarantee included. 

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. 

Price includes kitchen cabinets, 

drawers, doors, worktop, sink 

and tap. This is not inclusive of 

appliances, lighting or handles.  

For full product details, see p285 

£800
For more information, additional 

services and guarantees, see p281

151

Maybe your idea of cooking is simply  
to pop a pizza in the oven. Perhaps 
you’re more the gourmet sort, who 
likes to rustle up a truffle soufflé. 
We all have different dreams of what 
we want from our kitchen. Having 
developed kitchens for almost 50  
years, we cater to all kinds of chefs,  
offering a smorgasbord of kitchens,  
cookware and storage solutions. 
And if you fancy a taste of Sweden, 
we even have a range of typical 
Swedish foods for you to try. 

Think of this selection as our tasting  
menu. To see the full choice, come 
to the IKEA store or visit us online  
at IKEA.co.uk

Kitchen

06

  We can help with measuring, planning,  
 delivery and installation. For more info,  
 see p281 

03 OMLOPP  
LED spotlight

£10

02 OFANTLIGT mug

£2.75

04

05 HAVSEN sink bowl  
with visible front

£155

01
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 To see our full range of kitchens 

and cookware, come to your 

IKEA store where you can  

see, touch, (and in the case  

of food, even taste) what we 

have to offer.

01 KONUNGSLIG  

champagne glasses

£6/2pk

03 OFANTLIGT side plate

£3.50

05 VARDAGEN  

jar with lid 

£4

02 VARIERA shelf insert

£2

04

07 TORNVIKEN  

open cabinet

£60

06

01 KONUNGSLIG champagne  

glasses £6/2pk Glass. 260ml. 

503.429.87

  

02 VARIERA shelf insert £2  

Powder-coated steel. 32×13, H16cm. 

801.366.22

  

03 OFANTLIGT side plate £3.50/ea  

Feldspar porcelain. Ø22cm. 

003.190.17

  

04 KAFFEREP biscuits with almonds 

£1.25 160g. 003.847.29

  

05 VARDAGEN jar with lid £4  

Glass and silicone rubber. Ø15, 

H18cm. 1.9L. 002.919.28

  

06 NEW TORNVIKEN boxes £15/ea 

16×34, H15cm. 003.589.71

  

07 NEW TORNVIKEN open cabinet 

£60 Painted finish. 20×37, H80cm. 

203.589.70
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04 VILDKAPRIFOL oven gloves 
£4/ea 55% linen and 45% cotton. 

L28cm. 003.700.01

  

05 NEW KUNGSFORS container  
£9 Stainless steel. H26.5cm. 

003.349.18

  

06 NEW KUNGSFORS hooks £2/3pk 

Stainless steel. D10, H8cm. 

703.796.92

  

07 VILDKAPRIFOL tea towels 
£6/2pk 55% linen and 45% cotton. 

50×70cm. 903.656.27

  

08 IKEA 365+ frying pan £17 
Stainless steel, aluminium and 

Teflon®. Professional coating. 

Ø28cm. 103.298.98

  

09 SJÖRAPPORT frozen smoked 
salmon loin £9.50 1000g. 

803.600.41

  

10 GRUNDVATTNET colander £3 

Polypropylene plastic and synthetic 

rubber. 46×16, H9cm. 903.142.80

  

11 VARIERA box with handle £10 

Clear-lacquered bamboo. 33×24, 

H16cm. 702.260.53

 You focus on the menu. We'll get 
your new kitchen assembled and 
installed. For more info, see p281

02 METOD kitchen with KALLARP 
high-gloss light green doors, 
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA 
soft-closing drawers This is a  

display kitchen for illustrative  

purposes only. For details on pricing 

and more, ask a co-worker at your 

IKEA store.  

  

03 IKEA 365+ pot with lid £25 
Stainless steel and heat resistant 

glass. 5L. 102.567.50

01 METOD/KALLARP kitchen 

Free 25-year guarantee included. 

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. 

Price includes kitchen cabinets, 

drawers, doors, worktop, sink 

and tap. This is not inclusive of 

appliances, lighting or handles.  

For full product details, see p285 

£700
For more information, additional 

services and guarantees, see p281

04 VILDKAPRIFOL  
oven gloves

£4/ea

10 GRUNDVATTNET  
colander

£3

06

09

02

05 KUNGSFORS  
container

£9

Easy pickings  
for hands-on chefs

KUNGSFORS is a flexible storage solution that fits kitchens 

of all sizes. With rails and hooks, you always have your 

cookware immediately accessible. See, choose and use. 

11 VARIERA box  
with handle

£10

08 IKEA 365+ frying pan

£17

07

03 IKEA 365+  
pot with lid

£25

01
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06

01 IKEA 365+  
cook’s knife 

£19

08 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE  
turner 

£4

02 APTITLIG  
butcher’s block 

£16

07

 Want to learn more about 
waste sorting? We hold regular 
workshops for IKEA FAMILY 
members, who also get special 
offers and many other benefits. 
(Did we mention free tea or 
coffee in the restaurant on 
weekdays?) For more info,  
see p276

There’s nothing quite like a well-balanced, 

sharp, chef’s knife of high quality. With a free 

15-year guarantee, this shiny workhorse in 

stainless steel will keep you chopping and 

slicing for many meals to come.

03 VARIERA  
waste sorting bin

£7

04 RISATORP trolley

£50

05 GRUNDVATTNET mat

£3

09 ÖSTERNÄS  
leather handles 

£10/2pk

10

01 IKEA 365+ cook’s knife £19 
Stainless molybdenum/vanadium-

steel. Length of knife blade 20cm. 

102.835.22

  

02 APTITLIG butcher’s block 
£16 Bamboo. 45×36, H3.3cm. 

002.334.29

  

03 VARIERA waste sorting bin £7 

Recycled PP plastic. 38.5×23.5, 

H32.3cm. 22L. 302.046.23

  

04 RISATORP trolley £50  

Powder-coated steel and clear- 

lacquered solid birch. 57×39, 

H86cm. 202.816.31

  

05 GRUNDVATTNET mat £3 

Polyethylene plastic. 32×26cm. 

103.142.84

  

06 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE soup ladle £4 
Polyamide plastic, silicone rubber and 

stainless steel. L34cm. 701.494.65

  

07 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE cooking  
tweezers £4 Polyamide plastic and 

stainless steel. L35cm. 801.494.60

  

08 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE turner £4 

Polyamide plastic, silicone rubber and 

stainless steel. L33cm. 001.494.59

  

09 ÖSTERNÄS leather handles 
£10/2pk Tanned leather and  

stainless steel. Ø19mm. 203.488.96

  

10 ÖSTERNÄS leather handles 
£15/2pk Tanned leather and  

stainless steel. L15.3cm, hole  

spacing 12.8cm. 403.488.95
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01 ANTAGEN dish washing brush 
40p Plastic. L25cm. 202.339.61

  

02 ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap  
£75 Chrome-plated brass. H36cm. 

603.416.33

  

03 NYSKÖLJD dish drying mat 
£1.75 100% polyester. 44×36cm. 

503.872.59

  

04 FABULÖS glasses £2.50/ea  

Glass. 300ml. 603.545.88

  

05 TIMVISARE tea towels £3.50/2pk 

100% cotton. 50×70cm. 103.717.88

  

06 Salmon fillet with mashed  
potatoes, buttery cabbage,  
fennel, capers and seaweed 
pearls £5.95 404.333.08 

  

07 SJÖRAPPORT seaweed pearls 
£1.50 85g. 603.615.17

  

08 SJÖRAPPORT frozen salmon  
fillets £7.75 500g. 603.600.37

01 ANTAGEN  
dish washing brush

40p

02 ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap  

£75

05 TIMVISARE tea towels

£3.50
/2pk

03 NYSKÖLJD  
dish drying mat

£1.75

04

In our restaurants, we aim to offer 

tasty, wallet friendly meals that are 

good for both you and the planet. 

That's why we create sustainable, 

organic, and nutritious options for you 

to choose from. Take this salmon dish, 

for example. It's sourced from ASC-

certified farms that follow strict and 

responsible farming standards. The end 

result? Less impact on the environment 

and a better dish for you, bursting with 

flavours of the sea and mild fennel.

All IKEA kitchen mixer taps come with an aerator 

that reduces flow while maintaining pressure.

At the IKEA restaurant, 
food goes way 
beyond delicious

The market with 
a Swedish twist

06 Salmon fillet with mashed potatoes,  
buttery cabbage, fennel, capers  
and seaweed pearls

£5.95

08 SJÖRAPPORT  
frozen salmon fillets

£7.75
07

If you love the meal you had in  

the restaurant, pop into the IKEA 

Swedish Food Market on your way 

out of the store. You’ll find lots of 

tasty Swedish-inspired food products, 

including that tasty salmon. That way 

you can enjoy it all over again another 

day. Remember to visit to the IKEA 

Bistro first, for a quick bite before 

heading home.



01 IKEA 365+ wine glasses £1/ea  

Tempered glass. 300ml. 702.783.63

02 IKEA 365+ deep plate/bowl with  

angled sides £2.50 Feldspar porcelain. 

Ø22cm. 902.797.00

03 IKEA 365+ bowl with rounded sides 

£4.50 Feldspar porcelain. Ø22cm. 802.796.87

04 IKEA 365+ round food container with lid 

£1.40 Fits with IKEA 365+ round lids. Plastic. 

Ø14, H5cm. 450ml. 392.691.01

What’s in a name? In this case, reliable, year-round 

kitchen companions. From the everyday meal to those 

special occasions, these are hands-on, hard-working 

essentials. Designed to serve you, day in, day out.

This food container 

moves effortlessly 

from fridge to oven, 

and back to its lid 

(which also acts as  

a trivet).

From plates and bowls to 

wine glasses and food storage 

containers, we've designed 

lots of our 365+ products to be 

stackable (and space saving).

Made from tempered 

heat-resistant glass, 

they work equally 

well for chilled wine 

in summer or mulled 

wine in winter.

We designed our container 

lids to suit a variety of 

needs. Some are ovenproof, 

some double as a trivet, and 

some are stackable. They’re 

even sold separately to mix  

and match.

01 IKEA 365+ wine glasses

£1/ea

05 IKEA 365+ square  

food container

£4.25

02

03

04

06

161160

IKEA 365+ 05 IKEA 365+ square food container  

with bamboo lid £4.25 Fits with IKEA  

365+ square lids. Heat-resistant glass. 

15×15, H11cm. 1.2L. 292.691.11

06 IKEA 365+ rectangular food  

container with lid £5 Fits with IKEA  

365+ rectangular lids. Bamboo and glass.  

21×15cm. 492.690.68

07 IKEA 365+ rectangular lid £2.25 

Bamboo. 21×15cm. 503.819.07 

 Love what you see? 

Discover a whole lot 

more at your IKEA store 

or online at IKEA.co.uk

07



 We have plenty 
more in store for 
you. Come along 
and pick up a copy 
of our 68-page 
Kitchen brochure, 
or view it online at 
IKEA.co.uk
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01 KAVALKAD frying pan £2.75 
Aluminium coated with Teflon®. 
Classic and plastic. Ø24cm. 
002.677.06

  
02 ANNONS 5-piece cookware set £8 

Comprises: saucepan 0.9L, saucepan 
with lid 1.7L and pot with lid 2.8L. 
Stainless steel, plastic and glass. 
902.074.02

  
03 SUNNERSTA trolley £22 Powder-

coated steel and polypropylene  
plastic. 56×33, H97cm. 703.037.20

  
04 ALLEMANSRÄTTEN vegetable  

balls £4 Frozen. 1000g. 403.464.34 
  
05 FÖLJSAM oven dish £2 Heat  

resistant glass. 24.5×24.5, H6cm. 
503.112.69

07 KNOXHULT range. Kitchen wall 
cabinet with doors £45 Melamine 
foil. 120×31, H75cm. 903.267.92    

  
08 Base cabinet with doors/drawer  

£117 Worktop included. 182×61, 
H90cm. 703.267.88  

  

06 KNOXHULT kitchen
 Free 2-year guarantee included. 

Included in the price: 1 wall  
cabinet with doors, 1 base  
cabinet with doors/drawer,  
FYNDIG sink, LILLVIKEN waste  
trap/strainer, LAGAN tap and 
BAGGANÄS handles/knobs.  
This price excludes appliances.

£243
For more information or additional 
services, see page 281

02 ANNONS 5-piece  
cookware set

£8

03 SUNNERSTA  
trolley

£22

01 KAVALKAD  
frying pan

£2.75

04

Basic ingredients 
for great results

06 KNOXHULT kitchen

£243 
Price excludes appliances

You don’t necessarily need a big kitchen in order to cook well.  
A few essential kitchen modules from our affordable KNOXHULT 
system, a small selection of durable pots and pans, and you’re 
good to go. 

05 FÖLJSAM  
oven dish

£2

07

08
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Sustainability?  
It’s in the bag 

Can the common sarnie help save 

the world? We’re excited to offer 

a new alternative to the same 

old plastic zipper bag. ISTAD is 

our version, based on renewable 

materials from the sugar cane 

industry. The shift to renewables 

for this item alone is expected to 

save about 75,000 barrels of oil, 

and supports our sustainability 

efforts, while also significantly 

reducing CO2 levels. And although 

plastic from renewable materials 

costs more to produce than 

conventional plastic, it won’t show 

on our price tag. That’s because 

we believe that everyone, not just 

a few, should be able to afford to 

make more sustainable choices.

164 Secondary storage

01 SKÅDIS pegboard £14 Painted  

finish. 76×56cm. 103.216.18

  

02 ALGOT storage combination £94 

Powder-coated steel and foil finish. 

90×61, H196. 392.793.03 

  

03 SORTERA waste sorting bins with 
lids £9/ea Polypropylene plastic. 

39×55, H45cm. 60L. 702.558.99

  

04 KNÄCKEBRÖD DILL crispbreads 
with dill 95p 150g. 302.644.00

  

05 ISTAD plastic bag £1.75/60pk 

Plastic. 203.392.84

  

06 HUTTEN 9-bottle wine racks  
£8/ea Solid wood. 33×30, H34cm. 

700.324.51

  

07 OFTAST deep plates 50p/ea 

Tempered glass. Ø20cm. 003.189.42

  

08 NORRÅKER bar table £130  

Stained clear-lacquered solid birch. 

74×74, H102cm. 303.050.52

  

09 VARDAGEN jars with lids  
£3.50/ea Glass and silicone rubber. 

Ø11, H29cm. 1.8L. 602.919.30

  

10 NORRÅKER bar stool with  
backrest £80 Stained clear- 

lacquered solid birch and birch  

veneer. 42×48, H100cm. 003.014.99

  

11 HYLLIS indoor/outdoor shelving 
unit £10 Galvanized steel. 60×27, 

H140cm. 002.785.78

02 ALGOT storage  
combination

£94

04 KNÄCKEBRÖD DILL  
crispbreads with dill

95p

07 OFTAST  
deep plates

50p/ea

03

06 HUTTEN 9-bottle wine racks

£8/ea

11 HYLLIS  
indoor/outdoor  
shelving unit

£10

08

09

10 NORRÅKER bar stool  
with backrest

£80

01

05
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01 KNODD bin with lid £10 Powder-

coated steel. Ø34, H32cm. 16L. 

603.122.49

  

02 HEJNE storage combination £24 

Solid pine/spruce. 78×50, H171cm. 

790.314.14

  

03 BEKVÄM step stool £13 Solid  

birch. 43×39, H50cm. 301.788.79

  

04 SOCKERBIT box with lid £4 
Polypropylene plastic. 38×25, 

H15cm. 403.160.69

  

05 SOCKERBIT boxes with lids  
£2/ea Polypropylene plastic.  

19×26, H15cm. 603.160.68

  

06 OUMBÄRLIG stockpot with lid 
£20 Stainless steel with aluminium 

core. Ø30cm. 10L. 002.864.13

06 OUMBÄRLIG  
stockpot with lid

£20

05 SOCKERBIT 
boxes with lids

£2/ea

04

01 KNODD bin with lid

£10

 Discover even more 
storage solutions  
in store and online 
at IKEA.co.uk

 TJUSIG benches with shoe storage £65 £50/ea  

Painted solid hardwood and stainless steel. 108×34,  

H50cm. Black. 501.527.03  White. 701.527.02

More than a goody two-shoes

03

02 HEJNE storage  
combination

£24

Domestic life inevitably calls for big-sized pots,  

pans and bins, but not necessarily on a daily basis.  

Find them a good home, with an extra shelf unit, 

away from the busy kitchen itself but readily 

accessible.

TJUSIG
benches with shoe storage £65

£50/ea
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01 MORUM indoor/outdoor rug  
£100 Flatwoven. Surface: 100% 

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic  

latex. 200×300cm. 801.982.95

  

02 PEKANNÖT plant pots £20/ea 

Rattan and plastic. Max. diameter 

flowerpot 24cm. H35cm. 401.866.28

  

 03 LOBBÄK indoor/outdoor rugs 
£65/ea Flatwoven. 100%  

polypropylene. 200×250cm. 

603.207.15

  

04 SALTHOLMEN outdoor table £25 
Powder-coated steel. Ø65, H71cm. 

803.118.33

  

05 SALTHOLMEN outdoor chairs 
£20/ea Powder-coated steel. 

42×46, H83cm. 803.118.28

  

06 MULLBACKA outdoor floor lamp 
£90 Aluminium and plastic.  

H156cm. IKEA. Model G1614 

MULLBACKA. This luminaire is  

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 103.422.96

  

07 MULLBACKA outdoor LED table 
lamps £35/ea Battery charger  

included. Built-in LED light source. 

Bamboo and plastic. H23cm.  

The bulbs cannot be changed in  

the luminaire. 503.422.99

  

08 IKEA PS VÅGÖ outdoor easy 
chair £25 Plastic. 74×92, H71cm. 

101.746.41

  

09 NEW SOLLERÖN outdoor corner  
section £130 Cushions sold  

separately. Powder-coated steel, 

nylon and plastic. 82×82, H74cm. 

203.736.21

  

10 GODAFTON set of 3 indoor/ 
outdoor LED block candles £9.95 

Comprises: 1 candle (H10cm, 

Ø7cm), 1 candle (H14cm, Ø7cm)  

and 1 candle (H16cm, Ø8cm).  

ABS plastic. 503.555.74

  

11 SOLLERÖN outdoor 1-seat  
section £95 Cushions sold  

separately. Powder-coated steel, 

nylon and plastic. 62×82, H74cm. 

603.736.24

03

11

07 MULLBACKA outdoor  
LED table lamps

£35/ea

04 SALTHOLMEN  
outdoor table

£25

01 MORUM indoor/ 
outdoor rug 

£100

10 GODAFTON  
set of 3 indoor/outdoor 
LED block candles

£9.95

02

06

08 IKEA PS VÅGÖ  
outdoor easy chair

£25

05

Give your day  
a fairytale ending

09 SOLLERÖN  
outdoor corner section

£130
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01 BRYTÄRT plant pots £2.50/ea 

Earthenware. Max. diameter  

flowerpot 12cm. 603.855.61

  

02 INGEFÄRA plant pot with saucer 
£3.50 Red clay. Max. diameter  

flowerpot 15cm. 302.580.41

  

03 NEW ODDRUN throw £10 100% 

cotton. 130×170cm. 303.957.93

  

04 BITTERGURKA watering can £8 

Powder-coated stainless steel and 

bamboo. 2L. 303.680.68

  

05 SATSUMAS plant stand with  
5 plant pots £30 Powder-coated 

steel and bamboo. 36×125cm. 

102.581.55

  

06 SATSUMAS plant stand £40 

Powder-coated steel and bamboo. 

84×28, H70cm. 902.581.56

  

07 NEW BRYTÄRT plant pot £3.50 
Earthenware. Max. diameter  

flowerpot 15cm. 803.855.60

04

01

03 ODDRUN throw

£10

06 07 BRYTÄRT plant pot

£3.50

05 SATSUMAS  
plant stand 
with 5 plant pots

£30

02 INGEFÄRA plant  
pot with saucer

£3.50

 Discover even more 
pots, stands and 
plants at the IKEA 
store or online at  
IKEA.co.uk

Bamboo is super strong, and a real sustainability 

superhero to boot. It grows extremely quickly, uses 

little water, and doesn’t need irrigation or fertiliser.

 FEJKA artificial potted plants £6/ea 

Plastic. Ø9cm. H70cm. 403.495.31

Wave goodbye to weeding

FEJKA  
artificial potted plants

£6/ea



17301 BESTÅ storage combination with  
doors £340 120×40, H192cm.  

Black-brown/valviken grey-turquoise. 

391.367.43

02 NORRÅKER table £125 Stained  

clear-lacquered solid birch. 125×74,  

H74cm. 002.908.15

03 NEW RÅSKOG trolley £50 Powder- 

coated steel. 35×45, H78cm.  

304.017.89

04 HEMMAHOS rug £15 Pile: 100% nylon. 

Backing: rubber. 100×160cm. 603.566.91 

05 JANINGE chairs £40/ea Reinforced  

polypropylene plastic. 50×46, H76cm. 

002.460.78

Home 5

Full house
The kids have nabbed the table for a spot 

of model-making. Someone else wants a 

game of hopscotch, or to just have a rest 

while mum enjoys a quiet read. With a busy 

family, it’s all about creating space. Space 

for yourself, and space to be together, often 

at the same time (and in the same room). 

In this activity-packed home, you’ll find lots 

of solutions for inclusive living, because 

family life is often up close, always personal.     
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02 NORRÅKER table

£125

05 JANINGE chairs

£40/ea

01

04

03 RÅSKOG trolley 

£50
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05 NORRÅKER chair £55 Stained clear- 

lacquered solid birch and birch veneer.  

41×50, H81cm. 402.753.42

06 DUKTIG play kitchen £60  
Recommended from age 3 years.  

Birch plywood and polypropylene  

plastic. 72×40, H109cm. 603.199.72

07 MÄSTERBY step stool £25 Recycled  

polypropylene plastic. 43×40, H50cm. 

403.320.74 

08 KRUSTAD side plate £3 Feldspar porcelain. 

Ø16cm. 803.395.06

09 KRUSTAD bowl £3 Feldspar porcelain. 

Ø14cm. 403.395.08

10 KRUSTAD plate £4 Feldspar porcelain. 

Ø25cm. 903.395.01

11 MÅLA set of 6 brushes £3 Synthetic fibre 

brushes: 3 with round tips and 3 with flat tips. 

Recommended from age 3 years. Solid birch 

and polyester. 101.933.19

01 SLIPSTEN wall clock £6 ABS plastic. 

Ø35cm. 803.587.74

02 GRADVIS vase £10 Stoneware. H24cm. 

203.411.02

03 NEW LANGUR junior chair/high chair  
£65 Safety belt included. Powder-coated 

steel, aluminium and plastic. 56×61,  

H87cm. 092.525.93

04 NEW LANGUR padded seat cover for high 
chair £8 44% polyester, 40% modacrylic, 

16% cotton. 22×21, H40cm. 003.526.48

A nice big family table is always in demand. 

Homework done, it’s nearly time for dinner. 

What’s cooking in the play kitchen?  Need some help with that big table?  
Let us take care of delivery and you 
won't even have to leave the house.  
And if you want help with financing 
options, we can take care of that too.  
For more info, see p281-282

06 DUKTIG play kitchen

£60

07 MÄSTERBY  
step stool

£25

03 LANGUR junior chair/high chair

£65

02

05 NORRÅKER  
chair

£55

01

04

10

08

09

11 MÅLA set of  
6 brushes

£3
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Magazines, bestsellers or bedtime stories,  

open shelves provide easy access for it all, 

with mini drawers and soft baskets to stow 

away a few of everyone’s favourite things.

01 EKET cabinet £15 Foil finish and  

particle board. 35×25, H35cm. 603.345.57

02 PALLRA 3-drawer mini chests £15/ea 

Paper. 31×26, H31cm. 502.724.80

03 EKET cabinets with 4 compartments  

£40/ea Foil finish and particle board.  

70×35, H70cm. 103.339.56

04 VIGDIS cushion cover £6 100% ramie. 

50×50cm. 303.756.10  To be completed  

with INNER cushion £2 100% polyester. 

50×50cm. 902.621.96

05 DJUNGELSKOG soft toy £10  

Recommended from 18 months.   

100% polyester. L66cm. 004.028.08

06 VIMLE 3-seat sofa with chaise  

longue £595 Cover: 100% cotton. 

252×98/164, H80cm. Gräsbo  

black-blue. 292.069.96

01 EKET cabinet

£15

02 PALLRA 3-drawer 

mini chests

£15/ea

04

03

05 DJUNGELSKOG  

soft toy

£10
06 VIMLE 3-seat sofa with chaise longue

£595

 This is just one of our 

many sofa combinations 

with lots of flexibility. 

Find whatever fits your 

family at your IKEA 

store or online at  

IKEA.co.uk
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Hanging out together is good for bonding. 

So budge up a bit on that nice big family 

sofa, or join in from your personal space.

01 VALLENTUNA 2-seat modular sofa  
with storage £505 Cover: 76% cotton  

and 24% polyester. 186×93, H104cm.  

Ramna light grey. 492.770.30

02 ODDRUN throw £10 100% cotton. 

130×170cm. 303.957.93

03 STORUMAN floor lamp £12 Paper and steel. 

H55cm. IKEA. Model G1606 STORUMAN.  

This luminaire is compatible with bulbs of  

energy classes A++ to D. 403.236.92 

04 YPPERLIG coffee table £35 

Clear-lacquered birch and steel.  

Ø50, H40cm. 903.465.92

05 BESTÅ storage combination with doors 
and drawers £180 Foil finish and particle 

board. 120×40, H74cm. Black-brown/ 

Valviken dark blue. 192.060.82

06 GRANBODA 3-piece nest of tables £50  

Sizes: small (48×33, H46cm), medium  

(48×37, H48cm) and large (48×40, H50cm).  

Powder-coated steel and plastic. 503.511.75

07 NEW STRANDMON children’s armchair 
£110 Recommended from age 3 years.  

Cover: 73% polyester, 20% modacrylic,  

7% cotton. 56×62, H71cm. Vissle grey. 

303.925.44

03

02 ODDRUN throw

£10

04 YPPERLIG  
coffee table

£35

01

07 STRANDMON  
children’s armchair

£110

05 BESTÅ storage  
combination with  
doors and drawers

£180

Our mini STRANDMON is any child’s favourite place  

to chill, whether reading, drawing, or just ruling  

the roost. (Grown-ups all like the look of it, too.)

06 GRANBODA  
3-piece nest  
of tables

£50
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01 KVISSLE wall newspaper rack £15 

Powder-coated steel. 46×34cm. 901.980.30

02 MACKAPÄR benches with storage  
compartments £55/ea Painted finish. 

100×35, H51cm. 103.347.53

03 HÄLLAN storage combination with  
doors £405 Powder-coated steel. 135×47, 

H192cm. 392.766.82  For safety, make sure you secure any tall 
pieces like this locker to the wall. That’s 
why we’ve included the safety restraint 
system for you to use.

Just like in school, the hallway can be hectic. 

Get organised with hooks, pigeonholes and 

a locker each (secret notes and padlocks 

optional). Shoe storage that also doubles as  

a bench makes life a lot easier at rush hour.

01 KVISSLE wall  
newspaper rack

£15

Extensive shelf life

 FJÄLLBO shelving unit £60 Stained  

clear-lacquered solid pine and powder-coated  

steel. 50×36, H136cm. 703.421.99

03 HÄLLAN storage  
combination  
with doors

£405

02 MACKAPÄR benches with  
storage compartments

£55/ea
FJÄLLBO
shelving unit

£60
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Living in the jungle together is fun, as long 

as you can retreat to a den of your own.

01 NEW DJUNGELSKOG storage bags £8/ea 

100% polyester and plastic. 41×43cm. 

003.938.18

02 KURA reversible bed £130 Mattress and 

bedlinen sold separately. Recommended from 

ages 6 years. Clear-lacquered solid pine and 

foil finish. 99×209, H116cm. Mattress size 

90×200cm. 802.538.09 
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03 FLISAT children’s table £40 TROFAST  

boxes sold separately. Tinted clear-lacquered 

solid pine and painted plywood. 83×58, 

H48cm. 502.984.18

04 DJUNGELSKOG rug £12 Flatwoven. 

Polyester and rubber. Ø100cm. 203.937.61 

05 FLISAT children’s stools £13/ea  

Tinted clear-lacquered solid pine. 24×24, 

H28cm. 402.735.93

06 NEW URSKOG rug £35 Flatwoven. Polyester 

and rubber. 133×160cm. 003.939.03

 These loft beds are easy to put together, 

but you might prefer to spend your time 

playing with your kids. That’s why we 

offer an assembly service. For more info, 

see p281

01 DJUNGELSKOG storage bags

£8/ea

03 FLISAT children’s table

£40

02

05

06

04
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Mattress size 90×200cm. 792.847.36

07 FRITIDS/STUVA 3-drawer chests  
£55/ea Foil and painted finish.  

60×50, H64cm. 092.526.73

01 NEW KURA bed tent with curtain £25 

Recommended from age 3 years. 100%  

polyester. 97×165, H68cm. 503.938.30

02 NEW DJUNGELSKOG soft toy £15  

100% polyester. L70cm. 204.028.07

03 STUVA/FRITIDS loft bed combination 
with 4 drawers and 2 doors £300  

Mattress and bedlinen sold separately. 

Recommended from age 6 years.  

Minimum ceiling height 240cm. Foil  

and painted finish. 99×207, H182cm.  

Mattress size 90×200cm. 192.621.86

04 NEW DJUNGELSKOG rug £15  

Pile: 100% nylon. Backing: rubber. 

133×100cm. 603.937.64

05 STUVA/FRITIDS 6-drawer chest £100  
Foil and painted finish. 60×50, H128cm. 

192.527.24

06 SLÄKT bed frame with seat modules and 
storage £285 Mattress and bedlinen sold 

separately. Foil finish. Cover: 73% polyester, 

20% modacrylic, 7% cotton. 98×207, H80cm. 

06 SLÄKT bed frame with  
seat modules and storage

£285

As a teen, you need all the personal space you can get. You’ll find it under this bed, 

alongside a bedside table and a footstool both with cleverly concealed storage.

04 DJUNGELSKOG rug

£15

05 STUVA/FRITIDS  
6-drawer chest

£100

07

03 STUVA/FRITIDS  
loft bed combination  
with 4 drawers and 
2 doors

£300

02

 Kids love to go wild in the jungle. Always 
secure any tall furniture such as a chest 
of drawers to the wall. We’re including 
the safety restraint you’ll need.

01 KURA bed tent  
with curtain

£25
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Just because they give you the smallest 

room, it doesn't mean it can't be the coolest.

01 KRUX LED wall lamp £30 Plastic and  

rubber. Ø13, H28cm. IKEA. Model V1701 

KRUX. This luminaire is compatible with bulbs 

of energy classes A++ to D. 903.254.53

02 NEW URSKOG single duvet cover  
and pillowcase £16 100% cotton.  

Duvet cover 150×200cm. Pillowcase  

50×80cm. 303.938.69

03 SALTRÖD mirror with shelf and  
hooks £45 Painted finish and glass. 

50×68cm. 003.050.77

04 MICKE desk £60 Painted finish and powder-

coated steel. 105×50, H75cm. 802.130.74

05 LÅNGFJÄLL swivel chair £110 74.5%  

polyester, 20% modacrylic, 5.5% cotton.  

Seat 53×41, H43–53cm. Gunnared blue/ 

white. 092.523.81

06 VAJERT indoor/outdoor rail with 4 hooks 
£10 Powder-coated steel and synthetic  

rubber. 57.5×11.5, H6cm. 703.501.51 

 

07 KLUNKA laundry bag £7  
100% polyester. Ø36, H60cm.  

60L. 503.643.71

03 SALTRÖD mirror  
with shelf and  
hooks

£45

07 KLUNKA laundry  
bag

£7

06

04 MICKE desk

£60

05

01 KRUX LED  
wall lamp

£30

Rails and hooks are great for storing stuff on the wall. Pop that 

laundry bag right beneath your basketball net, and slam dunk 

your socks. (They probably won’t wash themselves, though.)

02 URSKOG single duvet  
cover and pillowcase

£16

 Check out IKEA.co.uk for 
more ways to make your 
room awesome. Or have 
your parents take you to 
the IKEA store, and get a 
hot dog off them as well.
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09 DYNAN shelving unit with towel rail  
£20 Powder-coated steel. 40×27, H108cm. 
003.181.69

10 NEW SAXBORGA set of 5 jars with lids 
and tray £12 Sizes: 2 jars (Ø8cm, H5.5cm),  
2 jars (Ø8cm, H11cm), and 1 tray (26×10, 
H3cm). Glass and cork. 403.918.79

11 TORKIS laundry basket £10 Powder- 
coated steel and polyester. 35×47, H67cm. 
90L. 903.199.75

188 Home 5

When everyone can reach their own things, 
it’s easier to negotiate your way around one 
another, even in the busiest of bathrooms. 
A double sink makes it sociable, too.

01 EGGEGRUND shower curtain £3 
100% PEVA. 180×180cm. 103.391.09

02 LILLÅNGEN 2-door mirror cabinets  
£30/ea Glass and foil finish. 60×21, H64cm. 
202.051.71

03 ENSEN washbasin mixer taps with  
strainer £40/ea Chrome-plated brass. 
H12cm. 602.813.75

04 LILLÅNGEN 2-door washbasin cabinets 
£115/ea Mixer tap sold separately. Foil finish 
and ceramic. 60×41, H87cm. 191.880.40 

05 VILTO step stool £19 Clear-lacquered  
solid birch. 40×32, H25cm. 603.444.53

06 DYNAN wall shelves £15/ea Powder- 
coated steel. 40×15, H40cm. 603.236.48

07 ÖSTANÅ wall lamp £15 Steel, plastic and 
glass. 6×15, H18cm. IKEA. Model V1203 
ÖSTANÅ. This luminaire is compatible with 
bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 502.285.76

08 DYNAN cabinets with doors £25/ea  
Powder-coated steel. 40×27, H54cm. 
503.181.76 

01 EGGEGRUND  
shower curtain

£3

02

 Just let us know what product you’d  
like and we can pick and deliver it.  
For more info, see p281

05

03

11 TORKIS laundry  
basket

£10

With storage placed both high and low, 
youngsters can reach the rubber ducks 
and grab their own little towel, while 
medicines, lotions and expensive potions 
remain the sole preserve of grown-ups.

06

08 DYNAN cabinets with doors

£25/ea

10 SAXBORGA set of 5  
jars with lids and tray

£12

07

04 LILLÅNGEN 2-door washbasin cabinets

£115/ea

09
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With a busy family life, a calming bedroom  
is all the more important. Indulge yourselves 
with an early night and make the most of it. 
(At least until the toddler toddles in.)

01 LEJONGAP curtains £30/pair  
100% linen. 145×250cm. 103.781.72

02 MAJGULL block-out curtains £25/pair 
100% polyester. 145×250cm. 703.410.34

03 DRÖMSYN wall lamp £4.50 Polypropylene 
plastic. 31×21cm. IKEA. Model V1506 
DRÖMSYN. This luminaire is compatible  
with bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 

         603.303.47
04 PUDERVIVA double duvet cover and  

2 pillowcases £55 100% linen. Duvet  
 

cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 
203.984.38

05 NORDLI double bed frame with storage 
£280 Mattress and bedlinen sold separately. 
Painted finish. 140×202, H30cm.  
Mattress size 135×190cm. 403.498.47

06 RANARP wall/clamp spotlight £20 
Powder-coated steel. Ø14cm. IKEA.  
Model V1211 RANARP. This luminaire is  
compatible with bulbs of energy classes  
A++ to D. 502.313.24 

07 PAX/REINSVOLL wardrobe £725 £645 
Free 10-year guarantee included. Minimum. 
ceiling height 240cm. Foil and recycled foil  
finish.200×60, H236.4cm. White/grey-green. 
492.758.18

08 NEW POÄNG rocking chair £135 Cover: 
66% polyester, 24% modacrylic, 10% cotton. 
68×94, H95cm. Birch veneer/Lysed grey. 
792.444.15

09 LIERSKOGEN bedside table £45 
Powder-coated steel and painted fibreboard. 
Ø42, H74cm. 403.308.62

04

06 RANARP wall/ 
clamp spotlight

£20

05 NORDLI double bed frame  
with storage

£280 09 LIERSKOGEN  
bedside table

£45

08

Block-out curtains help you sleep by blocking out those excessive 
street lights, and by muffling noise. With a second layer of curtains 
facing into the room, you keep the exact look that you want.

03

02

 The best designs are 
your own. Bring them 
to life with the PAX 
Wardrobe Planner at 
IKEA.co.uk

01 LEJONGAP curtains

£30/pair

07 PAX/REINSVOLL  
wardrobe £725

£645
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03 SNIGLAR cot £60 Mattress and  

bedlinen sold separately. Untreated  

solid beech. 75×144, H80cm.  

Mattress size 70×140cm. 703.855.46

04 SNIGLAR changing table £25 

Solid beech. 72×53, H87cm. 200.452.05

01 DRÖMLAND duvet cover and  
pillowcase for cot £11 50% cotton,  

50% lyocell. Duvet cover 110×125cm. 

Pillowcase 35×55cm. 703.195.61

02 STJÄRNBILD blanket £4.50 100%  

polyester. 90×90cm. 703.197.21 

 

 

 

 

 PLUFSIG folding gym mat £20 Recommended  

from age 18 months. 100% polyester and polyethylene  

foam. 78×185cm. 102.628.31

Ready for take-off and landing

03 SNIGLAR cot

£60

02

01 DRÖMLAND duvet  
cover and pillowcase  
for cot

£11

04 SNIGLAR  
changing table

£25

 We have plenty more 
cots, changing tables 
and other safe and 
thoroughly tested baby 
products at your IKEA 
store or online at  
IKEA.co.uk

PLUFSIG
folding gym mat

£20
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01 GONATT cot £180 Mattress and  

bedlinen sold separately.  

Painted solid beech. 75×143.2, 

H111cm. Mattress size 70×140cm. 

203.855.58

 

02 GOSIG GOLDEN soft toys £7/ea  
Recommended from newborn.  

Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling:  

polyester fibre. L40cm. 001.327.98

 

03 HIMMELSK rug £30 Pile: 100%  

nylon. Backing: rubber. 133×160cm. 

503.567.76

 

04 KLÄMMIG towel with hood £6 

100% cotton. 80×80cm. 403.730.74

 

05 SOLGUL wardrobe £80 Painted  

finish. 60×55, H181cm. 803.644.16

 

06 SOLGUL cot £95 Mattress and 

bedlinen sold separately. 75×144, 

H79cm. Mattress size 70×140cm. 

703.636.53

 

07 SOLGUL changing table £55  

Painted finish. 60×88, H103cm. 

703.624.46

 

08 KLÄMMIG duvet covers and  
pillowcases for cot £9/ea  

100% cotton. Duvet cover 

110×125cm. Pillowcase  

35×55cm. Red. 003.730.09   

Turquoise. 503.730.16

 

09 LURIGA LED night light 
£9.50 Built-in LED light source. 

Polypropylene plastic and synthetic 

rubber. D11, H7cm. 804.242.60
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04 KLÄMMIG towel  
with hood

£6

03

01 GONATT cot

£180

08 KLÄMMIG duvet covers  
and pillowcases for cot

£9/ea

08
09 LURIGA LED  

night light 

£9.50

With adjustable base height, removable sides, and drawers 

for extra storage, this versatile cot caters for baby (and 

cuddly companions) right through the early years. Enjoy!

02

 Safety first. Make sure that you 
secure any furniture taller than 
75cm to the wall. To make it 
easy, we include a stabilising 
restraint and hardware kit.

Whether you’re bringing home a tiny 
new baby, or negotiating bedtime 
with a not-so-new one, we know 
your world revolves around them. 

That’s why we’re all about making 
products for them that are safe,  
plus supportive of child development 
and growth. Every idea we come 
up with to do this is based on 20 
years of in-depth experience and 
research.

Here are just a few of our favourites 
for family life. And you’ll find plenty 
more at the store, or online at 
IKEA.co.uk

Children's IKEA 

06 SOLGUL cot

£95

05

07
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01 NEW DJUNGELSKOG cushions  
£7/ea Cover: 100% cotton.  
Filling: 100% polyester.  
50×50cm. 203.937.42 

 
02 NEW DJUNGELSKOG duvet cover  

and pillowcase £9 100% cotton. 
Duvet cover 150×200cm.  
Pillowcase 50×80cm. 703.937.30

 
03 NEW STUVA/FRITIDS bench with 

toy storage £49 Foil and painted 
finish. 90×50, H50cm. 492.526.33

 
04 MAMMUT indoor/outdoor  

children’s chair £7 Polypropylene 
plastic. 39×36, H67cm. 403.653.66

 
05 NEW DJUNGELSKOG soft toy £10 

Panda. 100% polyester. L47cm. 
804.028.09

 
06 SUNDVIK extendable bed frame  

with slatted bed base £145  
Mattress and bedlinen sold  
separately. Stained clear-lacquered 
solid pine. 91×137–207, H80cm. 
Mattress size 80×200cm. 490.460.68

 We design our products with 
great care for safety. But please 
make sure that you secure any 
tall furniture, like this wardrobe, 
to the wall, to ensure stability.

An extendable bed can keep pace with your child’s growth rate,  
and see them sleeping soundly, right through from tot to teenager.

06 SUNDVIK extendable  
bed frame with  
slatted bed base

£145

05

09 MINNEN extendable  
bed frame with  
slatted bed base

£90

07

10

03 STUVA/FRITIDS  
bench with toy storage

£49

02 DJUNGELSKOG duvet  
cover and pillowcase

£9

01

07 DRÖMMINGE wall lamps  
£6.50/ea Polypropylene plastic.  
32×23cm. IKEA. Model V1603 
DRÖMMINGE. This luminaire is  
compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 703.479.03

 
08 NEW STUVA/FRITIDS wardrobe 

£65 Foil and painted finish. 60×50, 
H128cm. 792.528.01

 
09 MINNEN extendable bed frame  

with slatted bed base £90  
Mattress and bedlinen sold  
separately. Powder-coated steel. 
85×135–206, H92cm. Mattress size 
80×200cm. 291.239.58

 
10 LILLABO 3-piece train set £4 

Includes: 1 modern locomotive,  
1 steam locomotive and 1 goods 
wagon. Recommended from age  
3 years. Solid beech and plastic. 
603.200.94

04 MAMMUT  
indoor/outdoor  
children’s chair  

£7

08 STUVA/FRITIDS wardrobe

£65
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01 MÅLA drawing paper roll £4 
Bleached chlorine-free paper. 
45×3000cm. 803.240.72

 
02 DRÖMHEM wall lamp £4.50 

Polypropylene plastic. 21×9, H27cm. 
IKEA. Model V1507 DRÖMHEM.  
This luminaire is compatible with 
bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 
503.315.78

 
03 FLISAT adjustable children’s 

desk £60 Tinted lacquered  
solid-pine and painted fibreboard.  
92×67, H53/62/72cm. 202.735.94

 
04 FLISAT adjustable children’s 

bench £25 Tinted lacquered  
solid-pine and painted fibreboard. 
55×38, H32/39/45cm. 802.907.79

 
05 TROFAST storage combination 

£70 Clear-lacquered solid pine and  
plastic. 94×44, H91cm. 891.020.95

 
06 LÄTT children’s table with 2 

chairs £20 Solid pine and foil  
finish. Table 63×48, H45cm. Chair 
seat 28×28, H28cm. 501.784.11

 
07 LATTJO rug £19 Low pile. 100%  

nylon. Backing: rubber. 120×160cm. 
503.578.08

 
08 DUKTIG 5-piece toy cookware set 

£6 Recommended from age 3 years. 
Stainless steel. 001.301.67

 
09 MÅLA paints £6/8pk 

Recommended from age 3 years. 
Plastic. 400ml. 901.934.95

03 FLISAT adjustable  
children’s desk

£60

04

02

01 MÅLA drawing  
paper roll

£4

     Ready to play? We’ve got 
plenty more toys and children's 
furniture to choose from.  
See them all at your IKEA store,  
or online at IKEA.co.uk
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Play it safe 

When kids are getting creative 
anything can happen, from a  
self-portrait scribbled on a 
bedroom wall, to a little nibble  
on a particularly delicious-looking 
blue crayon. But have no fear, 
because our MÅLA series of art 
supplies are designed to be super 
safe and easy to use, so nothing 
stands in the way of play. They 
are washable with soap and warm 
water, and of course, non-toxic. 
We recheck them at least once 
every year in accredited lab 
facilities to ensure that we are 
meeting safety requirements.  
So no matter how wild the 
miniature artists-in-residence at 
your home get while creating their 
next masterpiece, you’ll know the 
colours they’re using are as safe 
as they are bright and beautiful.

08 DUKTIG 5-piece  
toy cookware set

£6

05

07

06 LÄTT children’s  
table with 2 chairs

£20

09 MÅLA paints

£6/8pk
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01 NEW URSKOG cushion £9  
Lion print. Cover: 100% cotton. 
Filling: 100% polyester.  
50×50cm. 403.939.15

 
02 NEW URSKOG duvet cover and  

pillowcase £16 100% cotton.  
Duvet cover 150×200cm.  
Pillowcase 50×80cm. 903.938.85

 
03 SLÄKT bed frame with underbed  

and storage £235 Mattress and  
bedlinen sold separately. 96×206, 
H78cm. Mattress size 90×200cm. 
892.277.31

 
04 FULLFÖLJA rolls of tape 

£3.50/4pk Paper and plastic.  
L5m. 403.373.02

 
05 STUVA/FÖLJA wardrobe £81  

Foil and painted finish. 60×50, 
H192cm. 291.806.04

 
06 JÄTTENDAL lampshade £8 

Polyester and steel. Ø33, H24cm. 
203.512.66

 
07 SKÅDIS pegboards £8/ea Painted 

fibreboard and powder-coated steel. 
SKÅDIS accessories sold separately. 
36×56cm. 503.208.05

 
08 MICKE desk £70 Painted finish 

and powder-coated steel. 142×50, 
H75cm. 902.143.08

 
09 JULES children’s desk chair £25 

Acrylic paint and powder-coated  
steel. Seat 35×32, H37–48cm. 
392.077.16

03 SLÄKT bed frame  
with underbed  
and storage

£235

More good reasons why your parents should let 
your friend stay the night: a pull-out bed and two 
built-in drawers for the sleepover bedlinen.

02 URSKOG  
duvet cover  
and pillowcase

£16

06 JÄTTENDAL lampshade

£8

05 STUVA/FÖLJA  
wardrobe

£81

01

04 FULLFÖLJA  
rolls of tape

£3.50
/4pk

 Does that bed look a bit too 
heavy to carry home on your 
own? No worries, we'd be  
happy to deliver it for you.  
For more info, see p281 
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08 MICKE desk 

£70

09

07 SKÅDIS pegboards

£8/ea
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01 PÅHL add-on unit £15 Acrylic paint 

and particle board. 64×17, H39cm. 

303.064.95

 

02 KRUX LED work lamp £30 LED 

light bulb included. Plastic and  

rubber. H38cm. IKEA. Model B1701 

KRUX. This luminaire is compatible 

with bulbs of energy classes  

A++ to D. 103.254.71

 

03 ÖRFJÄLL children’s desk  
chair £40 Cover: 73% polyester, 

20% modacrylic, 7% cotton.  

Seat 39×34, H37–50cm.  

Black/Vissle black. 303.270.68

 

04 PÅHL desk with shelf unit £65 

Acrylic paint and powder-coated 

steel. 128×58cm. 791.289.96

 

05 PÅHL desk with add-on unit £55 

Acrylic paint and powder-coated 

steel. 96×58cm. 191.289.61

 

06 VIMUND children’s desk chair 
£60 73% polyester, 20% modacrylic, 

7% cotton. Seat 41×37, H38–51cm. 

203.202.32

 SOLBO table lamp £14 Polycarbonate plastic. H23cm. 

IKEA. Model B1609 SOLBO. This luminaire is compatible 

with bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 303.256.96

For little night owls 
it’s a hoot

VIMUND is a junior chair that’s as comfy as 

the adult ones in our office furniture range. It 

swivels, tilts, has a footrest and an adjustable 

backrest and seat. For budding MDs everywhere.

01 PÅHL add-on unit

£15

02 KRUX LED work lamp

£30

05

04

06

03 ÖRFJÄLL  
children’s desk chair

£40

SOLBO  
table lamp

£14
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01 GULLKLOCKA cushion cover £5  

90% polyester and 10% nylon.  

50×50cm. Yellow. 002.863.85   

Complete with INNER cushion £2  

100% polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

02 DIHULT pouffe £65 Cover: 80%  

cotton and 20% linen. 135×116,  

H20cm. Katorp natural. 603.404.74

03 NEW BYLLAN laptop support £10  

Cotton and plastic. 51×38, H8cm.  

Yttered multicoloured/white. 703.977.90

04 FLOTTEBO sofa beds £525/ea Cover:  

66% polyester, 24% modacrylic, 10% cotton.  

200×120, H79cm. Bed size 120×200cm. 

Lysed dark grey. 092.273.01

Home 6

Keeping an 
open mind
Shared space means shared interests. Well, 

perhaps not all of the time. Put simply, living 

happily together requires a flexible attitude.  

And that applies to your furnishings, too.  

 

Cosy seating that you can arrange just the 

way you want to, depending on the mood 

and the moment. Someone can watch  

their movie while you check out your likes. 

Do something together, or maybe just do 

your own thing for a while? With sofas that 

also become comfy beds, you’ll be able to 

keep your options open, 24/7. 

24-hour living just gets more comfy as the day  

goes on, with FLOTTEBO sofa beds. Under-seat 

storage means bedlinen is ready when you are.

02 DIHULT pouffe

£65

04 FLOTTEBO sofa beds

£525/ea

01

03
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wireless controls £100 Plastic and  

aluminium. 60×60cm. IKEA. Model L1529. 

FLOALT LED light panels. This luminaire  

contains built-in LED lamps A++ to A that 

can’t be changed in the luminaire. 103.029.69

08 FLOALT LED dimmable light panel with 
wireless controls £55 Plastic and  

aluminium. 30×30cm. IKEA. Model L1527. 

FLOALT LED light panels. This luminaire  

contains built-in LED lamps A++ to A that 

can’t be changed in the luminaire. 403.322.10

01 VENDLA cushion cover £4.50 100%  

cotton. 50×50cm. 603.845.47  To be  

completed with INNER cushion £2  

100% polyester. 50×50cm. 902.621.96

02 SVARTÅSEN laptop stand £15  

Powder-coated steel and powder-coated  

finish. 60×50, H47–77cm. 402.427.66

03 STOCKHOLM 2017 pouffe £95  

Cover: 77% cotton and 23% polyester. Ø50, 

H42cm. Sandbacka dark grey. 803.446.21

04 TRÅDFRI wireless motion sensor £16  

 

Polycarbonate plastic. 8.2×5, H1.9cm. 

303.835.11

05 TRÅDFRI gateway £25 Polycarbonate  

plastic, ABS plastic. Ø11, H4.5cm. 203.378.07

06 FLOALT LED dimmable light panel with 
wireless controls £100 Plastic and  

aluminium. 30×90cm. IKEA. Model L1528. 

FLOALT LED light panels. This luminaire  

contains built-in LED lamps A++ to A that 

can’t be changed in the luminaire. 303.030.72

07 FLOALT LED dimmable light panel with  

09 TIDVATTEN bowl £6 Glass. Ø26cm. 

103.359.98

 

 If you’ve got it all home, but now  
you’re not convinced it’s just right  
for you, our 365-day returns policy  
has you covered. For more info,  
see p282

Turn lights on without having to leave that 

very comfy sofa. Instruct them to come on 

while you’re out, or away on holiday, for 

security. Smart lighting makes it all possible.

These LED panels are smart, on every 

level. They create an effect of natural light, 

plus you can dim them, giving you a range 

from cool white light to cosy yellow glow. 

For convenience and security, this motion 

sensor will turn on connected bulbs and 

panels. You can set day or night mode, and 

how long you want the lights stay on for.

With the gateway and free app, you can 

create unique settings, set timers, and 

control your lights individually or in groups. 

Third-party voice steering is available, too.

03

07

08

09

01

04 TRÅDFRI wireless  
motion sensor

£16

05 TRÅDFRI  
gateway

£25

02 SVARTÅSEN  
laptop stand

£15

06 FLOALT LED dimmable light  
panel with wireless controls

£100
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It’s a movable feast. With portable furniture 

you can follow the crowd, wherever they sit.

01 BURVIK side table £27 Powder-coated steel 

and layer-glued birch veneer. Ø38, H45cm. 

Height including handle 78cm. 703.403.84

02 LIXHULT cabinet £20 Powder-coated steel. 

35×35, H35cm. 903.286.68

03 RIBBA frames £3.95/ea Foil finish and  

plastic. Picture 23×23cm. 003.784.03 

 

 

04 ANTIFONI floor/reading lamp £35 

Chrome-plated steel. H165cm. IKEA.  

Model G1513 ANTIFONI. This luminaire is 

compatible with bulbs of energy classes  

A++ to D. 303.047.26

05 KALLAX shelving unit £55 Castors and  

interior fittings sold separately. Painted finish. 

77×39, H147cm. 403.469.24

FLOTTEBO sofa bed has built-in storage,  

to keep bedding neatly tucked away until  

needed. Just lift to open, using the strap.

Vehicle reversing. Add castors to KALLAX 

units up to two rows tall for mobile storage. 

05 KALLAX shelving unit

£55

02

04

01 BURVIK side table

£27

03 RIBBA frames

£3.95
/ea
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Recharge yourself, and recharge your phone.  

A built-in wireless charger will get them to put 

their phones down (for five minutes) and eat. 

03 JANINGE bar stools

£100/ea

04 IKEA 365+  
serving plates

£8/ea

02

Cook, eat, catch up. The perfect location  

to just bask in the warmth of family love.  

Create your own kitchen island paradise.   

02 METOD kitchen with RINGHULT 
high-gloss white doors,  
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA 
soft-closing drawers This is a  

display kitchen for illustrative  

purposes only. For details on pricing 

and more, ask a co-worker at your 

IKEA store.

  

03 JANINGE bar stools £100/ea 

Reinforced polypropylene plastic/

powder-coated steel. Adjustable seat 

height, 56-76cm. 38×36, H84cm. 

702.460.89

  

04 IKEA 365+ serving plates  
£8/ea Feldspar porcelain.  

38×22cm. 302.783.98

  

05 GRIPANDE salad servers £5 

Clear-lacquered bamboo. L31cm. 

202.356.39

  

06 DYRGRIP red wine glasses 
£2.50/ea Crystalline. 580ml. 

203.093.00

  

07 RÄLLEN integrated wireless 
charger £10 Polycarbonate  

plastic and synthetic rubber.  

Ø8.5cm. 803.180.28

  

08 KRUSTADER mini croustades 
£1.75 54g. 602.658.51

01 METOD/RINGHULT kitchen 

Free 25-year guarantee included. 

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. 

Price includes kitchen cabinets, 

drawers, doors, worktop, sink 

and tap. This is not inclusive of 

appliances, lighting or handles.  

For full product details, see p285 

£800
For more information, additional 

services and guarantees, see p281

08

06

05

07 RÄLLEN integrated 
wireless charger

£10

01
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Give your kitchen the all-clear. Drawers 

provide overview and accessibility in short 

order, for a clutter-free, efficient worktop.

01 TERTIAL work lamps £9/ea Powder-coated 

steel. Shade Ø17cm. IKEA. Model A1602F 

TERTIAL. This luminaire is compatible with 

bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 503.728.61

02 BOSJÖN kitchen mixer tap £100  

Stainless steel colour. H32cm. 203.052.98

03 IKEA 365+ pot with lid £20 Stainless steel 

and glass. Ø21cm. 3L. 702.567.52

04 IKEA 365+ pot with lid £25 Stainless steel 

and glass. Ø24cm. 5L. 102.567.50 

05 KUNGSFORS storage combination £409 

Stained lacquered ash veneer and stainless 

steel. 184×32, H160cm. 292.543.41

06 IKEA 365+ oven dishes £13/ea  

Feldspar porcelain. 38×26, H7cm. 402.867.36

Customisable open shelves, wall rails and 

accessories give a practical format with 

easy access. It’s a semi-industrial look 

that’s ideal for the industrious home cook.

If you’ve planned in enough low level 

storage, make a feature of the clear walls. 

Mounted work lamps can direct light where 

you want it, and put the fun in functional.

05 KUNGSFORS storage  
combination 

£40901 TERTIAL work lamps

£9/ea

02

04

03

06 IKEA 365+  
oven dishes

£13/ea

 Ready to plan your dream kitchen?  
Get started with our free planning 
tool at IKEA.co.uk or book a planning 
appointment with an in-store specialist. 
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Minor details, major happiness. Individual 
clamp lights and a tablet stand, so you can 
still read your book or go online on your side 
of the bed, if your partner is sound asleep.

01 ISBERGET tablet stand £2 Polystyrene  
plastic. 25×25, H9cm. 203.025.96

02 TRATTVIVA bedspread £25 100%  
polyester. 230×250cm. 303.493.34

03 STORUMAN floor lamp £12 Paper and  
steel. Ø32cm. H55cm. IKEA. Model G1606  
STORUMAN. This luminaire is compatible  
with bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 
403.236.92

04 STOLPA clock £12 Acrylic plastic  
and ABS plastic. Ø14cm. 204.003.80 
 

05 NEW TRETUR block-out roller blinds  
£35/ea Fabric: 100% polyester. Rails:  
aluminium. 100×195cm. 603.804.60

06 JANSJÖ LED wall/clamp spotlights  
£10/ea Painted steel, aluminium and  
polycarbonate plastic. H40cm. IKEA.  
Model V1431 JANSJÖ. This luminaire  
contains built-in LED lamps A++ to A  
which cannot be changed in the luminaire. 
403.863.16

07 RÖDPLISTER cushion £7 Cover: 98% 
cotton, 2% linen. Filling: 100% polyester. 
50×50cm. 603.774.67

08 BLÅVINDA double duvet cover and 2  
pillowcases £35 100% cotton percale.  
Duvet cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 
50×80cm. 303.736.49

09 TINGBY side table on castors £25  
Foil and painted finish. 50×50, H45cm. 
003.494.44

10 MALM standard double bed frame  
with 4 storage boxes £250 Mattress  
and bedlinen sold separately. Stained  
clear-lacquered ash veneer. 150×199, 
H100cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 
490.069.82

01 ISBERGET tablet stand

£2

10 MALM standard  
double bed frame  
with 4 storage boxes

£250

08

02

09

06

07

05 TRETUR  
block-out  
roller blinds

£35/ea

 Short on time? Shop 
online, and ask us to 
pick and deliver your 
new bedroom furniture. 
For more info, see p281

04 STOLPA clock

£12

Silent night. This clock has a touch-sensor 
light, and no ticking sound to disturb sleep.

03 STORUMAN  
floor lamp

£12
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04 ELVARLI storage combinations

£295/ea

03

The walk-in wonder. Create a customised 

closet with open storage, drawers, rails and 

shelves that simply click into place. Perfect.

03 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK 2-drawer  

washstand £275 Bathroom mixer tap 

sold separately. Foil finish and ceramic.       

103×49, H64cm. 291.848.62

04 ELVARLI storage combinations £295/ea 

Powder-coated aluminium and painted finish.  

175×51, H222–350cm. 691.581.54

05 ELVARLI hooks £2/2pk Powder-coated 

steel. 502.962.16 

 

01 NEW FLODALEN bath towel £10  

100% cotton. 70×140cm. 403.808.71

02 STORJORM mirror with integrated  

lighting £85 Glass and powder-coated steel. 

80×60cm. IKEA. Model V1209 STORJORM. 

This luminaire contains built-in LED lamps 

of energy classes A++ to A which cannot be 

changed in the luminaire. 702.481.25 

 

 

02 STORJORM mirror  

with integrated  

lighting

£85

 ENUDDEN hanger for door £3 Powder-coated  

steel and plastic. 35×13cm. 602.516.65 

Loop the loop

ENUDDEN
hanger for door

£3

 We’ve got plenty more 

for you to choose from.  

Discover everything 

at your IKEA store or 

online at IKEA.co.uk

05

01 FLODALEN  

bath towel

£10
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01 NYBODA side table with  
reversible table top £25  

Foil finish and powder-coated steel. 

40×40, H60cm. 203.426.44

  

02 JORDRÖK pillows £15/ea Firm. 

Filling: 90% duck feather and 10% 

duck down. 50×80cm. 902.696.02

  

03 HÖNSBÄR double duvet 7.5  
TOG £20 Filling: 90% duck feather 

and 10% duck down. 200×200cm. 

802.716.91

  

04 JÄRA lampshade £3 Cord set sold 

separately. Polyester, plastic and 

steel. Ø25, H19cm. 703.283.58

  

05 KOPARDAL standard double bed 
frame £115 Mattress and bedlinen 

sold separately. Powder-coated steel. 

142×201, H104cm. Mattress size 

135×190cm. 191.579.39

  

06 MAGJULL block-out curtains  
£25/pair 100% polyester. 

145×250cm. 703.410.34

  

07 BLÅVINDA double duvet cover  
and 2 pillowcases £35 100% 

cotton. Duvet cover 200×200cm. 

Pillowcases 50×80cm. 303.736.49 

  

08 VÅRELD bedspread £30 100%  

cotton. 150×250cm. 003.464.45

 Spend your time snoozing  
in your new bed, not  
assembling it. We can assemble  
05 KOPPARDAL double bed 
frame for you for just £40  
For full details and info on  
our other services, see p281
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02 JORDRÖK pillows

£15/ea

01 NYBODA side table 
with reversible table top

£25
04

08

07

05 KOPARDAL standard double bed frame

£115

Bedroom

There’s something so special about 
the moment you slip between the 
sheets. Relax, recharge, leave the 
day behind, in a haven of cosiness 
and comfort. Whether you want a 
whole new bedroom look, or some 
simple ways to refresh and renew, 
we have lots of ideas to help you 
create the bedroom of your dreams.  

This is just a small selection of our 
range. Discover everything we can 
offer you, at the IKEA store or online 
at IKEA.co.uk

Follow the dark sky policy. Block-out curtains 

solve sleep disruption from unwanted daylight, 

moonlight, or intrusive street lights.

Bedroom

03

06 MAGJULL  
block-out curtains

£25/pair



05 HYLLE pillows £20/ea Firm. 

Filling: polyester fibre. 50×80cm. 

802.827.22

  

06 FYRESDAL bedside table £35 

Powder-coated steel. 45×38, H71cm. 

003.203.51

  

07 RANARP work lamp £30 Powder-

coated steel. H42cm. IKEA. Model 

B1225 RANARP. This luminaire is 

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 702.313.18

  

08 NEW JÄTTEVALLMO double  
duvet cover and 2 pillowcases  
£20 100% cotton. Duvet cover 

200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 

404.061.35

  

09 SONGESAND 3-drawer chest 
£90 Foil finish. 82×50, H81cm. 

903.668.39

  

10 SONGESAND standard double 
bed frame £145 Mattress and  

bedlinen sold separately. 147×196, 

H95cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 

292.413.15
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01 MARJUN block-out curtains  
£40/pair 100% polyester. 

145×250cm. 702.984.22

  

02 FYRESDAL daybed with 2  
mattresses £259 Powder-coated 

steel and polyurethane foam. 

88×207, H94cm. 2 MOSHULT 

80×200cm foam mattresses  

included. 191.300.54

  

03 RANARP floor/reading lamp £50 

Powder-coated steel. H153cm. IKEA. 

Model G1209 RANARP. This luminaire 

is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 003.313.78

  

04 HÖJET rug £70 Flatwoven. User 

surface: 100% wool. Weft: 100% 

cotton. 133×195cm. 203.820.41

 Spend your time snoozing  
in your new bed, not  
assembling it. We can assemble 
02 FYRESDAL day bed frame  
for you for just £40  For full 
details and info on our other 
services, see p281 

05 HYLLE pillows

£20/ea

09

04

0302 FYRESDAL daybed  
with 2 mattresses

£259

VIDGA gives you so many choices. 

Create curtain layers at a window,  

or take tracking round a tricky corner. 

Fix it to the ceiling with hooks, to use 

fabric as a room divider. Just twist 

and click to connect the rails, then 

mount the fittings. Discover ideas 

and possibilities online at IKEA.co.uk

This daybed becomes a comfy double bed 

with two resilient foam mattresses. For a 

sneaky snooze, or visiting friends, it’s ideal.

You may be tired, but you’ll never tire of this bed.  

Its sturdy frame and classic design will see to that.

10 SONGESAND standard double bed frame

£145

06 FYRESDAL  
bedside table

£35
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 Your bedroom should be totally 
stress free. Use the safety 
restraint which is included, to 
secure tall furniture to the wall. 

07

01 MARJUN  
block-out curtains

£40/pair

08 JÄTTEVALLMO  
double duvet  
cover and  
2 pillowcases 

£20
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06

Embrace classic simplicity. This chest of drawers is rooted in Scandinavian 
craftsmanship traditions with solid birch, grain leather, and fine details. 

03 BJÖRKSNÄS 
5-drawer chest

£235
05 ÖSTERLO table lamp

£1301 ASKVOLL standard double  
bed frame £125 Mattress  
and bedlinen sold separately.  
Painted finish. 141×198, H77cm. 
Mattress size 135×190cm. 
890.197.13 

  
02 NEW PUDERVIVA double  

duvet cover and 2 pillowcases  
£55 100% linen. Duvet cover 
200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 
203.984.38

  
03 NEW BJÖRKSNÄS 5-drawer chest 

£235 90×47, H90cm. 704.072.99
  
04 LOHALS rug £55 Flatwoven.  

100% jute. 160×230cm. 502.773.93
  
05 NEW ÖSTERLO table lamp 

£13 H43cm. IKEA. Model B1702 
ÖSTERLO. This luminaire is  
compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 003.027.38

  
06 GJÖRA standard double bed 

frame £200 Mattress and bedlinen 
sold separately. Solid pine 153×203, 
H175cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 
491.299.97

  
07 NATTJASMIN double duvet  

cover and 2 pillowcases £30 £25 
60% cotton satin and 40% lyocell  
satin. Duvet cover 200×200cm. 
Pillowcases 50×80cm. 303.371.71

  
08 VÅRELD bedspread £50 100%  

cotton. 230×250cm. 403.840.20

 Spend your time snoozing  
in your new bed, not  
assembling it. We can  
assemble 01 ASKVOLL  
double bed frame for  
you for just £40  For full  
details and info on our  
other services, see p281

This bedlinen is 100% linen with durable fibres that are naturally stain-
resistant, breathable, and absorbent. It becomes softer with use, so you’ll 
be even more comfy. Give the ironing a miss, for an on-trend, relaxed look.

Natural sleep  
remedies

08 VÅRELD bedspread

£50

01 ASKVOLL standard  
double bed frame

£125

04 LOHALS rug

£55

07 NATTJASMIN  
double duvet  
cover and 2  
pillowcases £30

£25

02 PUDERVIVA  
double duvet  
cover and 2  
pillowcases

£55
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When is a daybed not a daybed? When it also works all week as  

a sofa, chaise longue, single bed and double bed, with storage.

Out of sight, but not out of mind. For bedding, clothes, or knick-knacks  

you might still need, storage boxes make under-bed space work for you.

The clue is in the name. Storage that also serves as a handy little table.  

So simple, and so useful.

01 FLEKKE daybed with 2 drawers  
and 2 mattresses £370 Bedlinen 

sold separately. Painted finish and 

polyurethane foam. 88×207, H86cm.  

2 MOSHULT 80×200cm mattresses 

included. 291.300.44

  

02 DVALA single duvet cover and  
pillowcase £13 100% cotton. 

Duvet cover 150×200cm. Pillowcase 

50×80cm. 003.779.79

  

03 NESTTUN standard double bed 
frame £115 Mattress and bedlinen 

sold separately. Powder-coated steel. 

141×197, H95cm. Mattress size 

135×190cm. 291.580.33

  

04 BLÅRIPS double duvet cover and 
2 pillowcases £35 55% lyocell satin 

and 45% cotton satin. Duvet cover 

200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 

703.375.60

  

05 VARDÖ bed storage boxes  
£25/ea Foil finish and 100%  

polyester. 65×70, H18cm. 

002.226.71

  

06 LAMPAN table lamp £5 Plastic. 

H29cm. IKEA. Model B0201 LAMPAN. 

This luminaire is compatible with 

bulbs of energy classes A++ to D. 

103.564.05

  

07 TINGBY side table on castors 
£25 Foil and painted finish. 50×50, 

H45cm. 202.959.30

  

08 MALM standard double bed 
frame with 4 storage boxes £210 

Mattress and bedlinen sold sepa-

rately. Painted finish. 150×199, 

H100cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 

290.069.83

  

09 KVISTBRO storage table £25 

Painted finish and powder-coated 

steel. Ø44, H42cm. 103.222.41

 Spend your time snoozing in 
your new bed, not assembling  
it. You can leave that part to us. 
For more info, see p281

Say hello to a real  
seven-day wonder

01 FLEKKE daybed with  
2 drawers and 2 mattresses

£370

04 BLÅRIPS double duvet  
cover and 2 pillowcases

£35

03 NESTTUN standard  
double bed frame

£115

05 VARDÖ bed storage boxes

£25/ea

09 KVISTBRO  
storage table

£25

06 LAMPAN  
table lamp

£5

08 MALM standard  
double bed frame  
with 4 storage boxes

£210

07

02



01 VINDUM rug £130 High pile: 100% 

polypropylene. Backing: synthetic  

latex. 170×230cm. 403.449.82

  

02 VITTSJÖ laptop stand £20 

Powder-coated steel, tempered 

glass and foil finish. 35×55, H65cm. 

002.502.49

  

03 SMÅSTARR single duvet cover 
and pillowcase £15 100% cotton.  

Duvet cover 150×200cm.  

Pillowcase 50×80cm. 203.377.51

  

04 NEW NEIDEN single bed frame 
£45 Mattress and bedlinen sold  

separately. Solid pine. 96×195, 

H65cm. Mattress size 90×190cm. 

992.486.05

  

05 VÅRKRAGE throw £4 100%  

polyester. 110×170cm. 803.522.96

226 Bedroom

 We'll deliver. You can relax.  
For more info, see p281

01 VINDUM rug

£130
02 VITTSJÖ 

laptop stand

£20

05

We aim to source all our cotton sustainably. It’s either recycled, or grown 

with less water, fertiliser or pesticides, which is good for the planet. And by  

increasing farmers’ profit margins, it’s better for them too. At IKEA, we love 

great product design. But we love people and planet Earth even more.

03 SMÅSTARR  
single duvet cover 
and pillowcase

£15

 MALM standard double bed frame £130 

         Mattress and bedlinen sold separately. Painted finish. 

150×199, H100cm. Mattress size 135×190cm. 290.069.78

The simple solution

MALM
standard double bed frame

£130

04 NEIDEN single bed  
frame

£45
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01 MALM standard double bed frame  

with 4 storage boxes £250 Mattress  

and bedlinen sold separately. Stained clear-

lacquered oak veneer. 150×199, H100cm. 

Mattress size 135×190cm. 390.274.09 

02 MALM 6-drawer chest £100 Stained  

clear-lacquered oak veneer. 160×48,  

H78cm. 401.786.09

03 MALM 6-drawer chest £80 Painted finish. 

80×48, H123cm. White. 102.145.57 

MALM It’s simple. It’s streamlined. And it’s so much more. Over the years 

MALM has become famous by being the ultimate union of form 

and function. Its minimalist style suits any room, but the ample 

storage is what truly makes it a must-have piece.

04 MALM 4-drawer chest £50 

Painted finish. 80×48, H100cm.  

White. 002.145.53

05 MALM dressing table £85  

Painted finish and tempered glass.   

120x41, H78cm. White. 102.036.10

 Peace of mind is an essential part of  

our designs. That’s why we’ve included  

a safety restraint, to secure furniture 

over 75cm high to the wall. 

Bedlinen stay neatly 

tucked away in drawers 

on each side of the bed.
As a dressing table or a hallway 

daily help, its spacious drawer 

and top make it just right for any 

space. 

01 MALM standard double bed  

frame with 4 storage boxes

£250 03

05

02

Find the perfect 

veneer to suit  

your home.

04 MALM 4-drawer chest

£50
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05 GRUSBLAD double duvet 7.5 
TOG £12 Filling: polyester fibres. 

200×200cm. 702.717.57

  

06 TUSSÖY double mattress topper 
£125 Filled with memory foam that 

moulds to your body shape and gives 

a softer sleep surface, it enables you 

to relax more fully. 135×190cm. 8cm 

thick. 702.981.77

  

07 GULDPALM pillows £35/ea Soft. 

Filling: 60% duck down and 40% 

duck feather. 50×80cm. 002.695.45

230 Bedroom

05 GRUSBLAD  
double duvet 7.5 TOG

£12

06 TUSSÖY double  
mattress topper

£125

07 GULDPALM pillows

£35/ea

This formable pillow provides good support and breathes well 

because of its down and feather filling and 100% cotton cover.

Buying a new mattress shouldn't 

keep you up at night. So you have 90 

days to sleep on it. If you don't love 

it, exchange it. When you've found 

your match, you'll sleep peacefully 

with our free 25-year mattress 

guarantee. See p283 for full terms 

and conditions. 

 Buying a new mattress? We can 
take your old one off your hands 
(and even recycle it). For more 
info, see p281

Discover comfort 
with a choice of 
soft, firm, or just  
nicely in between

01 NEW KÄLLKRASSE double  
duvet 7.5 TOG £100 Filling: 90% 

duck down and 10% duck feather. 

200×200cm. 203.905.12

  

02 NEW KORNVALLMO pillows  
£55/ea Firm. Fabric: 65%  

cotton, 35% modacrylic. Filling: 

down/feather. 50×80cm. 903.898.26

  

03 NEW TISTEDAL double mattress 
topper £240 Natural latex filling 

with high pressure-relieving capacity 

enables you to relax more fully 

and creates a softer sleep surface. 

135×190cm. 7cm thick. 803.733.07

  

04 NEW HIDRASUND firm  
double pocket sprung  
mattress £650 Natural materials 

like natural latex, coconut fibre,  

cotton, wool and lyocell provide  

extra comfort and gives a pleasant  

sleeping environment with an even  

temperature. 135×190cm. 35cm 

thick. 203.727.11

This mattress features natural materials like coconut fibre, cotton, 

natural latex, wool and lyocell, for supple comfort and a pleasant sleep 

environment. Its reinforced edges keep it firm and even, so you sleep 

better. The textiles closest to your skin are made with 100% cotton 

from sustainable sources too. Basically, what’s not to like?

01 KÄLLKRASSE double  
duvet 7.5 TOG

£100
02

03

04 HIDRASUND  
firm double pocket  
sprung mattress

£650
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01 MOSHULT foam double  
mattresses £80/ea Firm.  
Get all-over support and comfort 
with a resilient foam mattress. 
135×190cm. 10cm thick.  
002.783.09

  
02 MÅNVIVA memory foam  

pillow £24 Filling: memory foam. 
40×50cm. 802.699.28

  
03 ROSENSTJÄRNA pillows £11/ea  

Firm. 100% polyester. 50×80cm. 
503.772.79

  
04 HAFSLO medium firm sprung 

double mattress £85 Bonnell 
springs provide all-over support 
to ensure a restful night’s sleep. 
135×190cm. 18cm thick. 802.580.53

  
05 RÖDTOPPA double duvet 7.5 TOG 

£35 Filling: 50% lyocell and 50%  
polyester. 200×200cm. 902.715.39

  
06 HÖVÅG medium firm pocket  

sprung double mattress £190  
Get support that works for you, with 
the help of individually wrapped 
pocket springs that function  
individually, and follow your 
body movement closely in sleep. 
135×190cm. 24cm thick. 202.587.63

04 HAFSLO medium  
firm sprung  
double mattress

£85

05 RÖDTOPPA double duvet 7.5 TOG

£35

Sleep is not a luxury

In fact, it’s a biological imperative. 
But the non-stop nature of modern 
life today can make it feel like a bit 
of an indulgence. So much to do, 
so many emails to check before 
bed? Power down, and prioritise 
the quantity and quality of sleep 
you are getting each night. There’s 
no better way to energise your 
days and enjoy life to the full. 

Senior professor and sleep 
scientist Torbjörn Åkerstedt shares 
two simple tips to help make the 
dream of good sleep come true. 

Count down to a slow-down. 
Sixteen hours after your usual 
wake-up time is an optimum 
bedtime guideline. Start slowing 
down about two hours ahead, 
avoiding work and screens. 

Set it and forget it.
Use an alarm clock instead of your 
phone. Set it, turn it to face away 
from you, and don’t check it if you 
wake in the night. That will just 
stress you out, making it harder  
to get back to sleep. Just ignore it 
till it rings. 

Sweet dreams!

01 MOSHULT foam  
double mattresses

£80/ea

02 MÅNVIVA memory  
foam pillow

£24

03

Bedroom

06 HÖVÅG medium firm  
pocket sprung double mattress

£190

This mattress delivers comfortable sleep 
with individually wrapped pocket springs,  
a soft filling, and pliant, stretch fabric.



01 SNOFSA table clock £12  

Painted steel, plastic and glass. 

Ø11cm. 203.578.76

  

02 NEW HANNALILL curtains  
£18/pair 100% cotton. 

145×250cm. 304.108.83  

  

03 KÄMPIG hooks £4/ea Aluminium. 

4×11, H15cm. 503.471.31

  

04 RANARP wall/clamp spotlight 
£20 Powder-coated steel. D34cm. 

IKEA. Model V1211 RANARP. This  

luminaire is compatible with bulbs of 

energy classes A++ to D. 502.313.24

  

05 TRÄDASTER single duvet cover 
sets £4.50/ea 52% polyester, 48% 

cotton. Duvet cover 150×200cm. 

Pillowcase 50×80cm. 403.951.27

234 Bedroom

 Discover curtains  
and blinds in more 
colours and sizes 
at your IKEA store, 
or visit us online at 
IKEA.co.uk

01 SNOFSA 
table clock

£12

03 KÄMPIG hooks

£4/ea

This adjustable lamp can be mounted on a wall  

or clamped to a safe surface, and angled to suit.
04 RANARP  

wall/clamp 
spotlight

£20

05 TRÄDASTER  
single duvet cover sets

£4.50/ea

Sustainable and 
infinitely huggable

FJÄLLVEDEL
double duvet cover and 2 pillowcases

£15

 FJÄLLVEDEL double duvet cover and 2 pillowcases £15 100% cotton. 

Duvet cover 200×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm. 703.502.69

02 HANNALILL  
curtains

£18/pair
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01 HEMNES wardrobe with  
2 sliding doors £275 Stained  
clear-lacquered solid pine.  
120×59, H197cm. 103.213.26

  
02 HÖJET rug £120 User surface: 

100% wool. Weft: 100% cotton. 
170×240cm. 603.820.44

  
03 KUBBIS rack with 7 hooks £10 

Painted solid birch. 105×10, H9cm. 
003.742.64

  
04 NEW ARÖD work lamp £40 

Powder-coated steel. H53cm. IKEA. 
Model B1712 ARÖD. This luminaire 
is compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 703.995.67

  
05 HEMNES 8-drawer chest £215 

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 
160×50, H96cm. 203.113.03

  
06 HEMNES mirror £50 Glass and 

stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 
60×90cm. 001.228.22

  
07 HEMNES 6-drawer chest £185 

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 
108×50, H131cm. 602.392.68

  
08 KARTOTEK hooks £3/ea 

Powder-coated steel. 7×5, H18cm. 
603.470.79

Always the one thing you’re looking 
for, that you can never find?  
 
Make sense of your storage, with 
wardrobes, chests of drawers, boxes, 
baskets and so much more besides.  
 
Customisable storage can cut clutter 
in your bedroom, hallway, living room 
or wherever. So you can spend less 
time looking, and more time living. 

Discover our full storage range at the 
IKEA store or online at IKEA.co.uk

Clothes and 
shoe storage 

Clothes and shoe storage

06

04

02

01 HEMNES wardrobe 
with 2 sliding doors

£275
05 HEMNES 8-drawer chest

£215

03 KUBBIS rack with 7 hooks

£10

08 KARTOTEK  
hooks

£3/ea

07 HEMNES  
6-drawer chest

£185

Roomy on the inside and on the top, HEMNES is 
made from sustainably sourced solid pine. It's 
genuine and sturdy, just like your favourite jeans. 

 Spend your time snoozing  
in your new bed, not  
assembling it. We can  
assemble 01 HEMNES  
wardrobe with 2 sliding  
doors for you for just £45   
For full details and info on  
our other services, see p281
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01 NEW PLATSA wardrobe £345 

Knobs and handles sold separately. 

Foil finish. 180×57, H241cm. White/

SKATVAL light grey. 092.520.84

 

 PLATSA wardrobe. 

 Doors and frames: £302
 Interior organisers: £43
 

 Total wardrobe price:  
£345

 

 Assembly for this combination: £130
 For other available services see p281

  

02 BRIMNES dressing table £65 Foil 

finish and glass. 70×42, H77cm. 

702.904.59

  

03 MACKAPÄR coat rack with shoe 
storage unit £45 Powder-coated 

steel. 78×32, H193cm. 303.347.52

  

04 MACKAPÄR shoe cabinet/storage  
£60 Painted finish. 80×35, 102cm. 

503.347.51

  

05 LANGESUND mirror £20 Glass  

and aluminium. Ø50cm. 602.886.83

  

06 TRYSIL 4-drawer chest £70  

Foil finish and powder-coated steel. 

60×40, H99cm. 604.004.15

  

07 NEW STUK hanging shoe  
organiser with 16 pockets 
£5 100% polyester. 51×140cm. 

203.756.77

Simple steps to  
a safer home

We all want to live in a safe 

environment, yet we don’t always 

think about potential risks we may 

run in our own homes. Taking steps 

to improve home safety can be as 

easy as installing smoke detectors 

and keeping an eye out for the 

possibility of furniture tipping over. 

This is especially true if you are 

living with small children, who by 

nature are inquisitive and creative 

in how they explore the world. Did 

you know that furniture taller than 

75cm should be attached to the 

wall to avoid the risk of it toppling?  

Take a few minutes to walk through 

your home today and ensure your 

furniture is secured properly. And if 

you need an anchoring kit, stop by 

any IKEA store or order one online, 

for free.

07 STUK hanging  
shoe organiser 
with 16 pockets

£5

02 BRIMNES 
dressing table

£65

04 MACKAPÄR shoe 
cabinet/storage

£60

06

05 LANGESUND 
mirror

£20

PLATSA storage clicks together and apart, so it's 

easy to rearrange or update. Which means whether 

you build high or low, big or small, doors or not,  

you can take it with you if you move home.

01 PLATSA wardrobe

£345

All hail the humble pocket. It’s not just for jackets. 

It adds storage to a door, a hook, or in a wardrobe. 

03 MACKAPÄR coat rack 
with shoe storage unit

£45

Clothes and shoe storageClothes and shoe storage
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01 BRIMNES bookcase £65 Foil finish.  

60×35, H190cm. 903.012.25

02 BRIMNES TV bench £95 Particle board  

and foil finish. 180×41, H53cm. 504.098.74

03 BRIMNES standard double bed frame 

with storage and headboard £270 

         Mattress and bedlinen sold separately.  

Foil finish. 141×224, H111cm.  

Mattress size 135×190cm. 591.246.16

BRIMNES We've been fine-tuning our smart storage, BRIMNES, for 

a long time. Think flexible pieces, perfect for customising 

an entertainment centre, displays for your most cherished 

things, and storage that makes life that much easier.

This bed makes the most 

of your space by providing 

storage in its headboard.

Spacious storage for 

everything from gaming 

accessories to remotes.
A combination of open and closed 

shelving gives you the option to 

show things off, or not.

 If you’ve got it all home, but it doesn’t 

feel perfect in situ, our 365-day return 

policy has you covered. For more info, 

see p282

03 BRIMNES standard double bed  

frame with storage and headboard

£270

01

02

04

05

04 BRIMNES glass-door cabinet £65  

Foil finish and tempered glass. 78×41,  

H95cm. 003.006.64

05 BRIMNES glass-door cabinet £115  

Foil finish and tempered glass. 80×35, 

H190cm. 904.098.72

06 BRIMNES 3-drawer chest £50  

Foil finish and tempered glass.  

78×41, H95cm. 603.349.77

06 BRIMNES 3-drawer chest

£50
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01 PAX/NEXUS wardrobe £335 

Free 10-year guarantee included. 

Minimum ceiling height 204cm.  

Foil-finish and stained clear- 

lacquered oak veneer. 150×60, 

H201.2cm. White-stained oak  

effect/NEXUS white-stained oak  

veneer. Handles and lighting sold 

separately. 390.256.03  

 

 PAX wardrobe. 

 Doors and frames: £235 

 Interior organisers: £100

 

 Total wardrobe price:  
£335

 

 Assembly for combination as shown  

 (excl. lighting): £100 

 For other available services see p281

 

  

02 NEW KOMPLEMENT insert with 7 

compartments £20 Foil finish and 

polyester. 40×53, H5cm. 504.040.27

  

03 URSHULT LED cabinet lighting 

£25 Nickel-plated steel. L29, 

H9.3cm. IKEA. Model L1305 

URSHULT. This luminaire contains 

built-in LED lamps of energy classes 

A++ to A which cannot be changed  

in the luminaire. To be completed 

with ANSLUTA LED driver with cord, 

sold separately. 302.604.02

  

04 NEW KOMPLEMENT pull-out  

mirror with hooks £40 Powder-

coated aluminium and glass. 25×3.6, 

H75cm. 504.040.51

  

05 NEW KOMPLEMENT boxes  

£15/2pk 100% polyester.  

25×26.5, H12cm. 404.057.77

  

06 NEW KOMPLEMENT boxes  

£10/2pk 100% polyester.  

15×26.5, H12cm. 104.040.53

07 MALM 6-drawer chest £90  

Tinted clear-lacquered oak veneer. 

80×48, H123cm. 601.786.13 

   

08 SKUBB shoe boxes £7/4pk  

Polyester and polypropylene plastic. 

22×34, H16cm. 901.863.91

  

09  VINTERGATA pendant lamps 

£25/ea Polyester, plastic and 

steel. Ø42cm. IKEA. Model T1629 

VINTERGATA. This luminaire is  

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 203.424.70

  

10 PAX/HOKKSUND wardrobe £610 

Free 10-year guarantee included.  

Minimum ceiling height 209cm.  

Foil finish and high-gloss foil finish.  

150×66, H201.2cm. White/

HOKKSUND high-gloss black-blue. 

292.219.25

 

 PAX wardrobe. 

 Doors and frames:     £385 

 Interior organisers: £225

 

 Total wardrobe price:  
£610

 

 Assembly of combination as  

 shown (excl. lighting): £110

 For other available services see p281

01 PAX/NEXUS wardrobe

£335

10 PAX/HOKKSUND wardrobe

£610

04 KOMPLEMENT pull-out  

mirror with hooks

£40

03 URSHULT LED  

cabinet lighting

£25

07 MALM 6-drawer chest

£90

06

Clothes and shoe storageClothes and shoe storage

09

 With every piece of tall furniture, 

use the safety restraint included, 

to securely attach it to the wall.

08 SKUBB  

shoe boxes

£7/4pk

05 KOMPLEMENT boxes

£15/2pk

02 KOMPLEMENT insert 

with 7 compartments

£20
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01 NEW KOMPLEMENT pull-out mirror with  

hooks £40 25×3.6, H75cm. 504.040.51

02 NEW KOMPLEMENT boxes £15/2pk  

100% polyester. 25×27, H12cm. 404.057.77

03 NEW KOMPLEMENT pull-out storage  

bags £45/ea 2 storage bags included. 

Fibreboard, foil and plastic edging.  

50×58, H48cm. 404.060.55

PAX/
KOMPLEMENT

When it comes to choice, our beloved wardrobe 

system is a game changer. Why? Because you 

call the shots and design it completely to suit 

your needs and preferences. The style, colour, 

knobs, handles, hinged or sliding doors, it’s all 

entirely up to you.

04 NEW KOMPLEMENT insert with  

4 compartments £15 25×53, H5cm. 

504.040.32

05 NEW KOMPLEMENT insert with  

7 compartments £20 40×53, H5cm. 

504.040.27  Make your dream 

wardrobe happen.  

Find our PAX Wardrobe 

Planner at IKEA.co.uk

03

02

05

It doesn't get more 

convenient than a 

mirror that lives right  

in your wardrobe.

Find your outfit faster 

with discreet, integrated 

lighting.

04 KOMPLEMENT insert  

with 4 compartments

£15

01 KOMPLEMENT pull-out  

mirror with hooks

£40

Make the most of all 

your storage space with 

versatile boxes that can 

hold a bit of everything.

KOMPLEMENT interior 

organisers give you the 

freedom to place your 

drawers, clothing rails, 

shelves, and more, 

wherever you like.
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You’ve got your own clothes style, so tailor your 
clothes storage to match, inside and out, with PAX 
and KOMPLEMENT. You can choose a ready-made 
set-up or create your own. Our free planning tools 
at IKEA.co.uk and in-store specialists can help you. 

02

Ehlén Johansson, 
Designer

”KOMPLEMENT series aims to 

help you get an overview of your 

favourite clothes and accessories. 

That's why we wanted to design 

organisers with a unified, neutral 

style, to put the focus on your 

things.”

01 PAX wardrobe

£230

07

08 SKUBB storage case 

£7

10

09 LEDSJÖ LED  
wall lamps

£40/ea

11 MALM dressing table

£85

04

03 KOMPLEMENT pull-out  
trouser hanger

£15

01 PAX wardrobe £230 Free 10-year 
guarantee included. Minimum ceiling 
height 204cm. Foil finish. 175×58, 
H201.2cm. 691.285.67 
KOMPLEMENT interior organisers  
included in this combination:  
4 shelves (50×58cm), 1 shelf 
(75×58cm), 1 clothes rail (50cm),  
1 clothes rail (75cm) and 3 drawers 
(75×58cm). Lighting and SKUBB 
boxes sold separately.

 
 PAX wardrobe. 
 Frames: £130 
 Interior organisers: £100
 

 Total wardrobe price:  
£230

 
 Assembly of combination as 
 shown: £100 
  
 For other available services see p281
  
02 LINDSHULT LED cabinet lighting  

£25/ea Nickel-plated steel and 
glass. L34.5, H11cm. IKEA. Model 
L1304 LINDSHULT. This luminaire 
contains built-in LED lamps A++  
to A which cannot be changed in 
the luminaire. To be completed with 
ANSLUTA LED driver with cord, sold 
separately. 102.604.36

  
03 KOMPLEMENT pull-out trouser 

hanger £15 Powder-coated steel. 
Frame 50×58cm. 902.573.50

  
04 KOMPLEMENT divider for frames 

£25 Foil finish. Frame 75×58cm or 
100×58cm. 602.463.96

  
05 KOMPLEMENT glass shelf £15  

Foil finish and tempered glass.  
Frame 75×58cm. 802.576.47

  
06 KOMPLEMENT drawers with glass 

fronts £30/ea Foil finish and  
tempered glass. Frame 75×58cm. 
102.466.95

07 SKUBB storage case £5 Polyester 
and polypropylene plastic. 44×55, 
H19cm. 302.903.62

  
08 SKUBB storage case £7 Polyester 

and polypropylene plastic. 69×55, 
H19cm. 902.949.89

  
09 LEDSJÖ LED wall lamp £40/ea 

Stainless steel and glass. 6×60cm. 
IKEA. Model V1609 LEDSJÖ. This  
luminaire contains built-in LED  
lamps A++ to A which cannot be 
changed in the luminaire. 403.597.61

  
10 NISSEDAL mirror £17 Glass and 

foil finish. 65×65cm. 203.203.12
  
11 MALM dressing table £85 Painted 

finish and tempered glass. 120×41, 
H78cm. 102.036.10 

 Need some help? We can  
assemble 11 MALM dressing 
table for you for just £45   
For full details and info on  
our other services, see p281

Clothes and shoe storageClothes and shoe storage

05

06 KOMPLEMENT drawers 
with glass fronts

£30/ea
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01 ELVARLI storage solution £368 

Powder-coated aluminium and 

painted finish. 165.2×55, H216cm. 

591.575.55

  

02 BOSNÄS footstool with storage  
£19 Cover: 100% cotton. 36×36, 

H36cm. Ransta yellow. 502.666.91

  

03 TJENA storage box with lid £8 

Paper. 50×35, H30cm. 903.743.49

  

04 TJENA storage boxes with lids 
£2.50/ea Paper. 35×25, H20cm. 

603.954.28

  

05 MALM 3-drawer chest £40 Painted 

finish. 80×48, H78cm. 402.145.51

  

06 GRUA mirror £15 Glass and 

powder-coated steel. 45×55cm. 

102.920.22

  

07 NORDLI 9-drawer chest £290 

Painted and foil finish. 160×47, 

H99cm. 092.480.49

  

08 SALTRÖD mirror with shelf and 
hooks £45 Painted finish and glass. 

50×68cm. 802.970.02

  

09 RAGGISAR tray £8 100% polyester. 

40×30, H6cm. 103.480.19

  

10 SPRUTTIG hangers £1.25/10pk 

Reinforced polypropylene plastic. 

39cm. 203.170.79

02

03 04

 Need some help? We can  
assemble 07 NORDLI 9-drawer 
chest for you for just £65   
For full details and info on  
our other services, see p281

The open-ended 
question, answered

08 SALTRÖD mirror with  
shelf and hooks

£45

09 RAGGISAR tray

£8

07 NORDLI  
9-drawer chest

£290

10 SPRUTTIG hangers

£1.25
/10pk

06

05 MALM 3-drawer chest

£40

01 ELVARLI storage solution

£368

For flexible open storage, ELVARLI is right up there. 

It even has the option of adding drawers. With clean, 

modern lines and crisp white colour, it offers you multiple 

choice answers, for the bedroom or the living room. 
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01 ALGOT storage combination £136 

Powder-coated steel, foil finish. 

190×40, H196cm. 692.772.89

  

02 PLURING set of 3 clothes  

covers £2 100% PEVA. Sizes: 2pcs 

(60×105cm) and 1pc (60×130cm). 

102.872.52

  

03 SNAJDA laundry bag £4  

100% polyester. 60L. 503.299.43

  

04 TJENA storage boxes with lids 

£3.50/ea Paper. 30×30, H30cm. 

203.982.21

  

05 TJENA storage boxes with lids 

£2.50/ea Paper. 35×25, H20cm. 

403.982.15

  

06 VISTHUS 6-drawer chest £125 

Painted finish. 63×49, H126cm. 

003.471.62 

  

07 VUKU wardrobe £10 Cover:  

100% polyester. 74×51, H149cm. 

803.319.73

 Need some help? We can  

assemble 01 ALGOT storage 

combination for you for just £50   

For full details and info on  

our other services, see p281

01 ALGOT storage combination

£136

06 VISTHUS  

6-drawer chest

£125

05 TJENA  

storage boxes with lids

£2.50
/ea

07 VUKU wardrobe

£10

04

Basement, garage, bathroom. ALGOT is versatile, 

across-the-home storage. It’s adaptable and easy to 

update, so it’ll keep pace with you and yours.

ALGOT fits your 

home like a glove

02

03 SNAJDA  

laundry bag

£4
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01 HEMNES hat rack £40 Painted  

solid birch and powder-coated steel. 

85×34, H40cm. 602.437.98

  

02 VISCHAN wall clock £12 Plastic 

and glass. Ø30cm. 803.741.37

  

03 HEMNES shoe cabinet with  
2 compartments £89 Ensure  

furniture is secured to the wall with 

the included restraint kit. Painted  

finish. 89×30, H127cm. 201.695.59

  

04 HEMNES bench with shoe  
storage £50 Painted solid birch  

and powder-coated steel. 85×32, 

H65cm. 002.438.00

  

05 FJÄLLA storage boxes with lids 
£3/ea Paper and steel. 18×26, 

H15cm. 703.956.73

Clothes and shoe storage

04

02

03 HEMNES shoe cabinet  
with 2 compartments

£89

01 HEMNES hat rack

£40

05 FJÄLLA storage  
boxes with lids

£3/ea

 FJANTIG hooks £3/3pk Reinforced polypropylene plastic. D6, H12cm. 603.471.02

Just pop your things on a chair

FJANTIG  
hooks

£3/3pk

 Need some help? We can  
assemble 03 HEMNES shoe 
cabinet for you for just £25   
For full details and info on  
our other services, see p281

Turn shoe hell into shoe heaven. This cabinet holds 

at least 12 pairs, with a drawer for anything else you 

need in the hallway, for days that run like clockwork. 
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01 SALVIKEN bath towels £6.50/ea  

100% cotton. 70×140cm. White. 

503.132.25  Anthracite. 603.493.42

  

02 EKOLN soap dispenser £4.50 

Stoneware. H18cm. 300ml. 

602.915.10

  

03 EKOLN toothbrush holder £3 

Stoneware. H11cm. 102.930.45

  

04 LILLHOLMEN wall lamps  

£12/ea Can be fitted facing  

upwards or downwards. Stainless 

steel and glass. Shade Ø14cm. 

D16, H25cm. IKEA. Model V0319 

LILLHOLMEN. This luminaire is  

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 500.774.69

  

05 GODMORGON 2-door mirror 

cabinet £225 Foil finish and glass. 

80×14, H96cm. Kasjön light grey. 

203.922.38

  

06 VOXNAN tall washbasin  

mixer tap £90 Chrome-plated 

brass. H30cm. 003.430.60

  

07 GODMORGON/TOLKEN/

KATTEVIK 2-drawer washstand 

with countertop washbasin £285 

Bathroom mixer tap sold separately.  

Foil finish and crushed marble. 

82×49, H75cm. Kasjön light grey/

marble effect. 392.470.05

  

08 GODMORGON legs £10/ea  

Steel and plastic. H17–26cm.  

Kasjön stainless steel. 903.917.30

  

09 GODMORGON high cabinet £140 

Foil finish and tempered glass. 

40×32, H192cm. Kasjön light grey. 

903.922.73
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GODMORGON is guaranteed to give you storage 

with style that will see you through a good 10 years 

of splishes, sploshes and beautiful bathtimes.

01 SALVIKEN bath towels

£6.50
/ea

05 GODMORGON  

2-door mirror cabinet

£225

02 EKOLN soap 

dispenser

£4.50 03 EKOLN  

toothbrush holder

£3

04

08

06

07 GODMORGON/TOLKEN/

KATTEVIK 2-drawer washstand  

with countertop washbasin

£285

09

Indulge yourself, with a little bit of 
bathroom pampering. Accessories 
that look stylish and add a touch of 
luxury. Features that save energy 
or water, and storage that makes 
life easier all round. Treat your toes 
to a soft new bath mat, or let some 
lovely fluffy towels transport you 
from bath to bed on cloud nine.  

Discover a host of tempting ideas 
for you and your bathroom at the 
IKEA store or online at IKEA.co.uk

Bathroom



07 LILLHOLMEN ceiling/wall lamps 
£9/ea Stainless steel and glass. 

Ø14, H17cm. IKEA. Model T0332 

LILLHOLMEN. This luminaire is  

compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. 700.774.68

  

08 HEMNES 1-door mirror cabinets 
£95/ea Powder-coated finish and 

glass. 63×16, H98cm. 702.176.71

  

09 HEMNES shelving unit £95  

Painted solid birch. 42×37, H172cm. 

302.176.54

  

10 HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN 2-drawer  
washstands £220/ea Bathroom 

mixer tap sold separately. Powder-

coated finish and ceramic. 63×49, 

H89cm. 699.031.05
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These stripes aren’t just for style. We also designed 

them for greater absorbency and faster drying.

08 HEMNES 1-door  
mirror cabinets

£95/ea

04 SALTGRUND 
shower curtain

£15

03 VÅGSJÖN  
bath towels

£4/ea

09

07

05

02

01 VOXNAN mug

£4.50

01 VOXNAN mug £4.50 Glass. H11cm.  

380ml. 303.285.91

  

02 VOXNAN soap dispenser £6.50 

Stainless steel, plastic, glass. H16cm. 

350ml. 203.289.78

  

03 VÅGSJÖN bath towels £4/ea  

100% cotton. 70×140cm. White. 

803.509.85  Pale pink. 803.536.39  

Light yellow. 503.555.50   

Dark grey. 303.536.08

  

04 SALTGRUND shower curtain £15  

100% polyester. 180×180cm. 

501.819.94

  

05 KARMSUND standing mirror £40  

Powder-coated steel and glass. 

40×167cm. 402.949.82

  

06 VOXSJÖN bath mats £3.50 
£2.75/ea Pile: 100% polyester. 

Backing: rubber. 40×60cm.  

Dark grey. 303.490.13   

Pale pink. 503.509.82

Traditional style,  
modern comfort

 We’re with you every step of the 
way. You can ask us to help with 
everything from picking your 
products to assembling them. 
For more info, see p281

10 HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN 
2-drawer washstands

£220/ea

06 VOXSJÖN  
bath mats £3.50

£2.75
/ea
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01 ÖSTANÅ wall lamps £15/ea  
Can be fitted facing upwards or 
downwards. Steel, plastic and  
glass. D15, H18cm. IKEA. Model 
V1203 ÖSTANÅ. This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of energy 
classes A++ to D. 502.285.76

  
02 LILLÅNGEN mirror £30  

Glass, aluminium and foil finish. 
60×11, H78cm. 502.049.43

  
03 ENSEN washbasin mixer tap with 

strainer £40 Chrome-plated brass. 
H12cm. 602.813.75

  
04 SVARTSJÖN soap dispenser 

£4.50 Plastic and stainless steel. 
H15cm. 350ml. 202.643.92

  
05 SVARTSJÖN mug £2 PET plastic. 

H12cm. 270ml. 902.649.68
  
06 LILLÅNGEN/VISKAN/GUTVIKEN 

1-door washbasin cabinet with  
2 end units £145 Bathroom mixer 
tap is sold separately. Foil finish, 
steel, laminate and ceramic.  
62×40, H87cm. 691.881.27

 
07 STUGVIK towel racks with  

suction cups £7.50/ea 
Plastic, aluminium, zinc and  
synthetic rubber. 52–82cm. 
302.970.14

  
08 STUGVIK basket with suction 

cups £5 Plastic, zinc and synthetic  
rubber. 28×17, H19cm. 502.493.81

  
09 STUGVIK hooks with suction  

cups £3/2pk Plastic, zinc and  
synthetic rubber. 802.404.40

  
10 FRÄJEN bath towels £5/ea  

100% cotton. 70×140cm. 
003.131.95 
 

11 BOLMEN step stool £5 
Polypropylene plastic and rubber. 
44×35, H25cm. 602.651.63

  
12 VESKEN shelving unit £10  

Recycled PP plastic. 36×23,  
H100cm. 403.078.66

LILLÅNGEN comes in different widths and 
depths for storage that fits your space. 
Open shelves put essentials in clear view to 
speed up the process of starting your day.  

 If you’d rather spend your own  
time on the personal pampering, 
we’re here to help. For more info 
on delivery and more, see p281

06 LILLÅNGEN/VISKAN/GUTVIKEN  
1-door washbasin  
cabinet with 2 end units

£145

03

04

05

01

02 LILLÅNGEN mirror

£30
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Ditch the drill, with these extendable racks, baskets with drainage holes, 
and hooks, that all use simple suction cups.

08 STUGVIK basket  
with suction cups

£5

12 VESKEN  
shelving unit

£1009

10 FRÄJEN  
bath towels

£5/ea

07 STUGVIK towel racks  
with suction cups

£7.50
/ea

11 BOLMEN  
step stool

£5
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06 FLODALEN bath towels

£10/ea

07

01 VOXNAN overhead/ 
handshower kit  
with diverter

£95

04 DRAGAN set of 3 boxes

£13

05

02

03 VALLAMOSSE 
single-spray  
hand shower

£4.50

Clean you, clear conscience. This overhead/hand shower saves up to 30% 

water and energy, with its full spray and pressure-compensating washer.
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01 VOXNAN overhead/handshower 
kit with diverter £95 Shower shelf 

sold separately. Brass, zinc, steel, 

plastic and rubber. 20×56, H85cm. 

503.425.91

  

02 VOXNAN shower shelf £9.50 

Steel, zinc and plastic. 25×13, H6cm. 

703.285.89 

  

03 VALLAMOSSE single-spray  
hand shower £4.50 Shower  

hose sold separately. Chrome- 

plated plastic and rubber. Ø8cm. 

203.496.50

  

04 DRAGAN set of 3 boxes £13 Clear-

lacquered bamboo. 23×17, H14cm. 

502.818.56

  

05 DRAGAN soap dispenser £7 

Clear-lacquered bamboo and plastic. 

H16cm. 350ml. 902.714.93

  

06 NEW FLODALEN bath towels 
£10/ea 100% cotton. 70×140cm. 

White. 403.808.71  Grey. 103.813.15

  

07 RÅGRUND towel rack chair £35 

Clear-lacquered bamboo. 39×44, 

H140cm. 902.530.74

  

08 LEJAREN bath towels £1.50/ea  

100% cotton. 55×120cm. 

903.583.92

  

09 STORJORM 2-door mirror cabinet  
with built-in lighting £225 

Powder-coated finish, aluminium, 

plastic and glass. 80×14, H96cm. 

IKEA. Model L1218 STORJORM.  

This luminaire contains built-in LED 

lamps of energy classes A++ to A 

which cannot be changed in the  

luminaire. 202.481.23

  

10 HAMNSKÄR washbasin mixer tap 
with strainer £80 Chrome-plated 

brass. H19cm. 203.430.78 

Leave a smaller 
bathroom footprint

These 100% cotton towels are naturally produced  

and coloured, which helps to create a reduced  

environmental footprint from your bathroom.

09 STORJORM  
2-door mirror  
cabinet with  
built-in lighting

£225

10 HAMNSKÄR washbasin 
mixer tap with strainer

£80

08 LEJAREN 
bath towels

£1.50/ea
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01 VILTO shelving unit £40  

Clear-lacquered birch and polyester. 

47×20, H90cm. 703.444.57

  

02 VADSJÖN shower curtain £6 

100% polyester. 180×180cm. 

203.490.61

  

03 TOFTAN waste bin £10 Steel and 

plastic. 19×23, H27cm. Holds 4L. 

303.447.70

  

04 VILTO step stool £19 Clear-

lacquered birch. 40×32, H25cm. 

603.444.53

  

05 TOFTAN toothbrush holder £3.50 

Painted steel and plastic. H11cm. 

430ml. 103.447.71

  

06 TOFTAN soap dispenser £4.50 

Steel and plastic. H17cm. 400ml. 

203.447.75

  

07 FÄLAREN bath mats £5/ea  

100% cotton. 50×80cm.  

White. 403.359.06  Medium grey. 

403.395.51

 Not every bathroom 
is turquoise. Find 
the ideal designs 
to suit your own 
bathroom at your 
IKEA store or online 
at IKEA.co.uk

06

VILTO fits in neatly where space is at a 

premium. Fine-grained, hard-wearing birch 

storage, it grows more distinctive with age.

04 VILTO  
step stool

£19

05 TOFTAN 
toothbrush holder

£3.50

07 FÄLAREN bath mats

£5/ea

Keeping the floor dry 
is a walk in the park

 VOXSJÖN bath mats £3.50 £2.75/ea  

Pile: 100% polyester. Backing: rubber. 40×60cm.  

Dark blue. 603.509.05  Pale pink. 503.509.82   

Turquoise. 003.509.08  Dark grey. 303.490.13

03 TOFTAN  
waste bin

£10

02

01 VILTO shelving unit

£40

VOXSJÖN
bath mats £3.50

£2.75
/ea



26501 TERJE folding chairs £13/ea  

Stained clear-lacquered solid beech.  

44×51, H77cm. 802.224.41 

02 MELLTORP table £35 Melamine foil finish  

and steel. 75×75, H74cm. 390.117.81

03 BEKVÄM stepladder with 3 steps £35 

Stained clear-lacquered solid beech.  

H63cm. 902.198.29

Home 7

What’s the  
big idea?
Small space living has its challenges. Like 

what to do with a bulky winter coat, seven 

pairs of (favourite) trainers, and any other 

must-haves that make it a functional but 

cosy space you can call home? In this case, 

one measuring just 16 square metres.

Floor-to-ceiling storage and versatile design  

mean everything fits in nicely. So however 

small your space, we’ve got bright ideas to 

make it seem a whole lot bigger for you.

02 MELLTORP table

£35

03 BEKVÄM stepladder  
with 3 steps

£35

01

Transparent boxes make things easy to 

organise, and even easier to find.
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01 PAPPIS boxes with lids 90p/ea  

Corrugated board. 25×34, H26cm. 

001.004.67 

02 ALGOT storage combination £191  

230×61, H254cm. 292.767.53 

03 SAMLA boxes with lids £5/ea 

Polypropylene plastic. 57×39, H28cm.  

45L. 098.508.74

04 TJENA magazine files £4/2pk  

Paper. 10×25, H30cm. 103.954.16

05 NEW PLATSA wardrobe £298 Knobs and  

handles sold separately. Foil finish. 140×57, 

H261cm. White/Fonnes white. 292.038.89 

06 STUK box with compartments £2  

100% polyester. 20×34, H10cm. 203.640.04

Maximise space by optimising storage. With a whole wall 

dedicated to your things, you’re sorted. (Just add a stepladder.)

03 SAMLA boxes  

with lids

£5/ea
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05 PLATSA wardrobe

£298

Home 7

Taming of the screw 

We’ve developed PLATSA. It’s a 

neat storage system that snaps 

together with our tool-free wedge 

dowel construction, making it  

easy to assemble, and just as 

simple to take apart when you 

want to make a change. 

It’s a modular design that you can 

fit in just about anywhere, solving 

the problems of small space living 

by making use of every inch of 

space.  

Make it low in the hallway, and 

high in the living room for now.  

Or with doors in the bedroom,  

and reuse for the hallway in your 

next place. Fit it into the space 

you have available, awkward 

areas included, such as under 

sloping ceilings or below stairs. 

PLATSA can be added to and 

easily reconfigured over time, as 

needs change or you move home.  

And thanks to a clever production 

process, as well as being one of  

our most flexible systems, it’s also 

one of the most affordable.

01 PAPPIS boxes 

with lids

90p/ea

 Like the ideas you see? We’ve 

got plenty more to choose from. 

See them all at your IKEA store  

or online at IKEA.co.uk

04

02 ALGOT storage  

combination

£191

06 STUK box with  

compartments 

£2
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The age of  
enlightenment

A monochrome white background, 
pale wood, open shelving and some 
transparent storage. It’s not rocket 
science, it’s a simple formula for a 
calming, uncluttered, easier home. 
Discover the new tidy you, at IKEA.

10

05 TOGA place mats

£1.50
/ea

01

03

07

02

08 KUGGIS boxes with lids

£3/ea

06 STELNA mugs

40p/ea 01 IKEA 365+ dry food jars with lids 
£2.50/ea Plastic. 17×8, H18cm. 1.3L. 

800.667.23

  

02  VÅGSJÖN hand towels £2/ea  

100% cotton. 50×100cm. 703.509.95 

 

03 SAMLA boxes with lids £1.50/ea 

Polypropylene plastic. 28×20, H14cm. 

5L. 498.716.76

  

04 LAMPAN table lamp £5 Plastic. 

H29cm. IKEA. Model B0201 LAMPAN. 

This luminaire is compatible with bulbs 

of energy classes A++ to D. 503.946.41

  

05 TOGA place mats £1.50/ea  

Bamboo. 45×35cm. 503.438.59

  

06 STELNA mugs 40p/ea  

Tempered glass. 230ml. 702.589.11

  

07 ANTAGEN dish washing brush 40p 

Plastic. L25cm. 202.339.61

  

08 KUGGIS boxes with lids £3/ea 

Recycled PET plastic. 18×26, H8cm. 

202.802.07

  

09 NJUTA slippers £2.50 Available in 

small or medium. 100% polyester and 

polyurethane foam. 902.945.88

  

10 IKEA 365+ square food containers  
with lids £2.40/ea Polypropylene  

plastic. 15×15, H12cm. 1.4L. 

892.691.08

  

11 HÄREN washcloths £1.20/4pk  

100% cotton. 30×30cm. 201.635.95

 Like what you see? 
Discover even more 
at the IKEA store or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

04 LAMPAN table lamp

£5

09

11 HÄREN washcloths

£1.20
/4pk
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05 IKEA PS 2017 table lamp £25  

H32cm. IKEA. Model B1518F IKEA PS 2017.  

This luminaire is compatible with bulbs  

of energy classes A++ to D. 303.496.16

06 GURLI cushion cover £1.75 100% cotton. 

50×50cm. 602.811.44  To be completed  

with INNER cushion £2 Fabric: 100%  

polypropylene. Filling: 100% polyester 

50×50cm. 902.621.96

270

Upsize without moving. Go for a loft bed, 

place a sofa underneath, and hey presto... 

you've got a living room and a bedroom.

01 SVÄRTA loft bed frame £130 Mattress and 

bedlinen sold separately. Powder-coated steel. 

97×208, H186cm. Mattress size 90×200cm. 

202.479.82

02 EKEBOL 3-seat sofa £350 Cover: 80%  

cotton and 20% linen. 180×92, H88cm. 

Katorp natural. 003.484.92

03 MOSSLANDA picture ledge £9 Foil finish. 

115×12cm. 902.921.03

04 VIGGJA tray stand £25 Powder-coated  

steel and plastic. 37×50, H74cm. 703.514.81

 You’ve got a lot going on.  
Why not let us pick and deliver  
your products, so you can  
relax? For more info, see p281

06 GURLI  
cushion cover

£1.75

04 VIGGJA tray stand

£25

05 IKEA PS 2017  
table lamp

£25

Home 7Home 7

02 EKEBOL 
3-seat sofa

£350

03

01 SVÄRTA loft bed frame

£130



08 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen £143  

LAGAN mixer tap and LILLVIKEN water trap/

strainer included (packed and displayed  

separately). Stainless steel and powder- 

coated steel. 112×56, H139cm. 791.396.88

09 TILLREDA fridge A+ £70 Energy efficiency  

class A+. Energy consumption: 105kwh/year. 

Net volume fridge: 45L. Climate class: N/ST. 

Noise level: 42dB (A). 47.2×45, H49.2cm. 

903.316.75

01 TILLREDA portable induction hob £35 

1×2000W induction zone. 30×38.5, H5.4cm. 

403.316.30 

02 ANNONS pot with lid £4.50 Stainless steel, 

plastic and glass. 2.8L. 802.984.74

03 LENNART drawer units £10/ea  

Powder-coated steel and plastic.  

30×34, H56cm. 303.261.77

04 SKORPOR KARDEMUMMA cardamom  
crisp rolls £1 200g. 801.509.10 

05 TERJE folding chairs £13/ea  

Stained clear-lacquered solid beech.  

44×51, H77cm. 802.224.41

06 MARIUS stools £4/ea Powder-coated  

steel and plastic. Ø32, H45cm. 901.840.47

07 SKÅDIS pegboard combination £37 

Painted fibreboard. 76×56cm. 292.170.61 
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For an easy-to-move, functional kitchen, 

create a kitchenette with all you need, 

including a portable hob.

09 TILLREDA  
fridge A+

£70

08 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen

£143
07

06 MARIUS  
stools

£4/ea

Floor space, more space. Multipurpose 

furniture that stacks, folds, hangs up or 

extends, gives you freedom of choice.

03 LENNART 
drawer units

£10/ea

05 TERJE folding chairs

£13/ea
04

01 TILLREDA portable  
induction hob

£35

02
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01 TJALLA wall clock £8 Plastic and glass. 

Ø28cm. 803.578.78 

02 NEW LIERSKOGEN valet stand with  
mirror £85 Powder-coated steel and  

fibreboard. 54×54, H185cm. 503.308.66 

03 BJÄRNUM folding hooks £9.50/3pk  

Nickel-plated aluminium. 3×8, H8cm. 

601.525.90

 We've got plenty more 
to choose from. See it 
all at your IKEA store or 
online at IKEA.co.uk

A home for everything from coats to keys, with a mirror to 

see where you stand on the scale of gorgeousness today.

01 TJALLA  
wall clock

£8

02 LIERSKOGEN valet  
stand with mirror

£85

NISSEDAL mirror £25 Glass and foil finish. 40×150cm. 303.203.16

Here’s looking at you, kid

03 BJÄRNUM  
folding hooks

£9.50
/3pk

NISSEDAL
mirror

£25
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You’ll receive special offers and be the first 

to get a look at our newest products and 

collections.

Make the most of 
your life at home 
with IKEA

®

 FAMILY

There are plenty of reasons to become an 

IKEA FAMILY member. Special member 

prices on select items, along with sneak 

peeks of our new products and collections.

We even hold in-store home furnishing 

workshops and events, where you can pick 

up new skills and ideas to create the home 

of your dreams. On weekdays free tea 

or coffee makes it all the better, so don’t 

forget to grab yours.

Joining is free, so be sure to sign  

up for IKEA FAMILY online at  

IKEA.co.uk/IKEAFAMILY or at your  

IKEA store. We’ll keep you in the loop  

for invitations and updates, like our  

digital IKEA FAMILY magazine and  

seasonal home decorating tips.

Swipe your card at the checkout, and you’ll 

also benefit from free insurance on your 

products during transport and assembly. 

What’s not to like?

As an IKEA FAMILY member, you’ll be able 

to join our free home furnishing workshops 

and events in store.

Pick up a free tea or coffee in our 

restaurant. From Monday to Friday,  

it’s on the house when you’re an  

IKEA FAMILY member.

 For all the latest news, special 

offers and invites to free 

workshops, join IKEA FAMILY  

at your store, or online at  

IKEA.co.uk/IKEAFAMILY 
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01 GALANT storage combination 
£250 160×45, H120cm. 892.858.01 

 

02 HÄLLAN storage combination  
with doors £200 4 high doors  

included. 90×47, H167cm. 

192.494.06

  

03 HÄLLAN storage combination 
with doors £260 6 low doors  

included. 90×47, H167cm. 

892.493.99

  

04 BEKANT conference table £165 

140×140, H73cm. 990.062.82

  

05 LÅNGFJÄLL swivel chair £90 Seat 

53×41, H43–53cm. Gunnared dark 

grey/white. 092.522.77

  

06 BEKANT sit/stand desks  
£485/ea 100% polyester and  

powder-coated steel. 160×80,  

H65–125cm. 990.611.98

  

07 GALANT file cabinet £165  
Particle board and plastic. 51×45, 

H120cm. 803.651.85

  

08 NEW HATTEFJÄLL swivel  
chair £175 74.5% polyester,  

20% modacrylic, 5.5% cotton.  

Seat 50×40, H41–52cm.  

Gunnared beige. 803.202.29

  

09 NEW ALEFJÄLL swivel chair £220 
Dyed grain leather. Seat 51×42, 

H45–56cm. Glose black. 303.674.60

Put IKEA on your 
business agenda

When it comes to the workplace,  

one size doesn’t fit all. Whether you’re  

in retail, hospitality, or are running an  

office, we’ve got what you need to  

create a better working environment.  

IKEA BUSINESS is here to provide  

every level of service to make your  

workplace more functional, comfortable,  

and inspiring. Our team of experts can 

help you create space for relaxing breaks 

and mealtimes, work areas designed for  

maximum efficiency and ergonomic ease, 

and storage that keeps your business 

highly organised. So whether you’re in 

need of start-to-finish help or a refreshing  

office makeover, we’ll assist with  

everything from furnishing advice to  

product assembly.

01 GALANT storage  
combination

£250

05 LÅNGFJÄLL  
swivel chair

£90

02 HÄLLAN storage 
combination  
with doors

£200 

04

03

06 BEKANT sit/stand desks

£485/ea

08

07

This solution contains a mix of articles 

developed for domestic and non-domestic 

use. Please verify that your purchases are 

compliant and suitable for their intended 

use in your work. Contact IKEA BUSINESS 

for more information about the range.

 Learn more about 
IKEA BUSINESS at 
IKEA.co.uk

09
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 For more information about our 

services, visit your IKEA store or 

go online at IKEA.co.uk

 For more information about our 

services, visit your IKEA store or 

go online at IKEA.co.uk

SERVICESSO MANY WAYS TO SHOP

BUY IT ONLINE

Shopping on IKEA.co.uk couldn't be easier.  

You'll find an incredible variety of products,  

not to mention some of the best home  

furnishing tips and inspiration around.  

Shop on the go or without ever having to  

leave your sofa. Either way, we'll have your  

order delivered to your home within just a  

few days. The choice is yours.

BUY IT IN THE STORE

Try out a chair or bed, or test our kitchen drawers.  

Any products you want to know more about,  

the store is the best place up close and personal. 

With our very knowledgeable staff to help answer 

questions, you’ll be fully equipped to take all your 

buying decisions. Since most of our items are  

flat-packed, you’ll be able to take them home  

with you the same day, or we can arrange a 

delivery for you.

FIND YOUR INSPIRATION

Whether you’re planning on redoing your  

entire kitchen or just searching for those small  

decorative details, you’ll find plenty of ideas  

online, in store and on our apps. It’s all there 

waiting for you.

IKEA Place app

Need some help picturing that sofa in your  

living room, before you commit to purchasing it? 

This augmented reality app is for you. Just select 

the piece of furniture, hold your screen up to  

the part of the room where you might place it,  

and hey presto it’s right there in front of you.

IKEA Store app

Streamline your shopping experience by  

downloading the IKEA Store app. You'll be able  

to search products, discover special offers and 

make a shopping list for an easy trip to IKEA.

PICKING WITH DELIVERY

With our picking with delivery service, all you 

have to do is place an order of what you want  

to purchase. We’ll handle the rest. Prices £35  

or £45 dependent on your postcode. Ask in store 

for details. 

REMOVAL & RECYLCING

We can take your existing bed, sofa or appliance 

away when we deliver your new purchase. It will 

then be reused or disassembled and recycled in 

an environmentally friendly way. This service is 

available in store only from just £20 for a bed, 

mattress or sofa, or just £7 per appliance. 

DELIVERY

We’ll deliver to the room of your choice, on a day 

that suits you best. Prices £25 or £35 dependent 

on your postcode.

ASSEMBLY

Sometimes it’s nice to have a helping hand.  

Our Assembly Service partners can do this  

for you and the service comes with a free  

1-year workmanship guarantee. Our services 

partners secure all tipping furniture to the wall, 

helping keep your home safe. See in store for 

details or visit IKEA.co.uk/assembly

RENT-A-VAN

We’ve teamed up with Hertz 24/7 to offer  

you a convenient hourly van rental service for  

you to drive your purchase home. Prices start 

from £13/hour or £50/day plus the cost of  

fuel. For IKEA FAMILY members, prices start  

from £10/hour (minimum booking 2 hours)  

or £30/day from Monday-Thursday plus the  

cost of fuel.* 

 

Just ask in store for details, or go to  

Hertz247.com/IKEA-UK 

 

(*Service not available from IKEA Belfast.)

MEASURING

Want to be sure that the plans for your kitchen  

or office are as accurate as possible? We’ll check  

for you: from placement of windows and doors,  

to power sockets and radiators for just £20.   

For more information, just ask a co-worker in store. 

We want to make this as easy as possible for you. From delivery to removal, we're here to help. 

INSTALLATION

Our comprehensive installation service saves  

you time, especially on trickier jobs. Thanks to 

the free 5-year workmanship guarantee, you can 

be confident that everything will meet the highest 

standards. To get a pricing breakdown and quote, 

just ask a kitchens co-worker in store. 

KITCHEN PLANNING

Our team of kitchen co-workers can help plan  

your new kitchen using our online planning tools 

for free in store. Just go to IKEA.co.uk to see  

a list of available appointments. 

Can’t make it into your store? Just arrange a 

Skype, email or telephone planning session with 

one of our kitchen specialists for £20. And if you  

need a little more time, we can arrange an at 

home 2-hour session with one of our specialists 

for just £40. 
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365

IT’S OK TO CHANGE YOUR MIND

So you bought it and … it's not quite what you  

had in mind? That's alright. You have 365 days  

to return your purchase for a full refund, as long 

as the product is in resaleable condition. 

IN STORE

You can always find knowledgeable staff in our 
stores, ready with help whenever you need it.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTRE 

Opening hours

Monday-Friday 7am-10pm

Saturday 7am-9pm

Sunday 7am-8pm

Call us on 020 3645 0000**

For additional help, visit IKEA.co.uk/contact 

where you can find answers to some of the most 
frequently asked questions, or you can get in 
touch with us via chat or social media.

*For full terms and conditions, please see  

IKEA.co.uk or ask in store. This policy is in  
addition to your statutory rights.

**Standard national tariff applies (often free if 

national rate numbers are part of your phone 

provider package).

THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO PAY

We want you to have the home of your dreams. 

That's why we've got a few flexible financing 
options for you to explore. With a range of credit 
options and affordable interest rates, you can pay 

all at once or bit by bit. We accept credit, debit, 

IKEA BUSINESS and IKEA Gift cards.

FINANCING RETURNS POLICY CONTACT US

FINANCE

 

Dream big 

Sometimes your big dreams might need a  

little extra credit. If you need some help  
spreading the cost, we have a range of finance 
options available, including interest-free credit. 

Just ask a co-worker when you’re in store,  
or visit our website to see representative  

examples. 
 

IKEA Limited acts as a credit broker, not a lender, 
and only offers credit products from Ikano Bank 
AB (publ). Availability is subject to status to UK 
residents aged 18 or over. Terms and conditions 

apply. A £10 down payment is required. Further 

details available from IKEA Customer Support, 

Kingston Park, Fletton, Peterborough, PE2 9ET.

 For more information about  

our services ask a co-worker  

in your IKEA store, or visit  

IKEA.co.uk/services

RETURNS POLICY

You’re free to change your mind

You can return any product in new and unused 

condition, even if you have assembled it,  

within 365 days*. You can return your online 

purchases in store, and we’ll also refund your 
delivery charge if you cancel your order within  

14 days of receiving it.

3
Year

Guarantee

FREE

GENERAL CONDITIONS

What is guaranteed?

The extent of the guarantee given for each 
product is described alongside each product.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?

IKEA will examine the product and decide if it is 
covered under this guarantee. IKEA will then,  

at its choice, either repair the defective product or 

replace it with the same or a comparable product. 

In these cases, IKEA will be responsible for the 

cost of repairs, spare parts, labour and travel 

for repair staff that IKEA incurs, provided that 

the product is accessible for repair without IKEA 

incurring additional expenditure to gain access. 
This will not apply in cases where repair work has 
not been authorised by IKEA. Any defective parts 

removed in the course of repair work will become 
the property of IKEA. If the item is no longer sold 

by IKEA, IKEA will provide an appropriate  

replacement. IKEA will decide at its discretion, 

what will constitute a replacement.

Conditions for the guarantees

The guarantees are valid from the date of  

purchase at IKEA or date of delivery if later.  

The original purchase receipt is required as  

proof of purchase.

Exclusions

The guarantees do not apply to products that 

have been stored or assembled incorrectly,  

used inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, 

or cleaned with incorrect cleaning methods or  

incorrect cleaning products. The guarantees do  

not cover normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, 

or damage caused by impacts or accidents.  

The guarantees do not apply if products have 

been placed outdoors or in a humid environment 

or if the products have been used for non- 

domestic purposes (unless otherwise stated).  
The guarantees do not cover consequential  

or incidental damages.

Care instructions

To be able to rely on this guarantee, you need 

to follow the specific care instructions for every 
product. You can find all care instructions at the 
IKEA stores and the IKEA website at IKEA.co.uk 

General legal rights

Our guarantees give you specific legal rights.  
It does not in any way affect the rights given  

to you by law. Items excluded from the IKEA 

free extended guarantees will still be covered  
by the rights given to you by law. You can  

obtain information about your legal rights  

from your local Trading Standards offices or  
Citizens Advice Bureaux.

How to reach us if you need service:

Contact your local IKEA store. You can find the 
address and phone number in the IKEA catalogue 

or at IKEA.co.uk  Save your sales receipt as proof 
of purchase. Proof of purchase is required for the 

guarantees to be valid. To find out more, pick up 
the guarantee booklets at the IKEA store.

PRODUCT GUARANTEE

METOD kitchen system

25-Year Guarantee

What products are covered under this  

guarantee? 

This guarantee applies to domestic kitchen use 
only. This guarantee covers all of the following 

parts of the METOD kitchen system: • Cabinet 
frames • Fronts • Wall rail • UTRUSTA hinges  
• MAXIMERA fully-extending drawers • UTRUSTA 
shelves of tempered glass and melamine • Plinths  
• Legs • Door dampers • Push opener for doors 
• Cover panels • Deco strips/mouldings • Sinks 
except FYNDIG.
Products not covered under this guarantee? 

• Knobs, handles • ERSÄTTARE sliding-hinge for 
semi-integrated dishwasher • BEHJÄLPLIG sliding 
hinge fully-integrated dishwasher • FÖRVARA  
drawers • UTRUSTA wire baskets TUTEMO, 
HÖRDA, TORNVIKEN and VADHOLMA have a  
10-Year guarantee. KNOXHULT and SUNNERSTA 
kitchens have a 2-Year guarantee.

Appliances

5-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 

The guarantee covers faults of the appliance, 

which have been caused by faulty construction  

or material faults from the date of purchase  

from IKEA. This guarantee applies to domestic 

 

 

use only. The exceptions are specified under  
the headline “What is not covered under this 

guarantee?” Within the guarantee period,  

the cost to remedy the fault, e.g. repairs,  

parts, labour and travel, will be covered,  

provided that the appliance is accessible for  

repair without special expenditure. On these 
conditions the EU guidelines (Nr. 99/44/EG) and 
the respective local regulations are applicable. 

Replaced parts become the property of IKEA.
How long is the guarantee valid? 

This guarantee is valid for 5-years from  

the original date of purchase of the IKEA  

appliance from IKEA. TILLREDA and LAGAN  
appliances have a 2-year guarantee valid from the 

original date of purchase. If service  

work is carried out during the guarantee period, 
this will not extend the guarantee period for the 
appliance, or the new parts.

Which appliances are covered under this 

guarantee?

The 5-year guarantee is valid for all IKEA  

appliances, except for TILLREDA and LAGAN  
appliances, which have a 2-Year guarantee.

Who will execute the service?

The IKEA service provider will provide the service 

through its own service operations or authorised 

service partner network.
What is not covered under this guarantee?

Normal wear and tear • Deliberate or negligent 
damage, damage caused by failure to observe 

operating instructions, incorrect installation or 

by connection to the wrong voltage, damage 

caused by chemical or electro-chemical reaction, 

rust, corrosion or water damage including but 

not limited to damage caused by excessive lime 
in the water supply, damage caused by abnormal 

environmental conditions • Consumable parts 
including batteries and lamps • Non-functional 
and decorative parts which do not affect normal 

use of the appliance, including any scratches and 

possible colour differences • Accidental damage 
caused by foreign objects or substances and 
cleaning or unblocking of filters, drainage systems 
or soap drawers • Damage to the following parts: 
ceramic, glass, accessories, crockery and cutlery 
baskets, feed and drainage pipes, seals, lamps 
and lamp covers, screens, knobs, casings and 
parts of casings, unless such damage can be 

proved to be due to production faults...  

To continue reading, please turn page >>

GUARANTEES

The IKEA catalogue is printed on 

FSC® certified paper to ensure more 
responsible origins of the wood.
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Continued >> • Cases where no fault could be 

found during a technician’s visit • Repairs not  

carried out by our appointed service providers 

and/or an authorised service contractual partner,  

or where non-original parts have been used  

• Repairs caused by installation which is faulty  

or not according to specification • The use of  
the appliance in a non-domestic environment,  

i.e. professional use • Transportation damages.  
If a customer transports the product to their 

home or other address, IKEA is not liable for 

any damage that may occur during transport. 

However, in case of IKEA delivery of the product 

to the customer’s delivery address, then eventual 

damage to the product that occurs during this 

delivery will be covered by IKEA (but not under 

this guarantee). For claims under this last  

particular condition, the customer should  

contact IKEA Customer Services at IKEA.co.uk  

• Cost for carrying out the initial installation  

of the IKEA appliance. These restrictions do  
not apply to fault-free work carried out by a  

qualified specialist using our original parts in  
order to adapt the appliance to the technical 

safety specifications of another EU country.

Kitchen mixer taps
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
The 10-Year guarantee is valid for all kitchen 
mixer taps at IKEA. This guarantee covers defects 
in materials and workmanship. This guarantee 
applies to domestic use only. 

What is not covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee does not apply if the products 
have been used in a corrosive environment.

Sofas
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee applies to domestic use  
only and includes defects in materials and  

workmanship in frames, seat and back  

cushions. For a full list of products covered  

by this guarantee, see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees 

Products not covered under this guarantee? 
• TULLSTA • MUREN armchair • TIDAFORS 
sofa bed • POÄNG cushions • POÄNG children’s 
armchair 

PAX/KOMPLEMENT
10-Year Guarantee 

 

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee applies to domestic use only for 
clothes and shoe storage and covers defects in 

materials and workmanship in the components 

of the PAX/KOMPLEMENT wardrobes and interior 
organisers. For a full list of products covered by 

this guarantee, see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

Products not covered under this guarantee? 
For a full list of products not covered by this  

guarantee, see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

GODMORGON
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee applies to domestic use only and 
covers defects in materials and workmanship.  

For a full list of products covered by this  

guarantee, see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees 

Products not covered under this guarantee?
The guarantee does not apply to TOLKEN counter 
tops.

Bathroom shower mixers
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee is valid for all bathroom  
thermostatic shower mixers at IKEA.  

The guarantee covers defects in materials  
and workmanship in all bathroom shower  

mixers. Our products are tested well beyond  
all relevant international standards and we  

use only top brand components to secure our  

10-Year guarantee promise.

Bathroom shower accessories
3-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee is valid for: • BROGRUND  
and VOXNAN shower head, hand showers, 
shower hoses, riser rails and shower shelves  

• VALLAMOSSE hand shower, shower hose  
and riser rail • KOLSJÖN hand shower parking 
bracket and shower hose. The guarantee is  
valid from the date of purchase and the original 

purchase receipt is required as proof of purchase.

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover normal wear 
and tear, cuts or scratches, or damage caused  

by impacts, accidents or waterborne debris.  

Follow our assembly instructions and care  

instructions carefully. This guarantee does  
not apply to products that have been stored,  

assembled or installed incorrectly, used  

inappropriately, abused, misused, altered,  

or cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or  

wrong cleaning products. This guarantee does not 
apply if the products have been used outdoors or 

in a corrosive environment. It also does not cover  

accidental damage.  

Bathroom washbasins and mixer taps
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee is valid for all bathroom  
washbasins (including water traps) and mixer 

taps at IKEA. The guarantee applies to domestic 

use only and covers defects in materials and 

workmanship in all bathroom washbasins and 

mixer taps. 

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not apply to products that  
have been stored, assembled or installed  

incorrectly, or cleaned with wrong cleaning  

methods, wrong cleaning products, or damage 

caused by impacts, accidents or waterborne  

debris. It also does not apply to the filter/aerator 
of the mixer tap which should be cleaned regularly  

and replaced when worn out.

Mattresses
25-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers defects in materials  
and workmanship in the components of  

mattresses and/or bed bases. For a full list  

of products covered by this guarantee,  

see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

Products not covered under this guarantee?
For a full list of products not covered by this  

guarantee, see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

BEKANT, IDÅSEN and GALANT desk series 
and storage systems
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
The guarantee covers defects in materials,  
workmanship and function on all main parts  

in the BEKANT and IDÅSEN desk series and  
GALANT storage system. 

Products not covered under this guarantee? 
The following product in the BEKANT desk  
series is not covered under the guarantee:  
• BEKANT screens

MARKUS, LÅNGFJÄLL, TROLLBERGET,  
ALLEFJÄLL, HATTEFJÄLL, FJÄLLBERGET  
and JÄRVFJÄLLET
10-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers defects in materials and 
workmanship on the following components:  
• the structural frame • moving parts

SENSUELL pots and pans
25-Year Guarantee 

Valid for all pots and pans in SENSUELL series.

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers function, materials  
and workmanship in the above listed series.  

The guarantee covers: • stability of the base  
• washing in a domestic dishwasher 

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover changes in the  
appearance of the cookware unless they have  

a significant effect on function.

SENIOR pots and pans
25-Year Guarantee 

Valid for all pots and pans in SENIOR series. 

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee applies to domestic use only and 
covers defects in materials and workmanship in 

all SENIOR cookware products. The guarantee 
covers the base of the cookware. We guarantee 

that the base will retain its shape and therefore  

its heat-conducting qualities. The guarantee is 
valid if you wash your cookware by hand. 

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover changes in the  
appearance of the cookware unless they have 

a significant effect on function.

IKEA 365+ pots and pans
15-Year Guarantee 

Valid for all pots & pans without non-stick coating. 

5-Year Guarantee 

Valid for all pots & pans with non-stick coating.

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers function, materials and 
workmanship in all cookware in the above listed 

series. The guarantee covers: • stability of the 
base • washing in a domestic dishwasher  

(with the exception of non-stick coated items  

or items made of cast iron, which we recommend 

should be washed by hand) • non-stick properties 

on non-stick pans

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover changes in the  
appearance of the cookware unless they have  

a significant effect on function.

TROVÄRDIG frying pans
5-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers function, materials and 
workmanship in all cookware in the above listed 

series. The guarantee covers: • stability of the 
base • non-stick properties

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover changes in the  
appearance of the cookware unless they have  

a significant effect on function. 
 

 

 

 

 

IKEA 365+ knives
15-Year Guarantee

Valid for all knives in IKEA 365+ series. 

 

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers function, materials  
and workmanship in all knives in the IKEA  

365+ knives series. This means that, in  
normal domestic use and provided that our  

care instructions are followed, the knives will  

still work as well as they did when they were  

new, even after 15 years. In this instance,  

normal use is defined as using (for cutting food) 
and cleaning the knife by hand once a day,  

and regular sharpening. For full details on this 

guarantee, see IKEA.co.uk/guarantees

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover changes in  
the appearance of the knife unless they have  

a significant effect on function.

VARDAGEN cookware
5-Year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers function, materials and 
workmanship in all cookware in the above listed 

series. The guarantee covers: • stability of the 
base.

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee does not cover changes in the  
appearance of the cookware unless they have  

a significant effect on function.

SLADDA bicycle
10-Year Guarantee 

Valid for belt drive.

25-Year Guarantee 

Valid for bicycle frame.

What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee applies to standard use on roads 
and cycle paths and covers defects in materials 

and workmanship of: • the belt drive • the frame 

What is not covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee does not apply to any other parts 
or components of SLADDA and only applies to the 
belt drive and frame. To replace parts (e.g. worn 
brake pads or broken parts from an accident) 

please call IKEA Customer Service or contact your 

IKEA store. Use only genuine original replacement 
parts. If you use anything other than genuine  

replacement parts you may compromise the 

safety of your bicycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What’s in the kitchen price? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The floor plan price is based on the above  
8-cabinet example kitchen. This 8-cabinet  
kitchen includes the following items: 1 60cm  
METOD base cabinet, 2 60cm METOD sink/ 
oven cabinets, 3 60×80cm METOD wall  
cabinets, 1 60×60cm METOD wall cabinet,  
1 246cm LILLTRASK worktop, 1 LAGAN tap,  
1 LILLVIKEN water-trap, 1 FYNDIG single  
bowl sink, 2 plinths, 4 drawer fronts,  

6 doors, shelves 4/2pk, 4 drawers,  

legs 2/4pk, hinges 5/2pk and fixings.  

For a full quote, ask a co-worker at  

your IKEA store.  

All kitchens except KNOXHULT kitchen also  
include soft-closing door dampers.
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All children deserve a 
safe and secure future 

Families living in poverty are 

especially vulnerable to climate 

change and other devastating 

events. That is why the IKEA 

Foundation* supports programmes 

that help families lift themselves  

out of poverty and fight the  

impacts of a changing climate. 

By helping women and young  

people build their knowledge, 

skills and confidence, the IKEA 

Foundation’s partners give them  

the tools they need to earn a 

sustainable income and provide  

for their families.

And, since it is hard for people to  

lift themselves out of poverty unless 

they have reliable energy sources, 

the IKEA Foundation funds projects 

that provide communities with clean, 

renewable energy.

This way, the IKEA Foundation  

not only gives families the means  

to change their lives for the better,  

but also helps them survive and 

recover more quickly when  

disasters strike.

Find out more at IKEAfoundation.org

 

*The philanthropic arm of INGKA 

Group

IKEA
®

Foundation

Put a spring in your step

 VINDUM rugs £80/ea High pile: 100% polypropylene. Backing:  

synthetic latex. 133×180cm. Dark grey. 003.449.79  White. 603.449.81

VINDUM rugs

£80/ea
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 01 BILLY bookcase £35 Foil finish. 80×28, H202cm. 002.638.50   

02 SKÅDIS pegboard combination £20.50 Painted finish. 76×56cm. 092.846.69

BILLY
bookcase

£35

01

02
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